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**Abstract**

Electronic commerce is important, and perhaps, inevitable. Thus to consider the legal implications of the growth and development of electronic commerce is essential. However, the lack of suitable dispute resolution mechanisms in cyberspace will constitute a serious obstacle to the further development of electronic commerce. Bearing this in mind, this thesis argues that when Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) moves to cyberspace, particularly arbitration and mediation as the main types of ADR, the form of online alternative dispute resolution (OADR) can maximise the growth of e-commerce.

However, in analysing OADR, one must contemplate primarily the value of fair process which OADR solutions are subject to, and the value of efficiency which OADR solutions are seen to achieve. From this perspective, a big challenge for traditional dispute resolution processes, such as ADR, will be to adapt to the internet and capitalise on the new possibilities it presents. Another big challenge will be to maintain the integrity and meaning of dispute resolution processes as they move online. But perhaps the greatest challenge will be to design an Online Alternative Dispute Resolution system which represents an effort at balancing, on the one hand, the need to provide effective mechanisms that increase access to justice, without which there seems little point in introducing the system, and, on the other hand, the need to provide just and fair administration of OADR processes without which the OADR outcome(s) will be cast in doubt.

This thesis concludes that OADR is a valid proposition and perhaps the preferred system for resolving disputes that inevitably arise in e-commerce, particularly, B-to-C internet transactions disputes and domain names disputes. This is due to the fact that OADR protects internet users' interests while not harming the interest of the Information Technology (IT) industry and, most importantly, not hindering the flourishing of electronic commerce.

That said, a number of legal and technical issues need to be addressed if there is to be a swift and successful deployment of OADR mechanisms in a cross-border environment. Legal issues do not constitute insurmountable obstacles to a successful
operation of such schemes, but some uncertainties remain due to technological limitations. Indeed the growth of OADR is tied to the development of technology.

The challenge faced by online arbitration lies more in the realm of law than technology, while the challenge faced by online mediation lies more in the realm of technology than law. This is due to the less stringent legal requirements and the crucial role of the communication process in conducting mediation. As a result, as online arbitration is faced with many legal issues, and, as online mediation requires complex and sophisticated communication schemes, which are difficult and expensive to set up presently, given time, OADR will be within the ambit of legally and technically possible in the near future.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1. An overview of OADR

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) and the internet are two very topical issues. Online alternative dispute resolution (OADR), or ADR online, refers to the use of internet technology, wholly or partially, as a medium by which to conduct the proceedings of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), in order to resolve commercial disputes which arise from the use of the internet. Those proceedings are operated by neutral private bodies under published rules of procedure.

On the one hand, ADR process is a method for out-of-court resolution of conflict through the intervention of neutral third parties. The leading English text on ADR defines it as a:

Range of procedures that serve as alternative to litigation through the courts for resolution of disputes, generally involving the intercession and assistance of neutral and impartial third.¹

Roy Goode, a leading writer on commercial law, argues that the essence of successful practice in litigation generally is the art of persuasion. Therefore, parties must be encouraged to take alternatives that might be advantageous to them, by making available suitable opportunities for an out-of-court settlement.²

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) issued its Guidelines on Consumer Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce. It encourages businesses, consumer representatives and governments:

To work together to continue to provide consumers with the option of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms that provide effective resolution of the dispute in a fair and timely manner and without undue cost of burden to the consumer.³

In various countries, there continues to be pressure for more radical change to reduce the cost and delay of litigation and shorten the length of trials. These changes contemplate the use of ADR to settle disputes. Indeed, since ADR proceedings are adaptable to suit the needs of the parties and the nature of the dispute, ADR is increasingly popular in commercial dispute resolution.

It is clear that ADR initiatives have been especially evident in Europe where cross-border disputes are common. The idea of creating a single or internal market without borders in Europe has encouraged the application of ADR solutions, because ADR has the capability of transcending trade barriers, and equally, to ensure an equality of access for consumers and businesses alike to justice. The notion that access to justice does not only have to mean access to courts was emphasised by the EU Commission on the principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes. In these recommendations, “consumer access to justice” was defined as:

The opportunity to exercise one’s rights in practice, not access to justice in the stricter sense, i.e. to the courts.

In the UK, Lord Woolf issued a report in 1996 called “Access to Justice”. The thrust of the report is on access to improved, cheaper, expeditious, and fairer means of resolving disputes. This means, so far as is practicable, dealing with cases in ways which are proportionate to the amount involved, the importance, the complexity, and the financial position of each party, by allotting to such cases an appropriate share of the court’s resources. In effect, however, Lord Woolf proposed fundamental and radical changes to the way litigation should be conducted. His diagnosis is that civil justice is in crisis because, among other things, it takes too long and costs too much.

---


money. High costs and delay involved in civil litigation are of the utmost importance to the parties. They may prevent an action ever being brought and they will always be a factor in the risk of litigation. High costs and delay in courts raise a whole range of complicating factors, such as, questions of court and judicial efficiency, the adequacy of existing levels of government financing and court resources or the more difficult issue of the ability of courts and judges to do better with existing inadequate resources. Lord Woolf was genuinely concerned with combating cost and delay in the court system.

With regards to costs in civil procedures, it was one of the earliest conclusions of Lord Woolf's inquiry into the civil litigation system in his Interim Report that:

Excessive costs deter people from making or defending claims...the problem of disproportionate cost occurs throughout the system. It is most acute in smaller cases where the costs of litigation, for one side alone, frequently equal or exceed the value of what is at issue.

With regards to delay in civil procedures, it has been argued that delay could prove to be extremely frustrating to the parties, particularly to the plaintiff who might feel that delay amounted to a denial of justice. Lord Woolf in his Interim Report has noticed that:

There are four areas in which delay or a lengthy timescale is a matter of concern. (1) The time taken to progress a case from the initial claim to a final hearing. (2) The time taken to reach settlement. (3) Delay in obtaining a hearing date. (4) The time taken by the hearing itself.

---

In order to combat delay and high cost in civil proceedings, among other things, Lord Woolf discussed ADR at some length and made various suggestions as how it might be used to combat delay and high cost in civil process. Lord Woolf encouraged the use of ADR if the court considers it appropriate and to facilitate such use. In this regard, it has been argued that this is reasonable since courts need to focus heavily on techniques to increase the disposition of cases without a trial. This might be possible by considering the relationships of courts to other social and legal institutions such as mediation and arbitration.  

Clearly, Lord Woolf suggested that the objectives of case management in court system are to encourage early settlement, and diversion, where appropriate, to alternative forms of dispute resolution. He stated clearly in his Interim Report:

The philosophy of litigation should be primarily to encourage early settlement of disputes.

In paragraph 8 of section I of his Final Report, Lord Woolf said:

If my recommendations are implemented the landscape of civil litigation will be fundamentally different from what it is now.

In Paragraph 9 of section I of his Final Report, Lord Woolf added:

The new landscape will have the following features.
Litigation will be avoided wherever possible.
(a) People will be encouraged to start court proceedings to resolve disputes only as a last resort, and after using other more appropriate means when these are available.
(b) Information on sources of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) will be provided at all civil courts.
(c) Legal aid funding will be available for pre litigation resolution and ADR.

---

17 Ibid. Paragraph 9, Section 1.
Lord Woolf said in the same paragraph:

The court will encourage the use of ADR...and will take into account whether the parties have unreasonably refused to try ADR or behaved unreasonably in the course of ADR.  

To the same effect, at paragraph 18 of section 1 of his Final report, Lord Woolf said:

The new procedures I propose will emphasise the importance of ADR through the court's ability to take into account whether parties have unreasonably rejected the possibility of ADR or have behaved unreasonably in the course of ADR.  

Lord Woolf concluded that the attitudes to litigation were a major factor in creating delay and high costs in civil procedures. In actual fact, Lord Woolf sought to reduce the culture of "adversarialism" and hopes that increased co-operation between the parties will reduce the delay and high cost of civil justice. Litigants often devalue or cannot hear the validity of claims made by opponents, simply because they are opponents. As a result, it is often helpfully corrected by a third party neutral who can explore the validity of claims detached from their proponents. But efforts to instruct co-operative behaviour are often distorted or manipulated by judges who seek to remain adversarial and who have a very robust legal culture to support them. Thus, judges must be taught to think about handling cases differently, particularly, by contemplating the use of ADR. Only when they are successful at this, Lord Woolf recommendations become more collaborative and co-operative.

However, some commentators argue that Lord Woolf did not do enough to require or attach ADR-consciousness to the courts in his bid for procedural reform in civil justice, and, therefore, if Lord Woolf's proposals are to have any success, the courts and the legal profession must be more actively engaged in various ADR and settlement procedures.

---

19 Ibid. Paragraph 18, section 1.
Judges will clearly have to learn about their roles with regards to ADR and the substance of their recommendations in this context. They will have to understand the difference between various processes, such as arbitration and mediation, if they are to advise parties on diverting cases to appropriate forms of dispute resolution. However, judges may be helping to manage cases or divert to ADR without fully understanding what they are doing. Different forms of ADR are quite varied in terms of party control, third party neutral functions and the possible structure and content of outcome(s). The various ADR processes are often frightening to traditional judges because they are so various, informal, not rule-bound and fraught with interpersonal conflict and psychological, as well as legal, issues.\textsuperscript{22}

Besides, judges will be recommending litigants to ADR services which might be outside the existing court structure. If there are to be no court-supported ADR programmes, the associated costs of the diversion of cases to appropriate dispute resolution should be considered because this might create a form of classed justice where some will be able to pay for some alternatives but others will not. Such diversion is itself time-consuming and has some costs and it might become just another bureaucratic step or layer on the way to more fees. If not used effectively, it will not provide the cost and delay reduction Lord Woolf contemplates. That said, there is no doubt that Lord Woolf encouraged the use of ADR in the civil proceedings.\textsuperscript{23}

On the other hand, the internet is an international network of interconnected computers, or it can be very simply described as the network of networks. On October 24, 1995, the Federal Networking Council (FNC) unanimously passed a resolution defining the term "internet". This definition was developed in consultation with members of the internet and intellectual property rights communities. In this definition, internet is refers to:


\textsuperscript{23} Ibid. 98.
The global information system that is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the Internet Protocol (IP) and is able to support communications using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 24

The advent of the internet has introduced an unprecedented simplicity of communication on a global level. But whilst the internet and electronic commerce have many qualities that internet users find attractive, they also have properties that facilitate fraud and unacceptable practices, and, therefore, make prosecution or consumer protection difficult. In this regard, the OECD has noted that:

The internet's anonymity, mobility, and global reach, all worked to substantially increase the potential for harm because the identity and the actual physical location of the people behind it will generally be very hard to track. 25

However, a key concept of the internet is that it was not designed for just one application, but as a general infrastructure on which new applications could be conceived. Although technological predictions are precarious, it seems likely that the technology will continue to develop in scope and sophistication, and will play an important role in resolving the legal quandaries presented by the internet. 26

The use of technology to conduct ADR proceedings, in the form of OADR, is of particular importance in this regard as shall be argued in this thesis. The problem created by one of the greatest technological innovations of our time, i.e. the internet can be best addressed by fusing it with one our time’s greatest legal-interpersonal process innovation, i.e. Alternative Dispute Resolution.

Internet-based activities, particularly in commercial context, have added a new dimension to both potential disputes and dispute resolution tools. Out of court dispute resolution mechanisms, in particular, are becoming more important than ever as the internet allows small transactions across jurisdictional borders to take place very

easily. Indeed, the advent of the internet has created challenges and opportunities for dispute resolution mechanisms, and particularly ADR. These challenges and opportunities are interconnected inexorably with each other, with internet characteristics, and with internet infrastructure.

There are five points that must be made clear in the above-mentioned definition of OADR.

First, the term OADR does not refer to the type of conflict, but rather to the means by which the procedure is carried out, thus making the term potentially misleading. In actual fact, OADR raises the question, to what extent the internet is used in the resolution of the dispute itself. Two approaches are conceivable. (I) OADR proceedings might make partial use of the internet, such as, allowing certain documents to be submitted online. (II) OADR proceedings might themselves take place wholly online. The present study concentrates on OADR mechanisms which make use of electronic networks, either partially or entirely, to resolve disputes.

Second, there are various types of ADR and systems for out-of-court settlement of disputes. These types differ greatly as regards their structure, operation and implementation. But the critical differences across the ADR spectrum are at the level of formality and the amount of control the parties have over process and substantive outcome against the role of the neutral in facilitating or deciding the outcome. These significant differences between ADR mechanisms are obviously important to bear in mind when choosing which process is appropriate for the dispute under consideration. That said, for the purpose of this thesis, OADR will refer to online mediation and online arbitration. Therefore, the general term, OADR, will be used rather than the specific terms of online mediation or online arbitration. The purpose is to draw conclusions relevant for all OADR types. Similarly, the term "third party neutral" will be used to describe the person who undertakes to resolve the dispute. The reason for using this term is to maintain an objective stance and to side step the need to use the word "arbitrator" or "mediator" which might imply reference to that particular mode of dispute resolution rather than simply to the person who is exercising that mechanism. However, where necessary definitions will be given and delimitation will be made.
Third, it is important to remind the reader of the fact that although some OADR providers seem more developed than others, all are really first attempts. The first experiments in online out-of-court dispute settlement were made during 1996-1997. This experimental stage included initiatives such as Virtual Magistrate\textsuperscript{27}, Online Ombudsmen Office\textsuperscript{28}, and E-resolution.\textsuperscript{29} The OADR industry is currently in a state of flux and some providers will ultimately fail, as is natural in any new marketplace. Also, the practice of OADR is divided in the meantime. Some OADR providers attempt to automate alternative dispute resolution, and some employ technology as a mere tool to assist persons trying to use traditional ADR techniques. Some OADR providers are offered only to disputants in a particular market, such as online auctions, others are available only to subscribers, such as trust mark subscribers, while still others are available to any disputing parties. Some OADR providers are focused on a particular dispute arena, while others are willing to intervene in almost any dispute. And some OADR web sites are non-profit in nature, while others are highly commercial.

Fourth, this thesis is about OADR, and, therefore, ADR, which is by its very nature such a broad topic, will not be discussed in general terms except for useful aspects to draw comparisons. Indeed, there is no space in this thesis for comparisons between OADR and ADR. However, the lessons drawn from ADR will inform our understanding of OADR because ADR literature and practice has certainly improved the quality of justice of these offline forms of dispute resolution. As Colin Rule, one of the leading writers on OADR has put it:

\begin{quote}
The lessons learnt in ADR over the years about the importance of impartiality, how to effectively move parties towards resolution, about the importance of listening and transparency, and the challenge of managing power imbalances all are central to effective ODR practice.\textsuperscript{30}
\end{quote}

And fifth, there will be special references to the implications of OADR upon American and English litigation. Such implications have to be analysed because they

\textsuperscript{27} <http://www.vmag.org/>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
\textsuperscript{28} <http://www.ombuds.org>\textsuperscript{}, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
\textsuperscript{29} <http://www.eresolution.ca>\textsuperscript{}, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
constitute a reference point for the assessment of the quality of justice of a given OADR provider and they provide a framework for reflecting upon the general requirements of fair process in OADR. However, the priority in this research is towards the implications of OADR on the United Kingdom and English litigation. The default is the English law where it is well developed, appropriate, and constructive.

As regards the United States of America, the encouragement of electronic commerce is a matter of public policy in the United States. Section 2 (b) of the U.S. Anti Cyber-squatting Consumer Protection Act (the ACPA) states:

Congress finds that the unauthorised registration or use of trademarks as internet domain names or other identifiers of online locations (commonly known as cyber-squatting)... impairs electronic commerce, which is important to the economy of the United States.\(^{31}\)

Moreover, the internet was largely developed in the United States, so many of the debates currently taking places in the UK and elsewhere have already been rehearsed. The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), which is a non-profit corporation formed to assume responsibility for Internet Protocol Address (IP) space allocation, originally obtains its authority over domain names from a U.S. Department of Commerce contract to administer the root of the system (the ultimate database in which all Top Level Domains (TLDs) are registered).\(^{32}\) The ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) is incorporated as a part of the Generic Top Level Domain Names (gTLDs) registration agreement which includes (.com), (.org) and (.net).\(^{33}\) The UDRP is imposed by contract upon all of the accredited gTLDs registrars and, in turn, imposed by them upon domain name holders as a condition of the registration agreement. Clearly, the UDRP incorporates a great

\(^{31}\) Section 2 (b) of the U.S. Anti Cyber-squatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA), Public Law No. 106-113 (1999).


\(^{33}\) ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), as approved by ICANN on the 24th of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/dndr/udrp/policy.htm>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003. Before ICANN, in 1993, after a gradual increase in commercial internet activity, the National Science Foundation (NSF) subcontracted the job of registering domain names to a small company named "Network Solutions". Network Solutions registered domain names on a first-come first-served basis, just as all the internet domain names had always been allocated.
deal of U.S. trademark law in its guidelines for distinguishing between those registrations which are abusive and those which are legitimate.  

Furthermore, promoting the creation of new dispute settlement mechanisms with an online application was identified as a priority to encourage electronic commerce by the Federal Trade Commission in the United States.  

Obviously, the first experiments in OADR were made in the US, and, not surprisingly, ICANN itself deploys OADR mechanisms. Indeed, the UDRP, which sets forth the terms and conditions in connection with a dispute over the registration and use of an internet domain name, utilises OADR schemes.  

As regards the UK, the encouragement of electronic commerce is a matter of public policy too. The UK government is enthusiastic about developing the potential for electronic transactions, partly as a method of delivering government services, and partly as the basis for promoting competition and economic growth. It appears that there is now a strong political imperative in the UK to prompt various actions that will create trust, reliance, and confidence in doing business over the internet. The strategy of the UK government is like that of the United States to make the country the best place in the world for e-commerce.  

Since the United Kingdom is a European country, and it will be affected by any European Union regulation with regard to OADR, The EU regulatory initiatives in that respect will be discussed. The EU Directive of Electronic Commerce and the  

---  

37 For a full account on UK government’s strategy in relation to the encouragement of e-commerce, see the office of the e-Envoy, available online at <http://www.e-envoy.gov.uk>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.  
EU recommendations on principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes\textsuperscript{39} are of particular importance in this regard.

One of the primary goals of the European Community is the promotion of cross-national trade and the facilitation of the free movement of goods and services in the European internal market. From this perspective, the European Community strives to ensure the functionality of the new electronic marketplace.\textsuperscript{40}

The EU law aims increasingly at the establishment of effective cross-border dispute settlement systems. The European Parliament stressed in its resolution of 13\textsuperscript{th} April 1999 the importance to facilitate the life of the individual citizen through the settlement of cross border disputes.\textsuperscript{41} Before this, in its Green Paper on "Access of Consumers to Justice and the Settlement of Consumer Disputes in the Single Market", the European Commission set out a number of proposals aimed at resolving cross-border disputes. The aspects mentioned in the proposals included, in particular, the simplified settlement of disputes.\textsuperscript{42}

The European Commission has strongly advocated the use of OADR systems. European policy initiatives in the areas of e-commerce, jurisdiction and consumer protection in cyberspace have discussed ADR and pointed particularly to the importance of the internet as a dispute resolution tool. Special emphasis is placed upon the innovative use of information technologies in implementing ADR schemes. In the same context, the EU Commission has submitted to the view that developing communication technologies have a significant role to play in providing internet users


with the facilities to resolve a dispute, especially where the parties are located in different jurisdictions. 43

Promoting the creation of new dispute settlement mechanisms with an online application was identified as a priority by the European Commission. In the European Commission's Green Paper on Alternative Dispute Resolution in Civil and Commercial Law, it was indicated that one of the main reasons for the growing interest in ADR is that it has become a political priority which is widely recognised by EU institutions, and specifically asserted in the context of the information society. It addresses OADR, in particular, in the following terms:

The role of new online dispute resolution (ODR) services has been recognised as a form of web-based cross-border dispute resolution. 44

Article 52 of the EU Directive of Electronic Commerce, states that member states' legislation should allow appropriate technological means for efficient out-of-court dispute settlement systems. More precisely, it was stated that:

The effective exercise of the freedoms of the Internet Market makes it necessary to guarantee victims effective access to means of settling disputes...Member states should examine the need to provide access to judicial procedures by appropriate electronic means. 45

In Article 51, the above-mentioned Directive requires member states, where necessary, to amend any legislation which is liable to hamper the use of schemes for the out-of-court settlement of disputes through electronic channels. The result of this

---


amendment must be to make the functioning of such schemes genuinely and effectively possible in law and in practice, particularly across borders.\textsuperscript{46}

That said, it must be pointed out that because of the global nature of internet disputes and OADR solutions, it is not possible to take a purely English or American view. Account must be taken of developments on a world wide basis. As a result, there will be references to international treaties and conventions that might affect the use and implementation of OADR. New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958 is of particular importance in this regard.

Besides, there will be a number of references to the arbitral decisions of ICANN. In this regard, it is important to recall that the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), in its Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses, identified that one of the advantages of the arbitration procedures of ICANN is the fact that it is conducted to a large extent online.\textsuperscript{47}

1.2. Business to Consumer Internet Transaction Disputes and Domain Name Disputes as Two Case Studies

For the purpose of this thesis, business to consumer (B-to-C) internet transaction disputes and internet trademark infringement disputes in the form of domain name disputes will be deployed as two case studies. Businesses to consumer and domain name dispute resolution have been a major area of activity for online ADR because of the need to build electronic commerce through increasing internet users' confidence.

It must be noted here that domain names are generated by electronic commerce and domain name disputes are a form of business-to-business electronic commerce disputes. However, the distinction between business-to-business (B-to-B) and business-to-consumer (B-to-C) electronic commerce is vital, since both segments are


driven by different factors and face a number of completely different barriers. A critical discussion of business-to-business electronic commerce in general and other forms of internet commercial disputes are beyond the limits of this thesis. This is not to suggest that the internet does not affect B-to-B transactions, on the contrary, the internet has an apparent impact on B-to-B transactions through the globalisation of B-to-B transactions across borders. But in B-to-B electronic commerce, there is a need for more formal dispute settlement mechanisms because there are generally large monetary amounts at stake. This is not the case with B-to-C internet transaction disputes.

Besides, the domain name system is an indispensable element for e-commerce to work properly. By the same token, the domain name system itself, and its implication for trademark laws, would not have been possible without the advent of the internet. This is not the case in other cross-border B-to-B transactions, which existed before the advent of the internet.

As regards B-to-C internet transaction disputes, uncertainty over the legal framework of B-to-C internet transaction disputes may inhibit both consumers from purchasing products or services over the internet, and companies from entering into the electronic marketplace. A business to consumer internet transaction means in a broad sense the sale of goods and services over the internet from business entities to individuals acting in their personal capacity. B-to-C internet transaction disputes are related to goods or services not received, late delivery, goods which delivered deviate from description, and defective goods. In fact, there are three common categories of B-to-C internet transaction disputes: "I did not do it, I did not get it, and I do not want it." The third category could be called "quality disputes", and they are the most difficult disputes to be resolved mainly because of the vagueness of online items' features. In addition to these three main categories, consumers experience difficulty in obtaining refunds or rights of return, being unaware of hidden costs, and misrepresentations regarding the product offered. 48
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According to a survey, which was supported by the European Commission, 18.1 per cent of the goods ordered never arrived, and of the goods that did arrive, 7 per cent were either damaged or late.\(^{49}\)

The uncertainty in B-to-C internet transaction disputes can be attributed to the following three main reasons.

First, traditionally, disputes involving consumer protection are rarely international, but the arrivals of the internet and electronic commerce have changed this parameter fundamentally. Outside cyberspace, ordinary consumers do not usually enter international agreements. By contrast, in cyberspace, they engage in small or medium transactions which they would usually not have entered in the offline world.\(^{50}\) As the OECD has recognised:

> Business-to-consumer transactions are increasingly concluded on the internet as a matter of course, but consumer protection laws are numerous and they may differ considerably at the national level.\(^{51}\)

Second, low entry barriers to the internet, as a global marketplace, will affect parties' ability to litigate potential disputes in B-to-C internet transactions, as these kinds of transactions are usually characterised by the fact that goods and services have low economic value compared to the cost of seeking judicial settlement.

Third, distance transactions, including B-to-C transactions, are traditionally characterised by the fact, that one party will have to perform prior to the other which makes the transaction risky, especially, for the party that has to perform in advance. Typically, this party will be the buyer. The new challenge which was introduced by the advent of the internet is the relative ease and reach of fraudulent activities when conducted online. For example, telemarketing scams are similar to online fraud.


\(^{50}\) Lessig, L., Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace, (Basic Books, New York, 1999) 197.

Before the victims discover the fraud, the fraudster unplugs the telephones and moves to another location to begin a new scam. Obviously, moving to another location, i.e. another web site, is much easier online.

In the bricks and mortar world, a consumer usually has the ability to inspect a product before purchasing it, while in the world of online transactions, the critical difference is that a consumer cannot, and instead has to rely on the merchant's photos or descriptions of the product. However, reliance on the electronic merchant's photos or descriptions might not be sufficient because setting up an online shop, i.e. the web site, which reaches a global market without setting up a distribution network, incurs very low starting and operating costs. And before people realise that they have become victims of fraud, the shop might have closed down and re-opened under a different name and design. The transitory nature of online businesses allows closing up operations and setting up new schemes quite easily. In fact, given the internet's low barriers to entry, participation by many individuals and small enterprises that are denied participation in traditional markets is much easier. And because of the relatively low start-up costs, an online merchant may be an inexperienced, undercapitalised business person whose operation may collapse even before the merchandise is sent.

If there is an action for fraud, the plaintiff is required to state the circumstances constituting fraud with particularity. This means that the plaintiff must identify the time, place and content of the fraud. These requirements are difficult to be fulfilled in the online context because the consumer will often lack information or documentation regarding the transaction and the merchant's conduct. This is due to the fact the data exchange between an e-merchant and his customer often constitutes the only evidence for the performance and conclusion of the transaction. Apparently, later modifications of electronic information about the sender, the content of the message, the time and date of sending and reception may occur and be difficult to trace. In fact, sophisticated ways exist to make it virtually impossible to trace data on the World Wide Web back.
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to its point of origin. Thus, although the consumer was clearly defrauded on the internet, he or she might have a hard time proving the case.\textsuperscript{54} Apparently, when ADR moves to cyberspace, the form of online OADR can maximise the growth of B-to-C internet transactions and e-commerce in general.

On the other hand, advances in technology and the phenomenal growth of the internet as a commercial medium have brought about a new set of concerns and challenges in the realm of IP.\textsuperscript{55} The creation and dissemination of information has become a prevalent economic activity, and the protection of these ideas by way of IP rights is essential to the future development of the virtual marketplace. Without such protection, the market risks destruction and collapse.\textsuperscript{56} Indeed, with computers and communication equipment becoming commonplace in the home, intellectual property rights holders are now concerned with the proliferation of the infringements of their rights on the internet.\textsuperscript{57}

In the realm of trademarks, as the use of the internet for commercial purposes has increased exponentially, the value of internet trademarks in the form of domain names have increased at incredible rates. Indeed, the increasing commercialisation of the internet has focused attention on domain names.\textsuperscript{58}

Electronic commerce is a source of growing demand on domain names because currently there is no effective alternative method of finding a company’s internet location. Accordingly, the utility of Domain Name System (DNS) should be understood primarily within the broader context of electronic commerce and doing business on the internet because the shape of trademark law will greatly affect the

progress of electronic commerce. Due to the nature of the internet, the domain name is as important as the business itself, or more precisely, the domain name is the company's primary asset. Through electronic commerce, trademarks will travel across the globe more cheaply than ever before. For the consumer, a domain name allows an access to the internet, provides a direct link to the online business, and provides a mode of initiating transactions online. Equally, a domain name owner's interest in a domain name is that acquisition of a domain name is considered as a prerequisite step to conducting business online. As a result, firms and others, increasingly seek to have an internet presence because without a domain name, a company would be practically invisible on the internet. Customers would not know were to find the company.  

Most domain name conflicts occur over the " .com" Top Level Domains (TLDs), because the majority of companies on the internet are there for commercial reasons.  

Dan Burk, one of the leading writers on domain name disputes, considers the Domain Name System (DNS) as:

An electronic equivalent to the Panama and Suez canals because vendors can ship goods along these electronic waterways. Without an internet address, i.e., a domain name, one cannot sail at all and furthermore, the loss of a well-established address could sink an e-commerce armada.  

Back in 1993 and 1994, few had any idea that the internet was going to become the engine of electronic commerce within the next few years. However, some believed that the internet would be an important business tool some day, and the domain names would be valuable commodities. Some of them, like "Amazon.com" registered their names as domain names because they planned to do business over the internet, but others registered a number of domain names that they believed someone would someday pay money to own. For example, "Panavision", the movie camera company, went to Network Solutions, an American domain name registry, to register the domain name "Panavision.com", and discovered it already belonged to Mr. Dennis Toeppen.

---


60 Domain name statistics are maintained by "Netnames.com" at <http://www.netnames.com>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

Mr. Toeppen was willing to convey the domain name to Panavision for $13,000. Such practice has been termed as “Cyber-squatting”, to describe the deliberate, bad faith, abusive registration of a domain name in violation of rights in trademarks.\(^\text{62}\)

In this regard, Section 2 (b) of the U.S. Anti Cyber-squatting Consumer Protection Act (the ACPA) states:

> Congress finds that the unauthorised registration or use of trademarks as internet domain names or other identifiers of online locations (commonly known as cyber-squatting)... impairs electronic commerce, which is important to the economy of the United States.\(^\text{63}\)

Ironically, a low-entry barrier system that was developed to provide for fast and easy registration of domain names, thereby encouraging rapid growth of the internet, has in itself become a threat to the existence of many well-known trademarks because it challenges the ability of trademark owners to effectively enforce their rights.\(^\text{64}\)

Professor Froomkin, one of the leading writers on domain names, has noted that of the 1.9 million new domain name registrations in 1999, about 67,000 allegedly infringed a trademark.\(^\text{65}\)

Apparently, when ADR moves to cyberspace, the form of online OADR can maximise the growth of domain names system and e-commerce in general.


\(^\text{63}\) Section 2 (b) of the U.S. Anti Cyber-squatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA), Public Law No. 106-113 (1999).


1.3. Dispute resolution landscape in cyberspace

It is important to emphasise that other alternatives to resolve electronic disputes, such as, online credit card charge back system, online consumer complaints system, online feedback rating system, and online courts should continue to be explored. Some of these mechanisms may form a strategic alliance with OADR to provide internet users with further settlement options when parties fail to settle a dispute through OADR. However, a critical discussion of other alternatives to resolve disputes in the online environment is beyond the limits of this thesis. So that it was decided not to examine them here. This is not because such mechanisms are not valid and important. Rather, they present legal questions which are fundamentally different from legal questions in OADR. However, it might be useful to provide a brief analysis of each mechanism because they constitute by far the most extensive variety of dispute resolution mechanisms in cyberspace.

1.3.1. Online Credit Card Charge Back System

Credit cards are by far the prevailing payment method in electronic commerce. The credit card industry, through its charge back procedures, presents one model of how a private sector dispute resolution system can enhance confidence on the internet. Under charge back arrangement, the credit card issuer has to deal with the dispute, and if it concludes that the card holder claims are right, it has to credit the consumer’s account with the disputed amount of money and charge the transaction back to the merchant. In fact, credit card charge back is a form of guarantee scheme that involves the return of a transaction from the issuer of the card, used by a consumer, to the financial institution that purchased the transaction from the merchant.66

The charge back system affords internet users cheap redress because no dispute resolution fees are involved. But the main benefit of the charge back system is that it provides an incentive for the merchant to exercise greater care in online transactions. In charge back system, the ultimate risk of the online transaction is shifted to the merchant. In essence, the charge back system mitigates the risk of prior performance by the buyer. This risk is one of the main reasons of consumers’ vulnerability in
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distance transactions, particularly in electronic distance transactions. Consumers’ ability to reverse payments is a crucial issue in the context of effective enforcement of the consumers’ rights and the enhancement of consumers’ confidence in the online context. Charge back in effect does nothing else than shifting the burden of having to take legal action in the event of an online dispute from the buyer who is the weak party to the merchant who is the strong party. And therefore, the charge back system gives consumers leverage with merchants, against whom they have claims. Although some argue that there is the risk of misuse of charge back mechanisms by consumers, this risk seems manageable. In any event, a charge back would not preclude the merchant from contesting the consumer’s allegations with the card issuer, or even in courts.67

However, charge back system is a contractual right and obligation between the financial institution that issues the card and the financial institution that accepts the card. Therefore, they give no direct rights to card holders to pursue the remedies available in the system.68

Apparently, OADR providers can make a contract with a credit card company according to which the right to charge back is determined by the outcome of the OADR procedure. In other words, the cardholder is allowed to charge back the trader if the OADR panel has decided so.

1.3.2. Online Consumer Complaints System

Good customer service is central to consumer confidence and e-commerce profitability. Therefore, individual electronic commerce companies that frequently generate disputes may develop internal dispute resolution capacity. It is likely that these internal dispute resolution processes are very informal as these services are rooted in good commercial sense.

Private enterprises generally prefer unilateral decision making and other attributes of autonomy to any form of third party dispute resolution. However, online consumer complaints system can form a strategic alliance with OADR to provide internet users with further settlement options when parties fail to settle a dispute through OADR.

That said, it must be pointed out that there are certain drawbacks in the online consumer complaints system. The vastly different approaches taken by one merchant, as compared with another, will result in a lack of consistency and predictability in the whole process. Moreover, small and medium sized enterprises (SME’s) lack the infrastructure, the budget, or the experience to handle consumer complaints properly. Besides, fruitful communication is obstructed through the problems consumers have in formulating their complaints clearly, especially in foreign languages. 

1.3.3. Online Feedback Rating System

One of the main factors that often separate the failures from successes in e-commerce is the degree to which the online company pays attention to feedback from its customers. There are some web sites that maintain blacklists of disreputable online merchants based on buyers’ feedback so as to assist future buyers in avoiding merchants with a bad record.

The online feedback rating system is a practice commonly applied in online auction web sites. Clearly, the auction area of the World Wide Web booms. The online auction sector of cyberspace economy is predicted to grow from three billion dollars today to twelve billion dollars in 2004. By far, E-Bay is the most popular online auction web site. It has around 4,000,000 items for sale and about half a million transactions a week.

---

70 Ibid. 78
After any transaction is completed, buyers and sellers can post feedback as to the conduct of the buyer or seller. If someone posts a negative feedback, it will stay on the buyer’s or seller’s record. It is therefore very important to online auction web site users to acquire a positive feedback rating if they wish to remain active. Checking on a seller’s feedback rating is probably the first step any user takes before considering whether to bid on an item or not.

Obviously, online auction sites customers have a strong incentive to use OADR services since it is an important way where they can get negative feedback on them removed from the online auction website where it will influence future transactions. Besides, if both buyer and seller agree that someone has been unfairly flamed or negatively rated, then as part of the settlement agreement, they can agree to remove the negative rating.74

However, there are certain drawbacks in online feedback rating system. Since it is impossible to decide whether the post is right or wrong, feedback mechanisms are not very effective and could even be very detrimental because people’s reputation are at stake. Indeed, one has to question in practical terms fairness, safety from challenge, and effectiveness of online feedback rating system. Reputation is a valuable asset for merchants, particularly, when engaging in e-commerce. The potential loss associated with a damaged reputation in the electronic marketplace combined with the inability to manipulate one’s own reputation is great. Consequently, in the online context, having a negative reputation has a much greater impact than having a positive reputation. Moreover, past behaviour by itself is not a trustworthy indication of future behaviour. A merchant might always have complied in the past but find at one point that the benefits from breaching obligations exceed the loss of future gains. Furthermore, the damage of merchant’s reputation does not help the consumer who generated the information about the merchant’s untrustworthiness in the first place. And finally, for those companies who have just entered the internet global

marketplace, there is no past behaviour that is necessary for consumers to build trust.\textsuperscript{75}

1.3.4. Online Courts
This thesis is about OADR, and, therefore, judicial trials, which are by their very nature such a broad topic, will not be discussed in general terms except for useful aspects to draw comparisons. Indeed, there is no space in this thesis for comparisons between OADR and judicial trials. A critical discussion of online courts is also beyond the limits of this thesis. So there is no space for comparisons between offline courts and online courts. This is not because the idea of online courts is not deemed to be valid and important; rather, it presents legal questions which are fundamentally different from those involving a third party neutral who issues a recommendation or an arbitral award. For instance, an interesting question for the future will be whether online courts could solve the problem of jurisdiction since they bound to no specific territory. Besides, in terms of enforcement, one has to think in a different way because there is different kind of electronic document to be enforced at an international setting; namely, the electronic judgement.

That said, it must be pointed out that OADR outcome(s) could be more easily recognised by online courts as the line between private online dispute resolution mechanisms, such as OADR, and public online dispute resolution mechanisms, such as online courts, will increasingly become blurred.

In an unexplored area like internet disputes settlement, while processes for different forms of alternative dispute resolution are not new and in some cases, such as arbitration, rooted in well-established procedures, the use of the internet as a vehicle to conduct these processes is novel. This observation is not confined to private dispute resolution mechanisms since dispute resolution is not confined to the private sector. Within a few years, almost everyone in developed societies will enjoy easy access to a much enhanced internet. This will be the natural first port of call for all sorts of entertainment, information, guidance, and services. The civil justice system will not be immune in an era where a rich body of technologies are transforming our lives

rapidly and so must surely adapt. Nothing in principle prevents pleading, discovery, and trial functions in the court system to be accomplished through an electronic network. 76

For example, the US Federal Rules of Civil Procedure now expressly provide for the use of web-conferencing for oral testimony.77 Similarly, in civil trials, the rules of civil procedures in England and Wales allow for the use of web-conferencing.78

Richard Susskind, one of the leading writers on law and IT, believes that IT and the internet will fundamentally, irreversibly, and comprehensively, transform legal practice and the administration of justice. He stated clearly that:

It is vital to bear in mind that we are currently at the beginning of an evolutionary path which will lead in due course to an inevitably highly automated court system, under which the administration of cases will flow from start to finish in a largely automated environment, with human intervention only for judicial decision making and management decision making.79

However, it has been argued that there are important cultural and psychological associations connected with physical court buildings because they embody particular values expressed in jurisprudence and civic life. Indeed, symbolisms of law contribute to the respect which the citizen has for the authority of the courts. In cyberspace, this particular cultural and psychological aspect may be lost. For instance, by standing in a physical court, instead of participating online, a party may be more aware of the gravity of the situation. This will have an apparent impact on the perception of courts in general.80

Besides, although IT is now attracting far more attention across the justice systems of the globe than ever before, it is still doubtful that decision makers in the public sector

78 CPR Part 32, rule 32 (2).
have grasped just how fundamentally and rapidly the administration of justice might be transformed through technology in the next five to ten years.\footnote{Susskind, R., Transforming the Law, Essays on Technology, Justice and the Legal Marketplace, (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2000) 257.}

As a result, online courtrooms probably will not replace physical courtrooms. Instead, a mixture of physical and online courts is more likely. From this perspective, it is important to emphasise that online courts should continue to be explored.

At present, there are a few projects of online courts that are worth mentioning. For instance, the UK has launched a service, since May 2002, called the Money Claim Online Pilot.\footnote{<http://www.courtservice.gov.uk/mcol/index.htm>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.} Another pilot project is the cyber court of the state of Michigan.\footnote{<http://www.michigancybercourt.net>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.} A critical discussion of these initiatives is beyond the limits of this thesis. However, there is still a long way to go as this would require an understanding of the court environment, the judicial function, and the technological options.

1.4. Objectives and Structure of the Thesis

OADR raises a whole set of complex questions. Do we need an OADR system? Does it address a problem that really needs solving? And does it do so in a way that is likely to be successful? In response, one must emphasise that electronic commerce is important, and perhaps, inevitable. Thus to consider the legal implications of the growth and development of electronic commerce is essential. The following brief background on the internet, e-commerce and globalisation is essential to a discussion of the issues and responses that are emerging in the field of OADR.

Globalisation has affected the world's economics, popular cultures and languages. Globalisation is truly with us. The internet and its applications have been augmenting the globalisation process and they have turned out to be one of the most powerful forces shaping globalisation. The internet is more than just a tool, but rather a large force that is driving the globalisation system where the world has become increasingly an interwoven place. For the past few years, the emergence and development of the internet, as one of the most powerful forces shaping globalisation, has made changes
to the life of millions of people worldwide. The rate of development is extraordinary. Even today, no one can predict with certainty where the internet will take us. One of the areas where the internet has had a particular impact is commerce. Internet users are making purchases and entering into contracts electronically, often meeting, negotiating and completing transactions with little or no face-to-face contact and without the exchange of paper-based documents and hand-written signatures. Electronic commerce will inevitably grow and might become the key to the future trading system. In commerce, there is a general tendency toward the globalisation of trade practices. The shifts taken by many countries towards market economies and the advance of modern technology have created an increasingly global world economy. Electronic commerce has greatly accelerated the convergence of national and regional market forces towards a truly global economy.

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) has been described as a general term applied to the use of computer and telecommunications technologies in a way based on the processing and transmission of digitised data, including text, sound and visual images that are transmitted over open networks, such as the internet, to support trading in goods and services which involve both organisations and individuals.

People have been engaging in business transactions for a long time. Electronic commerce is only the most recent in a long tradition of business transactions across borders. Never before, however, concerns about confidence have been subject to so much discussion. Currently, the level of internet users' trust is far too low to allow electronic commerce to deliver its potential. Many e-commerce endeavours failed not because they were not required or there was no market for them but because they were unable to generate confidence and trust in the people. Merely having an online presence will not ensure success. Beyond any doubt, one of the reasons why profits in
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e-commerce have so far fallen short of initial expectations is that internet users still lack confidence in this relatively new form of trade.\(^8\)

It is conceived that building trust online is more difficult than offline. Personal contact is a key factor for establishing trust in conventional trade, but in the online world, such factor is missing. In actual fact, what distinguishes e-commerce from that of a physical and traditional commercial framework is the overwhelming expansiveness of technology which enables information to travel instantaneously and events to occur simultaneously in virtual space.\(^8\)

Besides, in a platform like the internet, there is always the problem of lacking initial trust in online businesses. Major corporations with a market reputation may be able to rely on their brand name, but Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) that do not have a known brand name, will have to rely on their credibility. A natural consequence is the tendency for internet users to gravitate toward brand-name companies to the loss of SMEs, who are frequently believed to play a crucial role in the further development of electronic commerce. Ultimately, the whole idea of the internet making possible a highly diverse market where large companies, SMEs, or individuals can be both a buyer and a seller might be endangered.\(^8\)

Unfortunately, this issue is overlooked by the OECD since it has stated that:

> The internet has made it easier for both SME's and individuals to enter the marketplace, as they need neither physical shops nor sales offices.\(^9\)

Colin Rule, a leading author on OADR, argues that the existing lack of e-confidence in e-commerce can be attributed mainly to the fact that traditional bases for trust and reliance are no longer effective in the electronic marketplace as the internet allows small transactions across jurisdictional borders to take place very easily. Besides,
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when trades can be practised in a manner that is unrelated to the physical location of the participants, traditional legal structures will either delay the development of this practice or, more likely, be superseded by new structures that better fit the phenomenon in question. As the law stands today, it is clear that internet commercial potentiality could be constrained as the relevance and effectiveness of traditional legal structures are limited due particularly to the transcendent nature of internet transactions. This would certainly not enhance internet users' confidence in international electronic commerce and would strongly induce merchants to restrict the geographic scope of their offers. This, in turn, would limit competition and internet users' choice. Consequently, new institutions must emerge to enhance trust and reliance; otherwise the achievement of the full potential of e-commerce seems endangered. \textsuperscript{90}

New ways of transacting and interacting online emerges. However, cyberspace should not only facilitate the offer of goods or services globally, but it should also offer global redress that decreases the risks which derive from the existing legal uncertainty in cyberspace. As a result, an efficient dispute settlement mechanism in cyberspace is a prerequisite for building trust in the online environment during the expansion of electronic commerce. Indeed, the lack of a suitable dispute resolution mechanism in cyberspace will constitute a serious obstacle to the further development of electronic commerce. At present, there is no systematic method for resolving disputes within cyberspace. Thus developing an international framework for dispute resolution in cyberspace is a key to the long-term growth of e-commerce.

Globalisation has contributed directly to the rapid and broad growth of alternative dispute resolution, and particularly, international arbitration. As many businesses have become inherently international, they have sought more effective and efficient means of resolving disputes without having to utilise national litigation systems that are often expensive and slow, and may be rife with national bias and political considerations. Even the supremacy of national law in international economic relations began to be

questioned. Equally, the essence of globalisation driven by advances of technology is that innovation replaces tradition.91

Bearing this in mind, this thesis argues that when alternative dispute resolution (ADR) takes place in cyberspace, particularly arbitration and mediation as the main types of ADR, the form of Online Alternative Dispute Resolution (OADR) can maximise the growth of e-commerce since it is appropriate to the medium.

But OADR only works in certain circumstances. Fairness and efficiency must be perceived as two bases in order for OADR to work properly. On the one hand, fairness is a recurrent issue either offline or online due to the inequality of access to legal resources. However, since perfect justice is never attained either online or offline, it is imperative to explore the possibilities of a different application of fairness in cyberspace. Therefore, the contemplation of just and fair, but rough, rather than perfect dispute resolution mechanisms could be the future of cyber-dispute settlements. On the other hand, efficiency is correlated to the swiftness and wideness of justice in a cyber context. Therefore, our re-definition of effectiveness, as legal scholars, that take into account the peculiarities and particularities and most importantly, the limitations of cyberspace, should be a profound factor in dealing with the whole issue of cyber disputes. It must be noted clearly that efficiency in this respect must not suggest disrespect of the fair process of law because the notion of fairness in cyberspace contemplates an appropriate balance between efficient solutions and the rule of law.

In analysing OADR, one must contemplate primarily the value of fair process which OADR solutions are subject to, and the value of efficiency which OADR solutions are seen to achieve. A big challenge for traditional dispute resolution processes, such as Alternative Dispute Resolution, will be to adapt to the internet and capitalise on the new possibilities it presents. Another big challenge will be to maintain the integrity

and meaning of dispute resolution processes as they move online. But perhaps the
greatest challenge will be to design online alternative dispute resolution system which
represents an effort at balancing, on the one hand, the need to provide effective
mechanisms that increase access to justice, without which there seems little point in
introducing the system, while, on the other hand, providing just and fair
administration of OADR processes without which the OADR outcome(s) will be cast
in doubt.

Finally, as the internet or the network of the networks grows, it will increasingly be
perceived as both, a place for disputes, and a tool for resolving disputes. Intensive
literature has been written on the former perception, while the latter perception has
not yet received as much attention from legal scholars. For example, although a fair
amount of work has been invested in attempts to develop an understanding of the
mechanics and validity of electronic contracting and the digital authentication of
electronic signatures, less attention has been paid to the troubling area of dispute
resolution. Thus, it is imperative to explore the possibilities of using the internet as a
tool for resolving disputes in the form of online alternative dispute resolution
(OADR). The issue of OADR has not been fully researched in a comprehensive
fashion before from technical and legal standpoints since OADR is a newly developed
area. This thesis represents a first comprehensive attempt to examine the issues arising
in this difficult and important subject. It is hoped that the following objectives will be
achieved in this thesis:

1) To explain and understand how the internet facilitates e-commerce, and how it
relates to alternative dispute resolution practice, and how to leverage new
technologies for dispute resolution into the World Wide Web since technical and
legal challenges are increasingly becoming inseparable in cyberspace.

2) To consider the feasibility of using OADR for disputes that originate online.
There are challenges and also opportunities for OADR. It is hoped that this thesis
will contribute to overcoming the challenges and building upon the opportunities.

3) To consider critically whether OADR systems can help to define the reasonable
rights and duties of cyber disputants and meet desired values, including efficiency
and fair process. It is hoped that this thesis will contribute to an effective and just
resolution of the diverse problems facing the effective and just deployment of OADR systems.

In order to examine OADR in depth, this thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter one presents the definition of OADR and the need for an OADR system as an important element in the growth of e-commerce. It presents also the reasons why this study has been carried out and the methodology deployed to achieve the objections of the thesis. Chapter two discusses internet infrastructure and its implication for the feasibility of OADR system. Chapter three examines internet characteristics and its implications for the viability of OADR system. Chapter four studies the legitimacy of OADR jurisdiction. Chapter five explores the fairness and effectiveness of the OADR process. Fairness and effectiveness imply numerous issues. They are categorised along the following lines: the independence of OADR schemes, the transparency of OADR schemes, accessibility to OADR schemes, cost allocation in OADR schemes, data protection in OADR proceedings, the authenticity of OADR proceedings, customs in OADR schemes and the liberty of participation in OADR schemes. Chapter six studies the enforcement of OADR outcomes. Finally, chapter seven summarises and relates the findings of the thesis to each other in a coherent way which might help in the future development of OADR.

1.5. Methodology of the Thesis

This thesis is based upon library-based research. A comprehensive literature review of research on OADR will be provided, although readers should keep in mind that there is presently very little legislation, case law, or academic commentary dealing directly with OADR issues. They should keep in mind also that the issue of OADR, by its very nature, compels as broad and comprehensive an analysis as possible. They should keep in mind also that the position of OADR may change with the evolution of technologies, practices, and experiences. In this regard, Benjamin Davis, a leading author on OADR, wrote that:

As online dispute resolution grows and evolves, further review of its progress will inevitably command our utmost attention.92

Due to its technical and evolving nature, most of the materials, articles, papers discussing OADR are accessible on the World Wide Web. All electronic resources listed in the thesis are current as of 1st of October 2003. It is acknowledged that although web links cited within this thesis will quickly become dated, readers are advised that the root address may still contain useful services.

In addition to the literature survey, an assessment of 19 OADR providers' web sites has been conducted. Data gathered from OADR providers who are dealing with domain name disputes and B-to-C internet disputes by utilising online mediation and online arbitration techniques. These web sites were identified through internet search engines and the literature review.

But as it is the case with e-commerce generally, there are many OADR providers ceasing or beginning activity. Apparently, a difficult investment environment for internet related companies saw the end of some of the entrepreneurial initiatives in OADR. Moreover, the author must point out that due to linguistic problems, the accessibility of OADR providers who provide their service in a foreign language (other than English) was not possible. A list of web sites assessed is included as appendix 1.

Furthermore, the thesis is informed by an Attitude Survey conducted with academics and practitioners involved in OADR in order to gather their opinions. Attitude Surveys measure the degree of favourability towards the subjects in question. The Likert method has been utilised in the survey, which involves the selection of a set of attitude statements, to which subjects were asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement to each statement along a five-point scale, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”.\(^{93}\)

For the purpose of the survey, academics and practitioners involved in OADR, which must remain anonymous, have been identified from library and online research. They have also been identified also through their participation in specialised forums on OADR such as, the US Trade Commission Workshop on Alternative Dispute

Resolution for Consumer Transactions in a Borderless Online Market place, June 2000,\textsuperscript{94} the Joint Conference of the OECD, HCOPIL and ICC on Building Trust in the Online Environment: Business to Consumer Dispute Resolution, The Hague, the Netherlands, 12\textsuperscript{th} December 2000,\textsuperscript{95} and the UNECE Forum on Online Dispute Resolution, Geneva, 30\textsuperscript{th} June and 1\textsuperscript{st} July 2003.\textsuperscript{96} They have been identified also through their participation in specialised online forums on OADR, which the author had participated in. Those specialised forums are:

- http://www.e-arbitration-t.com/
- http://www.odrnews.com

As far as the writer is aware, this is the first attempt to conduct a comprehensive survey on OADR as it covers the overall impact of OADR, the fairness of OADR process, the effectiveness of OADR process, and the enforcement of OADR outcome(s).

Every attempt was made to distribute the survey. It has been sent to a sample of twenty four academics and practitioners. Amongst them, eight answered the survey. Half of which are OADR practitioners and the other half are OADR academics. While most respondents stated that OADR is a difficult subject for research, they expressed their support and interest in the project. For those who did not answer, the survey has been re-sent to them for three times. No answers were received. Also, the survey has been posted on the internet at the web site of the "ODRnews.com", a specialised online journal dealing with online ADR issues.\textsuperscript{97}

The survey has been conducted after two years of doing research on OADR. At that point, the writer was able to decide on what constitutes by far the most controversial and delicate issues related to AODR in order to canvass the opinions of academics and practitioners on these issues.

\textsuperscript{94} <http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/altdisresolution/index.htm>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
\textsuperscript{95} <http://www.cptech.org/ecom/hague/OECD_Hague_ADR_Agenda10-24-00.pdf>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
\textsuperscript{96} <http://www.umass.edu/legal/unece2003.doc>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
\textsuperscript{97} The survey can be found at <http://www.ODRnews.com/2003_01_19_archive.htm>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003 (see appendix 3).
Since the thesis focuses on technical and legal issues of OADR, this survey is useful in two main aspects which constitute the main themes behind the survey.

First, given that experience of using new technology for ADR is growing, the survey facilitates a critical consideration of the practicality of OADR solution. Apparently, the uncertainty in OADR is to a great extent over the practical achievability of introducing a new scheme such as OADR. Therefore, the survey is very important at this stage of OADR's development.

Consequently, the analysis of the thesis would not depend only on academic speculation, but it would be tested and adjusted by the experience of actual practice in OADR field. A purely theoretical perspective may not do best justice to the development of a healthy OADR practice.

Second, the survey will draw upon theoretical knowledge on OADR to interpret what is seen in practice which would allow the identification of the common features that may relate to success in the OADR field. Therefore, the survey will explain the OADR in light of the theoretical framework that evolves during the research itself and test some of the hypothesis offered in this thesis.

The main findings of the survey suggest that OADR systems cannot be purely developed in theory, but by testing them in practice by a step by step basis. And, OADR may very well be working in practice so that it deserves a chance and time to prove itself.

That said, it must be pointed out that monitoring any activity in cyberspace, including OADR, is often not an easy task because of the evolving nature of cyberspace and OADR. However, attitude surveys probably provide a realistic picture to ground the inductive reasoning which might lead to the development of OADR practice.
Chapter Two: Internet Infrastructure and OADR

2.1. Introduction

In the current phase of relative ambiguity in cyberspace, questions of who, where and when may not be implicitly and immediately clear. Therefore, it seems important for any OADR system to ensure that both the special operation aspects of the system and the particular features of cyberspace be taken into account. In essence, OADR should try to examine the e-conflict as well as the cyberspace community involved in the dispute, in order to come up with answers that respond as much as possible to the needs of each party. 98

The context, in particular, is always an important factor in any dispute settlement. Context can influence the approach of the neutral; shape the expectations of the parties, the timing of settlement, the perceived urgency of resolution, the consequences of and available alternatives to failure, and even the form of dispute resolution. Moreover, context implicitly feeds neutrals information about the extent or nature of the injury as well as how the dispute is perceived by those involved. Indeed, disputes and dispute resolution do not occur in a vacuum. In most disputes, the value of contextual information derives from knowing where a dispute occurred, when it occurred, and who was involved. Virtually any dispute, if examined closely, will reveal fruitful tactics for facilitating a resolution. 99

From this perspective, this chapter will study the regulatory structure of the internet, the regulatory structure of ADR, the regulatory structure of OADR, and the special technical-legal needs in electronic disputes, in order to analyse why the internet, as a medium to conduct business, creates disputes, and, why the internet, as a medium to conduct ADR in the form of OADR, can be utilised to resolve such disputes, which would result ultimately in a major boost to electronic commerce.


2.2. The Regulatory Structure of the Internet

The issue of the governance of the internet is beyond the limits of this thesis. Therefore, it was decided not to examine it here. However, it might be useful to provide a brief analysis.\textsuperscript{100}

Governments may allocate rule-making functions to those who best understand a complex phenomenon and who have an interest in assuring its growth. This can be achieved by self-regulation, which refers to standards, codes of conduct, procedures, rules that are implemented by groups or individuals on a voluntary basis. Its principles and rules function on the basis of equity, or other rules agreed by the parties. It ensures desired behaviour within a specific group, under specific circumstances.\textsuperscript{101}

The nature of the internet’s infrastructure invites many aspects of self regulation, and may be this is one of the most predominant features of the internet. The internet invites these forms of self-regulation, as state-based lawmakers struggle to extend their jurisdiction over conduct occurring through the internet that has effects within their territory. The internet is viewed as a private activity which is inevitably cross-border. Sovereign effort to control cyberspace becomes increasingly irrelevant. As a result, governments are co-operating with self-regulatory bodies in order to accommodate the practicality of cyberspace and e-commerce.\textsuperscript{102}

In its Global Action Plan for Electronic Commerce, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) stressed the importance of the establishment of self-regulatory schemes.\textsuperscript{103} And the OECD states some fundamental principles that should shape the policies that govern e-commerce, the first of which reads:

\begin{flushright}
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The development of electronic commerce should be led primarily by the private sector in response to market forces.  

Whenever a private regulatory regime is constituted, its scope and relationship with state-based institutions must be defined. Besides, how much should local authorities defer to a self-regulating activity that reaches beyond the physical boundaries of their sovereignty must be defined. Such definitions should give precedence to effective self-regulation by governments wherever possible, and avoid any problems of regulatory overlap. As a result, there is a need for negotiated rulemaking process in the online context, by which, governments can promote private sector to incorporate self-regulatory initiatives in their infrastructure, commit to the support of such initiatives, and increase their visibility, but not actually prescribing what online businesses ought to do.

One of the facets in such a structure is the need to persuade governments to keep a respectful distance, though being supportive, in order to ensure the credibility of the structure. Governmental interference in internet dispute settlement must contemplate that governments should not run the internet, rather their role is to facilitate the coordination and management of internet policy making, which should be vested in self-regulatory bodies. Such an approach is reasonable as governmental regulation of internet disputes is feared to be too constraining for the development of electronic commerce and will create uncertainties in developing future internet policies.

The administration of internet commercial disputes resolution requires a determination of the appropriate balance between government intervention and self-regulation. Such balance must visualise a diminished role for traditional sovereign bodies in resolving disputes in cyberspace on the one hand, and capitalises on the potential that the internet and e-commerce are capable of offering to those sovereigns on the other hand. Unarguably, any uncoordinated regulation of the internet endangers
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the continued growth and usefulness of this medium. However, it is submitted that there are difficulties, but not deadlocks, in determining this relationship when the subject matter of the self regulation involve diverse interests and wide geographic scope such as the internet and the highly dynamic nature of e-commerce.\textsuperscript{107}

Finally, it must be noticed that online business, internet users, and governments have different interests in building trust in the online environment. Reconciling these different interests and motivations is an important first step in providing trust in the online sphere. Online Businesses want to generate more profits by making internet users feel safer online, and by preserving the e-business' reputation as a good place to shop. Internet users want trustworthy, cheap, and effective redress options. Governments are challenged to strike the right balance between the desirability of economic growth based on emerging network technologies and the necessity to provide their citizens with effective and consistent protection. Governments need to ensure that emerging e-businesses are imposed with undue burdens, and that disputes do not damage overall confidence in e-commerce, and that businesses engaging in deceptive activity on the web can be separated from those businesses which are merely disorganised and inefficient. Governments also want to be relieved of both the financial burden of effectively handling a mass of small disputes and any political burden of having those disputes go unresolved.\textsuperscript{108}

The jurisdictional dilemmas on the internet are caused by both, over-inclusiveness and under-inclusiveness of the internet. Over-inclusiveness exposes internet users to unpredictable liability in different jurisdictions, while under-inclusiveness presents political problems because countries' laws cannot be enforced effectively through the internet, and therefore, activities on the internet will escape control.\textsuperscript{109}


\textsuperscript{108} Perritt, H., "Jurisdiction and the Internet: Basic Anglo/ American Perspectives", a paper presented at the Internet Law and Policy Forum Jurisdiction: Building Confidence in a Border-less Medium, Montreal, Canada, 26\textsuperscript{th} and 27\textsuperscript{th} of July 1999, available online at http://www.ilpf.org/events/jurisdiction2/presentations/perritt_pr/>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.

\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.
2.3. The Regulatory Structure of ADR

ADR is a process which is designed to meet the needs and interests of the persons who use it. ADR is a commercially oriented product that flourishes on the basis of market forces. To avoid fading away, the popularity of these products depends on whether the demands of customers are satisfied.\(^\text{110}\)

The European Commission’s Green Paper on ADR mentioned that ADR recognises the value of the establishment of self-regulatory standards because it is based on parties’ consent to adjudicate disputes. Indeed, the parties’ agreement is one of the essential and most sensitive stages of the procedure.\(^\text{111}\)

In arbitration in particular, the main function of the agreement to arbitrate is to show that the parties have consented to their dispute being resolved by this process. The jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal must derive from the consent of the parties in terms which make it clear that the process constitute arbitration, and thus without the agreement of the parties there can be no valid arbitration.\(^\text{112}\)

Although the arbitrator’s award is separated from the parties’ consent, the choice of the arbitrator to adjudicate the dispute is based on their consent. Parties generally select arbitration for its privacy, its cost, its finality and the ability to have adjudication by a person of their choice. Therefore, the arbitrator’s authority has its source in the parties’ consent. This makes manifest two important aspects of commercial arbitration, which has been important in international commercial arbitration. First, the fundamental nature of arbitration is that it is an extension of a contractual agreement whereby parties resolve to leave the determination of their rights and obligations to a third person, i.e., the arbitrator. Second, since arbitration is


a private, not a governmental process, the state does not compel parties to participate and does not confer jurisdiction on arbitrators in the absence of parties’ consent. 113

Nevertheless, natural justice is concerned with the exercise of power; that is to say, with acts or orders which produce legal results and in some way alter someone’s legal position to his disadvantage. Evidently, the absence of any risk of liability increases the likelihood of an irresponsible third party neutral. Accordingly, there is the perceived need for some form of judicial control of the arbitral system to ensure that proceedings are conducted fairly. 114

From this perspective, it becomes clear that as international arbitration grows in popularity, arbitral regimes have had to deal with the inevitable consequences of arbitrator misconduct. For example, if the condition of arbitrator’s impartiality is breached, by acting partially or even in a bad faith, or if the arbitrator revealed confidential information and thus violating privacy policy, or if parties agreed on a particular amount of money to be settled, but the money was not received, the parties must have legal rights to dispute the arbitrator’s liability, either during the dispute or even after it was settled. 115

Paolo Contini, a leading author on the New York Convention, has said in this regard that:

It will be admitted that the increase of arbitration might endanger state jurisdiction and the high ideals of impartial justice, if legislative and judicial measures for the remedy of abuses were not provided. 116

2.4. The Regulatory Structure of OADR

The need for judicial control in OADR is evident because accountability in cyberspace is important in order to establish confidence among internet users that

113 Domke, M., Domke on Commercial Arbitration, (Wilmette Ill, Callaghan, 1999) 578.
when they have been misled or deceived about the use of OADR mechanisms, there will be a remedy. As the field of OADR grows, it is important that internet users are not offered substandard OADR services due to the spill-over effect that poor service will have on the credibility of all OADR systems. Unfortunately, at present there is no such a guarantee. Instead, there is an obvious trend to regulate the legal aspects of OADR agreements to the advantage of the OADR providers by releasing them from any potential liability of a breach of their duty.\textsuperscript{117}

For instance, the Internet Neutral, an OADR provider, states that neither internet neutral nor its mediators shall be liable to any party for act or omission relating to mediation under The Internet Neutral Mediation Rules.\textsuperscript{118}

Similarly, participants in the Virtual Magistrate, an OADR provider, agree by virtue of their participation to waive any claim against the Virtual Magistrate arbitration program for any liability as a result of the proceedings.\textsuperscript{119}

Equally, Article 3 (b) (xiv) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”) reads as follows:

Complainant agrees that its claims and remedies concerning the registration of the domain name, the dispute, the dispute’s resolution shall be solely against the domain-name holder and waives all such claims and remedies against (a) the dispute resolution provider and panellists, except in the case of deliberate wrongdoing, (b) the registrar, (c) the registry administrator, and (d) the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, as well as their directors, officers, employees, and agents.\textsuperscript{120}

That said, it is imperative to understand the opportunities and constraints of governmental interference in OADR schemes, which is by all means an important factor for the success of such schemes.

Governments can accredit, supervise, and encourage the development of private OADR mechanisms, by eliminating legal obstacles to the effective use of OADR mechanisms, and by being a conduit for all information that is required to support the development of OADR, but not regulating such systems. In this regard, respondent eight in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis noted that:

Governments have a number of important roles, such as, promoting, endorsing, funding, promulgating, and using OADR.  

More importantly, governments can ensure the elimination of any unfair or deceptive OADR practices by functioning as supervisory bodies where the parties, neutrals, and OADR providers could be permitted to refer complaints, disputes, and outcomes about fraudulent or deceptive OADR practices to governmental law enforcement agencies. Besides, recourse to national courts in the course of OADR may be helpful to solve a difficulty, e.g. if there is a serious violation of the principles of OADR impartiality and independence.

In short, the self-regulatory structure in OADR offers the advantages of great flexibility, cost-effectiveness, quick, and decentralisation, while tying OADR schemes to governmental backup tools in order to enhance legitimacy and political acceptability.

2.5. Special Technical-Legal Needs in Electronic Disputes and OADR

Electronic disputes involve technical issues that require an expert in the field who is more equipped to adapt to the diverse evolving technological and social nature of cyberspace and its evolving commercial practice. Frequently, the legal issues require the development of an understanding of the underlying technology involved. This is reasonable since there is always an interconnection between conflict creation and conflict resolution. This is evident in internet disputes since it is very difficult to examine legal issues on the internet without some understanding of the basic
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technology of the internet. Persons unfamiliar with the technology may be incapable of perceiving the nuances of the claim which are essential to an appropriate resolution of the dispute. Indeed, understanding the origins of the problem, i.e. technical complexity of the internet, helps ensure that proposed solutions are matched to the problem.  

In the physical world, it is conceived that ADR is deeply contextual and, when situated in different environments, it will perform different tasks. This implies that when the neutral belongs to the same institution or culture as the disputants, they may come to the ADR process with many common understandings of context. In other words, there is a background to the dispute that does not have to be articulated by either the disputants or the third party neutral since it is grounded in shared assumptions and perceptions.

In cyberspace, environments are created by software and hardware architectures. Neutrals who lack a sense of context and sensitivity to that environment, out of which the dispute emerged, might originate unfair decisions. Indeed in situations where the context is familiar, such as when a neutral is using online tools, the neutral will probably feel quite familiar and assume a role that largely parallels the role of a traditional alternative dispute resolution neutral. Such a specialist can be invaluable in keeping the dispute resolution process on-track and maximising the potential for an enforceable determination.

Whilst this can be easily offered by OADR, it is not always possible or feasible to request an expert's opinion in court litigation. This is due to the following four main reasons.
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First, a flexible and evolving structure, such as OADR, will accommodate new schemes and make use of new technological methods supporting redress mechanisms on the internet, more than courts can do. This is evident in OADR schemes as it is more consistent with the technical nature of the internet because both of them are dependent on the use of the technology. This conforms to a large extent with the notion that in the online context, where technologies and processes are still in their development stages, a level of flexibility may be a great asset. OADR fits well with cyberspace values of flexibility and innovation and thus seems an appropriate choice of dealing with online disputes.

Second, while ADR systems are flexible and creative in finding solutions for e-disputes, there is a lack of flexibility and creativity in finding solutions that satisfy the parties in court systems. In other words, while the courts may offer only limited remedies in resolving disputes, particularly, where these remedies are prescribed by law or regulations, settlements using OADR can often be fashioned that are more individualistic and flexible than legal doctrine may allow. This is of particular importance in a technical-legal setting such as internet disputes. 126

Third, given that OADR is regarded as a mechanism that can resolve questions which are not always legal, parties can select from a large number of third party neutrals who have extensive legal and practical experience in the specific legal and factual issues in electronic dispute, and who are better-equipped than judges to resolve technical and legal aspects of internet disputes. A major attraction of arbitration procedure is the scope to nominate non-legally qualified persons to adjudicate in areas within their specialist knowledge or skill. Apparently, using a panel of diverse arbitrators can provide a better balance of expertise, and may provide an additional advantage in technical cases by covering many of the issues likely to arise in formulating appropriate resolution of the case. 127

And fourth, the costs of expert opinions in court system are high in internet disputes because modern technologies are characterised by increasingly complex products and services. By contrast, ADR mechanisms often develop as a response to the particular requirements and characteristics of an individual sector. Thus an ADR tribunal can be composed of people with specialised knowledge and skills related to the dispute, and this, in turn, may reduce the need for expert opinion on complex matters, and help to streamline the dispute resolution process by affording the parties greater control over expenditures of time, effort, and money.  

This chapter will emphasise, in particular, the special technical-legal needs of domain name disputes and their relationship with OADR. However, one must be careful in studying domain name disputes and their relationship with OADR because they present a number of special characteristics, both legal and technical. Thus, the analysis of domain names characteristics is important in order to demonstrate that OADR protects internet users’ interests while not harming the interest of the Information Technology (IT) industry and, most importantly, not hindering the flourishing of electronic commerce.

This is not to suggest that there are no special technical-legal needs in B-to-C internet transaction disputes. On the contrary, the internet has an apparent impact on B-to-C transaction disputes through the globalisation of individual consumer transactions across borders. However, the special technical-legal needs in B-to-C internet transaction disputes are not as evident as the special technical-legal needs in domain name disputes. This is built on the assumption that the domain name system itself, and its implication for trademark laws, would not have been possible without the advent of the internet.

Domain names characteristics will be analysed in the following parts of this chapter. They are respectively, the relationship between trademarks and domain names, the conceptualisation of the term “use” of a domain name, the existence of bad faith in domain name disputes, non-commercial uses of domain names, the content of the web

site, domain names and search engines on the internet, and reverse domain name hijacking.

2.5.1. The Relationship between Trademarks and Domain Names

Given the increasing commercialisation of the internet, organisations frequently seek the registration of a domain name which creates an obvious link with their trademarks in real life activities. However, the interoperability between trademarks and domain names is a complex issue. This complexity is based mainly on the assumption that domain name space is and should be an extension of trademark space. This assumption is both unwarranted and unwise. In order to show the weakness of the above-mentioned assumption that domain name space is and should be an extension of trademark space, it is useful to define both trademarks and domain names.

A trademark is a word or symbol which acts to identify a product so as to distinguish it from other products provided by others. The law related to trademarks was developed to resolve disputes between competing businesses where one business adopts and uses a trademark that is identical or confusingly similar to that of another. This law is found both in statutes and in the common law action of passing off.\textsuperscript{129}

In basic tenets of trademark law, there are two types of infringement; infringement that causes a likelihood of confusion, and infringement that dilutes the value of a trademark. As regards the former, the issue is not whether the marks themselves would be confused to each other, but rather whether the use of a similar mark will cause consumers to confuse the source of the goods. As a result, in traditional trademark context, to find a likelihood of confusion, courts look at set of factors such as the similarity of products for which the name is used, the strength of the complainant's mark, and actual confusion. As regards the latter, trademark dilution is defined as the lessening of the capacity of a famous mark to identify and distinguish goods, and thus impair the value of the trademark, even if the use of a mark does not produce a likelihood of confusion. In other words, trademark dilution permits the

owner of a unique trademark to block someone's actions regardless of whether the owner and other party are in competition with each other or that the actions give rise to confusion or not. Instead, the purpose of the dilution statutes is to protect a famous trademark from damage caused by the use of the mark in non-competing endeavours. So the trademark owners do not have to show that infringes' action was actually caused marketplace confusion. In general, in deciding whether the mark is distinctive or famous, there are non-exclusive factors that should be taken into account, such as, the duration and extent of use of the mark in connection with the goods, the duration and extent of advertising and publicity of the mark, the degree of the recognition of the mark in the trading areas and channels of trade, and the nature and extent of use of the same or similar marks by third parties. 130

Dilution may take one of two forms, blurring or tarnishment. Dilution by blurring involves using a strong mark for unrelated purposes until it is no longer a strong mark or until it ceases to possess its power to attribute goods to their source. This will result ultimately in whittling away of an established trademark's selling power. Dilution by tarnishment occurs when a famous mark is linked to poor quality products, or otherwise displayed in a derogatory manner, which leads to hurt the reputation of the owner of the trademark. 131

But, in order to understand what is meant by domain names, one must define domain names within the context of the World Wide Web, the internet, and the Internet Protocol (IP). From a technical standpoint, the Web, the internet, the IP, and domain names are different conceptions. The Web is a multimedia portion of the internet. It is important to notice that the web is not a component network of the internet at all, but a service provided over the internet. The pages of a web are most often written in a format, like a word processing format, that can be read by browsers such as Netscape or Internet Explorer. The most common format is called Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML), which includes the ability to build in links to other pages or services within a page. The web uses a specific protocol, the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), to transfer documents written in HTML. The web is made up of individual "sites" each of which may contain text, graphics etc. Internet Protocol (IP) addresses are

represented as strings of digits divided into parts or fields. For example: 124.33.45.112. But using these numerical strings is somewhat inconvenient; consequently, the IP address system has been overlaid with a more user friendly system of domain names which serve as identifiers of the web sites.132

From those two definitions of a trademark and a domain name, one can notice that both trademarks and domain names share the same legitimacy of existence, i.e., to allow merchants to establish reputations, protect their goodwill from fraud and confusion, and ensure that consumers can identify the actual source of the merchant's products. However, the delivery of such tasks leads to substantial differences between a trademark and a domain name.

Since trademarks are names designated to identify the source and affiliation of goods, they are not used to locate goods. But domain names, due to the technical nature of the internet, are inherently used to both identify and locate goods. Domain names are partly functional (a computer user's address on the internet and the vehicle which enables a user to locate other internet users) and partly an indication of the origins of goods. Therefore, the application of trademark law to domain names, with their dual nature, might be problematic. It appears that the possibility of confusion, or more precisely, the standard of confusion, between trademarks and domain names is much higher on the internet than traditional trademarks confusion. As a result, the criterion of confusion, which is applied in trademark disputes, cannot be applied effectively in domain names disputes.

For instance, the interoperability of the dilution and likelihood of confusion of trademarks on the internet should be underlined clearly. In Hasbro, Inc. v. Internet Entertainment Group, Ltd.,133 the operator of an adult entertainment web site registered the domain name “candyland.com”. The court granted a preliminary injunction claiming that the adult-oriented web site was likely to dilute the value of the trademark which is owned by Hasbro, the maker of the “Candy land” children's board game. This was perceived as diluting the wholesome nature of the name and

causing irreparable harm to Hasbro, notwithstanding the fact that an average consumer would not be confused into thinking that he or she would buy a child’s board game from a cyber-sex web site, and therefore leaving the web site as soon as they realise that this web site is not the particular web site that they are looking for.

Besides, there are some limitations on the resolution of domain name disputes. In *Pitman Training Ltd and Another v. Nominet UK and Another*, the Pitman publishing company was established in 1849. In 1985 the various divisions of the business were sold. The defendant acquired the publishing business, and the plaintiff acquired the training business. An agreement was reached at that time providing for the continued use of the Pitman name by the new users. In 1996, a request was submitted by the defendant to “Nominet UK”, the organisation which administers the “UK” domain name system, seeking the registration of the “pitman.co.uk”. The plaintiff made a totally independent request for the allocation of the same domain name. Applying “first come, first served” rule, “Nominet UK” allocated the domain name to the defendant. The High Court held that the plaintiff had not demonstrated a reasonable prospect of succeeding in its action because relief in such action can only be granted in support of some viable cause of action, however convenient the grant of that relief might appear to be.

Clearly, this happens when “the first-come, first-served” internet domain name registration policy collided with trademark law; simply the domain registrant does not own the disputed trademark, but he or she got there first.

Furthermore, domain name disputes are not viewed only as an infringement of an existing registered trademark, domain name disputes could exist where two or more companies, each with legitimate claims to the name, want to use the name in their domain names. With different categories of goods in the trademark register, the same name may have been allocated to a number of persons. The existence of many national trademark regimes is likely to result in further duplication. But, due to technical constraint on the domain name system, only one trademark owner can own a
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domain name which corresponds to his or her trademark. In actual fact, given that the internet is a large marketplace without boundaries of any kind, where geographical boundaries and different lines of business are combined together in one marketplace, it has been conceived that companies in different line of business (non-competing class of products) and different geographical locations, whose trademarks did not formerly conflict, now have to fight over a single domain name.\(^{136}\)

In theory, a domain name registration could be held by a person who owns an identical trademark in one country, while there is another party with an identical trademark registered in another country. Each of the parties might bring a successful action in its own jurisdiction. The problem arises because the Domain Name System (DNS) gives rise to registrations that result in a global presence, while trademark rights traditionally gives rise to rights that are exercisable only within the territory concerned. There is an intersection of a global medium, such as the internet, with historical, territorially based system that emanate from the sovereign authority of the territory, such as trademark system.\(^ {137}\)

Even in the same jurisdiction, solutions for domain name disputes might be difficult. For example, if there is a Leeds lock company and Leeds computer store, under the current internet naming system, neither one will be able to block the other from using the word “Leeds” as a web domain name in the commercial top level domain name “com”. At the same time, one of them will not be able to include its trademark in its domain name, since there can be only one “Leeds.com”.

The same applies to well-known trademarks, such as “Thrifty”. It is permissible to use the name thrifty for a car rental company, a drug store, and a gasoline station at the same time, because the three businesses are so different that consumers are not likely to be confused by the same name. However, the car rental company is presently using the domain name “Thrifty.com”.


And finally, there might be a domain name consisting of the initials of the name of a corporation that is well-known in one country, while there is another corporation with the same initials to its name that is well-known in another country. In some cases, domain names were registered to other companies who shared an acronym or a name with a more well-known counterpart, and therefore shared a legitimate claim to the name.138

The following example might illustrate this point. The domain name “aba.com” is registered to the American Bankers Association, “aba.org” to the American Birding Association, and “aba.net” to a company called “Ansaback” which provides electronic mail services. All appear bona fide organisations, but there is no room left for the perhaps better known American Bar Association whose web site has to use the less intuitive domain name “abanet.net”.

That said, it becomes clear that the numerous instances of abusive domain name registration will definitely result in internet users’ confusion and an undermining of public trust in the internet. However, given that there are widely divergent levels of technical comprehension of domain names, the complexity of technical nature of domain name disputes can be handled and controlled through OADR because third party neutrals’ expertise could be useful in dealing with certain aspects of the legal-technical setting of domain name disputes.

It appears safe to presume that the third party neutrals in domain name disputes should understand that one of their primary tasks is to analyse carefully the relationship between trademarks and domain names. Many arbitrators, for example, are intimately familiar with domain name disputes, and, thus, bringing a greater level of expertise than would be evident in a court of law. This expertise will enhance a deep understanding of the peculiarities and particularities of domain name disputes, and ultimately result in more fair and just decisions. OADR in general, and e-mediation in particular, as a process of facilitating negotiations between parties,

would be an attractive way of resolving domain name disputes because those disputes require some creativity in finding solutions.\textsuperscript{139}

The European Commission believes that it is beyond doubt that a fair resolution of domain name disputes requires some creativity.\textsuperscript{140} Similarly, WIPO in its final report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses suggests that a gateway internet page shared by the disputants could be an agreed solution in certain domain name disputes which involve intractable legal issues, provided that there are serious interests on each side to resolve the dispute in such a way.\textsuperscript{141} By all means, it is not irrational to think of measures which allow coexistence of domain names, while providing internet users with the information to distinguish between the owners of the similar names on the internet. This represents a viable and useful way of reducing conflicts on the internet. For example, http://www.scrabble.com is a web site which provides a gateway to the “Milton Bradley Scrabble” home page if the internet user indicates that he or she is a resident of the United States, or to the “Spear’s Games/Mattel Scrabble” home page if she or he indicates that she or he resides somewhere else.\textsuperscript{142}

2.5.2. The Conceptualisation of the Term “Use” of a Domain Name.

The crystallisation of what constitutes “use” of a domain name on the internet is a perplexing issue. In order to be an infringement, the domain name owner must create confusion by promoting the confusingly similar domain name. Accordingly, mere registration of a domain name as an internet address, without further promoting or advertising, is not infringement. As a result, many uses of a domain name on the internet would not give rise to trademark rights. However, this contradicts one of the primary purposes of trademark laws, which are sought on one hand, to eliminate deceitful practices in commerce that involve the misuse of trademarks, and on the


\textsuperscript{142} <http://www.scrabble.com>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.
other hand, sought to eliminate other forms of misrepresentations which do not involve any use of what technically be called a trademark. In *British Telecommunications Plc., Virgin Enterprises Ltd., J Sainsbury Plc., Marks & Spencer Plc., and Ladbroke Group Plc. v. One in a Million and Others*, commonly known as "One in a million" case, a slew of domain names were registered with the U.S. registry (NSI), such as "marksandspencer.com", "bt.org", "virgin.org", "britishtelecom.net". The court stressed that mere registration of a domain name was not, in itself, passing off or infringement of a trademark, rather it was a pattern of activity that amounted to a threat of passing off because it was a deliberate practice, with a clear intent, to deceive people as to the origin of the domain.

In an ICANN case, *Telstra Corporation Limited v. Nuclear Marshmallows*, a company called "Nuclear Marshmallows" registered the domain name "telstra.org", but did not use it for any purpose. Another company called "Telstra" already had a registered trademark for "telstra". It was stated that Nuclear Marshmallows had used the name in bad faith simply by not using it. In this case, it has been emphasised that:

"The concept of domain name being used in bad faith is not limited to positive action; inaction is within the concept."

A similar conclusion was reached in *Maritz, Inc., v. CyberGold, Inc.* case. The court held that although the defendant’s web site was not operational yet, plaintiff’s claim was not necessarily premature. In the court’s opinion, the defendant was doing business by merely giving information about the upcoming services.

The analysis of the above-mentioned cases might suggest that there is a need to differentiate between domain name warehousing and domain name speculation in order to decide on what constitute “use” of a domain name on the internet. While domain name speculation is the business of registering infringing domain names, most likely, for sale to others, domain name warehousing is not necessarily a misuse.

---

145 Ibid.
Domain name warehousing takes place when firms acquire domains with the same name as a trademark they have registered for some valid reasons, even though they have no intention of using the domain. They may do so in order to prevent someone else from using it and causing customer confusion. Sometimes, a firm may register a domain name before registering a trademark as part of a process of preparing a new campaign. Actually, some retailers began their online operation by putting up non-transactional sites to provide company and product information, possibly to generate interest.

As a result, it is imperative that any decision that may be made by an OADR provider upon a dispute over what constitutes a “use” of a domain name should consider the following factors collectively (a) the existence of registration of both a trademark and a domain name (b) the existence of factors which lead to confusion (c) an interchangeable analysis of the existence of registration, and the existence of factors which lead to confusion.

2.5.3. The Existence of Bad Faith in Domain Name Disputes.

Bad faith in a trademark dispute is the intention to create confusion in order to exploit the goodwill connected with a trademark. In British Telecommunications Plc., Virgin Enterprises Ltd., J Sainsbury Plc., Marks & Spencer Plc., and Ladbroke Group Plc. v. One in a Million and Others, the court indicated that the court should consider the intention of the defendant to appropriate the goodwill of another or enable others to do so.

However, the articulation of what constitute bad faith in domain name disputes is a difficult task. For example, in Sporty's Farm LLC v. Sportsman's Market, Inc., the U.S. District Court found that defendant's operation of the “sportys.com” web site was unlikely to cause confusion, but diluted plaintiff's registered mark. The court held, however, that the defendant's dilution was not wilful. But surprisingly, the Second Circuit held that defendant's actions showed bad faith intent to profit.

---

Similarly, WIPO’s Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses proposes that every registrant should be required to make:

A representation that, to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and belief, neither the registration of the domain name nor the manner in which it is to be directly or indirectly used infringes the intellectual property rights of another party. 149

In a typical domain name dispute, however, if A and B both have registered the same trademark in different sectors of business and/or different jurisdictions, and both of them are aware of the other’s registration of the trademark, only A can register a domain name that reflects his or her trademark on the internet. This is due to technical constraint on the domain name system where only one trademark owner can own a domain name which corresponds to his or her mark. Accordingly, it is virtually impossible that A can give a good faith representation that a contemplated domain name, which reflects his legitimate right to reflect his own trademark as a presence on the internet, and at the same time, prevent B from registering his mark on the internet, does not directly or indirectly infringe the intellectual property rights of B.

Equally, the UDRP provides in paragraph 4(a) that a complainant must assert that the domain name has been registered and used in bad faith. 150 Paragraph 4(b) of the UDRP, provides for evidence of the registration and use of a domain name in bad faith, such as, circumstances indicating that the registration or acquisition of the domain name was primarily for the purpose of selling or renting the domain name registration to the complainant, who is the owner of the trademark, or to a competitor of the complainant, for valuable consideration, or that the registration of the domain name was to prevent the complainant from reflecting the mark in a corresponding domain name, or to disrupt the business of a competitor, or for the mere intention of attracting internet users for commercial gain to a particular web site by creating a

likelihood of confusion with the complainant's mark as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of goods or services.\textsuperscript{151}

These measures, nevertheless, do not provide structural criteria to what might suffice to rebut that showing by the defendant. For example, if a plaintiff submits evidence that the registrant offers to sell a disputed domain name for a particular consideration; this is sufficient evidence to a case of abusive registration. But the defendant may show that the offer was in response to a request from the plaintiff. In fact, it is hard to see how it could be bad faith to respond to a solicitation of a bid, especially, if there is a dispute between the parties and the offer was part of a settlement. In the WIPO case, \textit{Gordon Sumner and p/k/a Sting v. Michael Urvan},\textsuperscript{152} the panel remarked that the complainant tendered evidence that the respondent had offered to sell the domain name to him. The respondent countered that such offer was only made in response to a solicitation from the complainant. Accordingly, the panellist concluding that merely responding to an offer of sale did not constitute evidence of bad faith as required by section 4(b) (i) of the UDRP.

This is duplicated by the fact that dealing with a multitude of registrations of a well-known trademark, with the availability of a plethora of variations and deceptively similar marks, makes detection and monitoring of bad faith in the infringement of a well-known trademark a daunting challenge. The variations on domain names are virtually endless. For example, even if http://www.mcdonalds.com web site is registered to McDonalds Corp., the well known company, another unaffiliated party in, say, Italy could register http://www.mcdonalds.it web site, as its domain name.

Also, there are cases where an extremely minor variation or a misspelling can cause a huge damage to a well-known trademark. This makes detection and monitoring of bad faith in the infringement of a well-known trademark a daunting challenge. For example, the http://www.intel.com web site, where the (I) and (E) are transposed,

\textsuperscript{151} Paragraph 4 (b) of ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), as approved by ICANN on the 24\textsuperscript{th} of October 1999, available online at http://www.icann.org/dndr/udrp/policy.htm, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.

\textsuperscript{152} Gordon Sumner, p/k/a Sting v. Michael Urvan, ICANN Case No.2000-0596, available online at http://internetlegi.hypermart.net/sting.htm, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
could become http://www.entil.com, which can cause a huge damage to “INTEL”, the well known trademark in the field of technology and computers.

And finally, a domain name could be a logical choice for the domain name holder, but it coincidentally could be very similar to, or actually someone else’s existing trademark. This could be called an unintentional overlap of names. For example, in French Connection Limited v. Antony Toolseeram Sutton,\textsuperscript{153} the plaintiff could not establish passing off against a defendant who had registered the domain “fcuk.co.uk”. The defendant established that “fcuk” is a well-known term in internet circles (as a term used to avoid censors) and had this meaning long before the plaintiff adopted it. The court found that the defendant’s argument was a creditable defence to the charge of intentional passing off.

As a result, it appears safe to presume that OADR providers should understand that one of their primary tasks in domain name disputes is to determine adequately the good faith of a registrant because although bad faith clauses are designed to give the parties flexibility, they often cause problems due to its uncertainty.

\textbf{2.5.4. Non-commercial Uses of Domain Names}

In any commercial dispute setting, a definition of the boundary between unfair and unjustified misappropriation of another’s property, either tangible, intangible, or intellectual property, on the one hand, and fair use or justified non-commercial use, on the other hand, is very important. As a result, consideration needs to be given to the way in which the distinction between commercial and non-commercial use of a domain name is conceptualised. This distinction must accommodate the diverse nature of the internet users. One must not lose sight of traditional non-commercial internet uses because the internet is not exclusively a medium of commerce.\textsuperscript{154}

The assumption that the internet is an exclusive medium of commerce might open the door to an overall unjust result in domain names dispute resolution. Any overzealous implementation of measures proposed for the protection of intellectual property may

\textsuperscript{153} The High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, 12/2/99, unreported.

result in significant limitations on other important rights and interests on the internet.\textsuperscript{155}

Conflicts can arise between trademark holders, and persons with indisputably legitimate interest in a mark, although this legitimacy is not deriving from a trademark right in a commercial sense. These are non-trademarked, yet legitimate uses of words, names and symbols. In the ICANN case, \textit{Bruce Springsteen v. Jeff Burgar and Bruce Springsteen Club},\textsuperscript{156} the panel observed:

The internet is an instrument for purveying information, comment, and opinion on a wide range of issues and topics. It is a valuable source of information in many fields, and any attempt to curtail its use should be strongly discouraged.\textsuperscript{157}

There are domain name registrations which are justified by legitimate free speech rights. However, although fundamental free speech interests, including parody and criticism of famous corporations, are stated in WIPO's Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses,\textsuperscript{158} UDRP in 4 (c) (iii), states that a legitimate non-commercial use of a domain name will be denied protection if the registrant has an intent to tarnish the complainant's trademark.\textsuperscript{159} It does not appear, therefore, that the UDRP gives an adequate weight to free speech interests.\textsuperscript{160}


\textsuperscript{157} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{159} Article 4 (c) (iii) of ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), as approved by ICANN on the 24\textsuperscript{th} of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/dndr/udrp/policy.htm>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.

Without a doubt, the use of the conception of tarnishment is not appropriate, since it raises freedom of speech concerns that non-commercial users are entitled to. It seems clear that a web site designed to attack a company's labour practices or its environment record might be considered to show intent to tarnish a mark. Moreover, there are various meanings of tarnishment. Sometimes even gentle criticism of corporations such as comparative price and quality advertisement has been held to be tarnishment. Furthermore, the articulation of a concept such as "international tarnishment" seems to be broad enough to reach parody sites such as the "RoadKills-R-Us" (available online at http://www.rru.com), and criticism sites such as Mcspotlight.org (available online at http://www.mcspotlight.org).

Suppose that an online company called "verizon.com" registered the domain name "verizonsucks.com", as a precautionary tactic. However, a hacker registered "verizonreallysucks.com". Because the intent of the registrant of the latter domain name is to ridicule the newly formed company and not to make a profit, one can argue that the bad faith intent to profit has not been crystallised. It might be said accordingly that (trademarksucks.com) domain names, for example, may be protected as free speech because of their communicative content, while (trademark.com) domain names, which serve merely as source identifiers, are unprotected as free speech platforms.

In view of the inter-relationship between domain names as commercial indicators, and domain names as freedom of speech platforms, it is imperative that OADR providers expand their field of vision to understand the human rights implications of the domain naming system, and in particular freedom of speech and expression. From this perspective, it appears safe to presume that OADR providers must understand that one of their primary tasks in domain name disputes is to determine adequately whether disputants are interested in free expression, or they are in the business of acquiring domain names which might prove valuable to business enterprises, and selling such domain names to the business for a profit.

2.5.5. The Content of the Web Site

The ways in which HTTP protocol and HTML language operate allow a user to construct pages which can refer to or include material from other sites. There are
many cases where a web site plucks an image as a trademark from another web site and incorporates the image into its own web page. If an author of a web page includes a link to materials protected by a trademark, which allows the browser to access these materials, then this author may be held responsible for trademark infringement. In fact, the effect is the same regardless of whether the web page author incorporates the materials directly into his web page, or whether he configures his web page so that whenever it is accessed, the page automatically downloads and incorporates the infringed materials. This practice can be even more complicated by "inlining", which is a form of hypertext mark-up language in which the creator of a web page can embed other content by using a textual reference describing where on the network the infringed material is located. This creates an extension to trademark problems and can be a major source of confusion on the internet because if there is a disputed domain name, the trademark holder cannot sue all web sites that have a hyperlink, deliberately or not, to lead customers to the disputed domain name.\(^{161}\)

For example, in *Playboy Enters v. Frena*,\(^{162}\) the defendant's subscription computer bulletin board service distributed unauthorised copies of plaintiff's copyrighted photographs bearing Playboy's registered trademark. After analysing the distinctiveness of Playboy's mark and the likelihood of confusion created by Frena's (the defendant) use of the mark, the court found that the defendant had infringed Playboy's registered trademark.

Consequently, a strong argument in favour of infringement could be made if the infringed mark is being used prominently on the internet homepage content, rather than just in the internet address. It appears safe to presume therefore that OADR providers should understand that one of their primary tasks in domain name disputes is to concentrate on whether or not there is a likelihood of trademark confusion concerning the actual contents of the web site, rather than the domain name itself.


2.5.6. Domain Names and Search Engines on the Internet

Ironically, while simply putting up a web site does not mean that many people will visit it, the way that various internet search engines work enhance the likelihood that even the most obscure web sites can find viewers. For example, when an internet user searches for the word “delta”, the famous “Delta Airlines” web site may not appear on the first page on an “Alta Vista” search report.

The problem of search engines on the internet was not resolved by the addition of Top Level Domains (TLDs) extensions to domain names, such as (.com), (.uk), because these TLDs are insufficient to avoid internet users’ confusion. A trademark infringement occurred when search engines on the internet pointed to a particular web site, notwithstanding the existence of TLDs. For example, in theory, both the Austin Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) and the American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA), can register both “aipla.com” and “aipla.org”.

Besides, the use of upper case letters and a period to separate a domain name into two parts, in order to differentiate between two domain names, is insufficient to avoid confusion, since a search engine would treat the two domain names indifferently, i.e. notwithstanding the upper case letters and separated periods.

Even if a disclaimer has been put up at a web site, it would not reduce the chances of confusion and deception of internet users, since a disclaimer might confuse the search engine itself and cause the web site to be shown as a “hit” which the “internet surfer” would then visit. 163

Therefore, it appears safe to presume therefore that OADR providers should understand that one of their primary tasks in domain name disputes is to concentrate on the confusion that might arise from search engines.

2.5.7. **Reverse Domain Name Hijacking**

Domain name disputes are not related only to the appropriation of a well-known trademark from real space, but the appropriation of a cyber trademark with or without formal mark registration. This practice is called “reverse domain name hijacking”.¹⁶⁴

In reverse domain name hijacking, the owner of a trademark intimidates the legitimate holder of a domain name to surrender his or her domain name after the investment of considerable amount of time and money and human creativity into his or her internet-related businesses.

Unfortunately, UDRP wording did not eliminate the practice of reverse domain name hijacking. For example, Article 4 (c) (ii) has indicated by implication that trademark owner is always called “complainant”, notwithstanding the fact that domain name holder could be a complainant for a reverse domain name hijacking.¹⁶⁵ Moreover, UDRP stated in Article 6 that the domain name holder shall not name ICANN as a party in any domain name dispute proceeding, but it does not mention the same action done by the trademark holder.¹⁶⁶

Instead of defining a balanced public policy, the UDRP increases the rights of trademark holders at the expense of domain name holders. This raises a fairness issue in domain name disputes context; namely, this preferable treatment of the trademark owners at the expense of domain name holders on the assumption that all domain name holders are cyber-squatters.

However, the UDRP should be more cautious and more balanced as it might unfairly expose domain name holders acting in good faith to costs in responding to complaints brought against them. Those costs may be so burdensome that internet users give up domains rather than defend themselves. There is a need to provide more justice in this context by balancing the interests of both disputants; trademark owners, domain name holders and Internet users.


¹⁶⁵ Article 4 (c) (ii) of ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), as approved by ICANN on the 24th of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/dndr/udrp/policy.htm>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

¹⁶⁶ Ibid. Article 6.
holders. Indeed the broader view of doing business on the internet implies the protection of all stakeholders. Therefore, it appears safe to presume therefore that OADR providers should understand that one of their primary tasks in domain name disputes is to concentrate on reverse domain name hijacking.\textsuperscript{167}

2.6. Conclusion
The advent of the internet has created challenges and opportunities for ADR. These challenges and opportunities are interconnected inexorably with each other and with internet infrastructure. But only the prudent deployment of OADR can build trust and create confidence in the online marketplace, and, therefore, encourage the growth of electronic commerce. Such prudent deployment of OADR must contemplate the relationship between internet infrastructure and ADR mechanisms since they are interconnected with each other and with internet disputes to a large extent. Indeed, the interoperability of both a technical and legal level in OADR should not be underestimated. Both technical and legal levels come with its own conception of analysing OADR, each is useful in unravelling the complexities encountered, and each should be kept in mind when evaluating OADR schemes.

From this perspective, one can argue given the international, decentralised, and technical nature of the internet, the online ADR model will be international, decentralised, and technical in nature. Consequently, it is natural that alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are experiencing a renaissance on the internet, in the form of online alternative dispute resolution. This is because ADR recognises the value of the establishment of self-regulatory standards on the internet which itself invites many aspects of self-regulation.

Equally, ADR is attentive to the cyberspace that it tries, not only to regulate, but also to render more efficient. The main similarities between ADR and cyberspace are informality, openness, and high degree of innovation. Therefore, the growth of ADR mechanisms on the internet must be viewed as an expression of the need for swifter justice in cyberspace.

Chapter Three: Internet Characteristics and OADR

3.1. Introduction

OADR can be efficient in that it encourages the resolution of disputes in the environment within which the dispute arose. This might give credit to the whole process. However, inevitable questions will arise: Is there any relationship between ADR characteristics and internet characteristics? Do internet characteristics affect ADR and how? Do internet characteristics impose limited choice on ADR?

In response, this chapter will explore the nature of OADR and how the novel qualities of the internet are shaping it. In order to do so, it is important to examine internet characteristics and their implications for ADR, and to analyse the constraints and opportunities when one intervenes at a distance, and to study the role and function of the World Wide Web in such process. So, the main methods of OADR, which are online mediation and online arbitration will be presented here in order to analyse how far traditional ADR methods must be adapted in cyberspace, so that what may not be possible to duplicate in cyberspace can be redesigned in order to enhance equitable dispute settlement. After that, the role of online technology in the improvement of the role of third party neutrals in OADR will be presented in order to analyse how far traditional techniques of third party neutrals must be adapted in cyberspace, so that what may not be possible to duplicate in cyberspace can be redesigned in order to enhance equitable dispute settlement.

3.2. Internet Characteristics

There is a strong reason to believe that the differences between the internet and prior communication technology are so much greater than the differences between pre-and-post telegraph technologies, which reduced communication time from weeks to minutes, or between pre-and-post telephone technology, which dramatically reduced the cost and enhanced the frequency of trans-jurisdictional communication. Indeed, the internet is more than just another communication medium, like telephone or telegraph or fax or mail. While technically forming only the most recent development in a long series of technological innovations, the internet forms a complex network
that provides it with novel system characteristics, distinguishing it from other modern forms of media.\(^{168}\)

Although other forms of modern media together display many individual features of the internet, none of them alone incorporates all of them. Generally, there are four major differences between the internet and other communication mediums.

First, the internet is inherently an easily accessible global market with variety of goods and services, and this is unprecedented. Consumers can shop around the clock from merchants around the world. Likewise, businesses can reach customers worldwide quickly and at low cost. Global networks and electronic commerce, at high speed and low cost, are presenting an unprecedented opportunity to increase, significantly, the possibility for individuals and companies to transact easily twenty four hours a day, seven days a week, regardless of constraints of distance, time zones, local cultures, geographic borders, and legal frameworks. For example, the numerous online auction sites that match buyers and sellers from disparate geographic locations would have been unthinkable without a vast network through which multiple parties share information and communicate in various ways to reach agreement.\(^{169}\)

As much as the internet is a network of networks, it is a network of relationships. And as much as the internet is a collection of technologies, it is a collection of communities. For many, the internet differs from other technological innovations in that it has, in and of itself, become a community to millions of people. Indeed, the internet now has the structure that could be associated with a real society, such as, online banking, online health care, and online education. People in virtual communities exchange knowledge, conduct commerce and do just about every thing people do in real life.\(^{170}\) In this regard, Ethan Katsh, a leading writer on OADR, has noticed that:

---


67
Cyberspace is more than a data network...it is a community unto itself.\textsuperscript{171}

Relatively little attention has been directed to how the internet fosters the building of business relationships. Many of the businesses that are participating in the e-commerce phenomenon are the results of individuals joining together with other individuals in ways that allow expertise and creativity to be applied at a distance. Groups can establish online corporate entities, tightly control participation in, reach agreements on or modify rules more rapidly via online communication. This new global formula of business-relationships could not have flourished without the advent of the internet. As a result, business relationships are entering a new digital era in which, just as conflicts could reasonably be expected to grow as online transactions increase, conflicts can be expected to grow as online collaborations increase.

The internet gives global connectivity because information technology techniques make it possible for anyone to transmit significant quantities of information to anyone else over virtually any distance, and virtually instantaneously. That kind of global reach is not true with older technologies such as telephone and telegraph services. Users of older technology had to make special arrangements to extend their reach across national boundaries, but this is not the case with the internet.\textsuperscript{172}

Second, unlike the mass media era in which one-to-many form of communication predominated, the potential of the many-to-many form of communication is created by digital technology. Therefore, network communities allow for greater decentralisation.\textsuperscript{173}

In cyberspace, communication transcends time, space and physical reality. The internet has effectively changed the users' assumptions about both time and space, duration and distance. Accordingly, the internet is not simply a new channel of communication.\textsuperscript{174}

\textsuperscript{172} Perritt, H., "The Internet is Changing the Public International Legal System", (2000) 88 \textit{Kentucky Law Journal} 885.
\textsuperscript{173} Ibid.
Besides, the internet facilitates the storage, retrieval, review, comparison, annotation, classification, and reuse of information more than other communication mediums.\textsuperscript{175}

The internet is the only medium that allows all elements of many types of commercial transactions to be conducted electronically. It should be noted however that such transactions could be conducted through a combination of electronic and non-electronic mediums (e.g. internet and telephone).

Third, the internet makes it possible for participants to communicate asynchronously. Asynchronous communication takes place when parties are not communicating at the same time. Asynchronous communication has the enormous advantage of 24 hour availability. A person can send an e-mail, for instance, at any time of the day to be read at the recipient’s convenience. This is of particularly great value where time differences make synchronous contact difficult. Unlike communications media that tie up the entire channel in real time during transmission, the internet breaks information into discrete packets of bits that can be transmitted as capacity allows. Packets are labelled with the address of their final destination, and may follow any of a number of different routes from computer to computer until reaching their final destination, where they are reassembled by the recipient machine.\textsuperscript{176}

Fourth, and most importantly, although the internet may be perceived as an established tool of communication, research, and entertainment, the very characteristic of the internet which offers most potential, namely, interactive characteristics, is often not fully appreciated. Interactivity implies establishment of dialogue between the distant users through electronic mails (e-mails), chat conference rooms, and web forums, such as audio and video conferencing. The internet makes it possible for participants to communicate interactively without being present in the same place. Indeed, the internet has changed the image of the computer as something


that calculates and computes to an image of a machine that enables interaction between individuals. Although the level of interactivity online may not be able to match the level of interactivity in face-to-face encounters, the online environment can enable internet users to express themselves efficiently and appropriately. Interactive technologies may bring people together and move them from behind their computer screens to a virtual setting. It is not the same in quality as being in the same room, but it will bring many of the same benefits.177

3.3. Internet Characteristics and ADR

Although there is a difference between ADR and online ADR dispute resolution mechanisms, which is obviously the use of the internet as a medium to conduct the proceedings of the later, such difference should neither be overestimated nor underestimated.

It should not be overestimated because OADR is essentially a change in venue rather than in approach. Indeed, the online ADR process does not differ very much from the offline process, except for the fact that other form of communication, i.e. the internet, is used than in face-to-face procedures. In actual fact, ADR has evolved with the development of commerce, and online ADR will refine ADR rather than making any radical new departures. Online ADR would thus not represent a major shift, and the choice for the parties between online ADR and ADR would be dictated by considerations of economics and convenience, informed by the relative importance that they ascribe to face-to-face interaction.178

Equally, the difference between ADR and OADR should not be underestimated because the internet technology can enhance traditional ADR mechanisms. Online ADR mechanisms, through the use of the internet, have contemplated the lack of person-to-person contact in cyberspace and the scope of the electronic marketplace. Online ADR would make electronic trade more efficient by not only adapting dispute settlement rules to new technologies and media such as the internet, but by taking

---


advantage of these new tools to streamline trade transactions. This conversion between ADR and new technologies, such as the internet, is sought to be the backbone of online ADR. Indeed, online ADR is not just a virtual reverberation of ADR; it rather evolves ADR through the deployment of computer networks and software applications and the utilisation of communication technology.\(^\text{179}\)

While the characteristics of the space in which parties meet are not very important for ADR to be successful, the nature and design of virtual space in which online ADR occurs is extraordinary important if not critical. This is due to the fact that the nature of the online space will shape how expertise is delivered and the manner in which the parties will be able to interact. Technological applications can enhance the expertise of the third party neutral and thus do more than simply deliver the expertise of the third party neutral across the network. In this regard, it is important to recall that technological applications are metaphorically called the “fourth party” by Katsh and Rifkin, two leading authors on OADR, because they can add authority, quality, trust, and enhance the chances of the success of the process.\(^\text{180}\)

Broadly speaking, computer networking does not replace other forms of human communication. Instead, it increases the range of human connectedness and the number of ways in which people are able to make contact together. This requires online neutrals to adapt their communication skills from face-to-face interaction to screen-to-screen interaction.\(^\text{181}\)

As a result, although many traditional ADR systems draw their strength from face to face interactions, online ADR should not seek to replicate those conditions. Instead, it should use the advantages of online technology to forge a new path. This new path should focus on using the networks to maximise the power of technology, which may be missing in face to face encounters, instead of duplicating the richness of face to face environment. From this perspective, it is not surprising that a growing number of traditional ADR providers have begun to offer online ADR services to complement


\(^{180}\) ibid. 32.

existing offline ADR mechanisms. This is reasonable as the line between ADR and online ADR will increasingly become blurred.\textsuperscript{182}

At this stage, it seems appropriate to discuss separately internet characteristics and mediation, internet characteristics and arbitration, and internet characteristics and third party neutrals.

3.4. Internet Characteristics and Mediation

Mediation can be described in various ways. One of the best descriptions of mediation that it is an extension of direct negotiations between parties to a dispute in which a neutral third party acts as intermediary to facilitate those negotiations, identifies the issues in dispute, gathers facts, develops options, considers alternatives, and assists in finding a voluntary solution that is satisfactory to both parties. Indeed, effective mediation entails a careful balancing act between emotive management, fact finding, issue spotting, and communication enhancement.

Currently there is very much interest in the online possibilities of mediation. Mediation cannot avoid being affected by the new IT technology because communication is central to mediation to lessen tensions and reach agreement. Mediation is a process in which the mediator will have many decisions and choices to make as to how to interact online with the parties. Much of the power of mediators resides in their control over the process of communication. Mediators are extremely sensitive to communication. Mediation also is a process in which how communication is structured between the parties, and between the parties and the mediator, is often the basis for agreements reached by the parties. Indeed, mediation is a back and forth process of communication seeking a mutually acceptable resolution.\textsuperscript{183}

Now more than ever, there is a need to define exactly what online mediation is, before the process is so variably presented on the internet that the meaning of the word itself

becomes blurred and confusing. Indeed, with unclear goals and unspoken assumptions, the development of meaningful qualifications and standards in mediation is difficult to envision.\textsuperscript{184}

Consequently, the very characteristic of mediation, which are considered to be the weaknesses of mediation in the offline world, namely, the voluntary nature of the process, and the very characteristic of mediation, which are considered to be the weaknesses of mediation in the online world, namely, the virtual nature of the process must be analysed carefully.

3.4.1. Voluntary Nature of Electronic Mediation

The electronic mediation process typically begins when a claimant registers with an OADR provider which offers electronic mediation. In some cases, an OADR link can be placed on the electronic business web site, informing users that by clicking on that link, they can fill out a complaint form. The OADR provider then appoints a mediator, if the parties cannot agree among themselves. The mediator uses the information provided by the claimant to contact the defendant and invite him or her to participate in OADR proceedings.

There is no applicable law in accordance with which the dispute is decided in mediation. Instead, mediation is a process that is governed wholly by agreement of the parties, and relies upon the good faith engagement of both parties and the mutual goal of resolution for success.

If the parties are to submit to mediation they must first agree upon the terms on which they are to submit. The parties agree on the procedure, and they are at all times in control of the timetable, the agenda, and ultimately the outcome.

Then, the mediator checks the background documents presented by the participants, and identifies the particular issues to be addressed. An exchange or series of exchanges occur between the parties with the intervention of the mediator as the parties attempt to settle the dispute. The participants are asked to propose solutions to

the identified issues and challenges. The proposed solutions are consolidated and synthesised by the mediator, and used to develop more concrete proposals. The participants are asked to respond to the identified proposals. At the end of the mediation, the mediator fills out a dispute closure form clarifying the outcome and any agreements reached.

In principle, both parties can abandon the procedure at any stage without giving reasons and this will apparently bring the conciliation phase to an end. In other words, neither party is bound to reach agreement through the mediation process. Mediators may terminate mediation if requested by one or both of the parties. Mediators may terminate mediation also if in their opinion, the process is likely to prejudice one or both of the parties; one or both of the parties is using the process inappropriately; one of the parties is delaying the process to the detriment of the other party; and if it appears that a party is not acting in good faith. For example, in "internetneutral.com, an OADR provider, the mediator has the discretion to terminate the mediation, when in his or her judgement; further mediation will not resolve the dispute. 185

By all means, the mediator has no power to issue a decision or impose an outcome on disputing parties. In other words, decision-making authority rests with the parties over both process and substantive issues. Clearly, mediation's lack of enforceability, because the mediator's decision is not binding, is a major drawback as it may discourage parties from attempting it in the fear that time will be wasted during which other dispute resolution mechanisms could have been proceeding. Consequently, the possibility of non-participation in mediation can be high. From this perspective, it has been argued that the conception of mediation as a voluntary and an informal process is viewed as presenting the greatest danger of abuse by inept or unscrupulous practitioners. This is particularly true in the internet disputes settlement context. Indeed, because internet users are not physically proximate in their virtual communities, their level of commitment is likely to be low. 186

Although some OADR providers, such as Squaretrade.com, work to encourage the defendant party to respond to a case, it does not guarantee that he or she will participate as their process of mediation is entirely voluntary.\(^{187}\)

In this regard, it was recommended in the "WIPO Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses" that it would not be desirable to incorporate voluntary process such as mediation as part of a dispute resolution policy for domain name disputes.\(^{188}\)

That said, it must be stressed that although mediation is a voluntary and an informal process, it is structured. The mediation process does not develop in a legal vacuum since equity is the deciding factor in the whole process, and the parties' understanding of the legal rights and obligations, which may be conflicting, certainly plays a role in the process. Besides, mediation always takes place in the shadow of the law. This means that mediation takes place with the parties being aware that the law, looming in the background, is a force that should enter into any calculations of how one develops and pursues a strategy for resolution. This means also that mediation participants should take the law into consideration when setting out a strategy in the mediation procedures. Clearly, mediators take into consideration the substantive law in helping to mediate the issues. And most importantly, if both parties agree at the end of mediation that they want the resolution that they have crafted to be binding, they can have the mediator draft it in a formal way for them to sign. Ultimately, mediation must rely for its existence in the legal order upon some law rendering it valid and effective.\(^{189}\)

Besides, self-determination is a fundamental principle of mediation. Self-determination is the right of parties in mediation to make their own voluntary and


non-coerced decisions regarding the possible resolution of any issue in dispute. For this particular reason, it may be argued that mediation agreements are usually promptly implemented. The participation of the parties in formulating the resolution in mediation increases the likelihood that the parties will base agreement on their core interests and that they will adhere to the final agreement. Structures allocating more control and autonomy to the parties, such as mediation, will increase the likelihood that any agreement reached is based on parties' consent and their relevant interests. From this perspective, being less formal than other methods of dispute settlement, mediation better lends itself to the internet with its decentralised and technical nature as a network of the networks because the mediation process offers participants an enhanced role to play in dispute resolution. In this context, David Post, a leading author on cyberspace argues that our very conception of what constitutes justice in the online context could be based on an emerging non-coerced individual choice.\footnote{Post, D., “Governing Cyberspace”, (1997) 43 Wayne Law Review 155.}

The idea of enhancing the role of participants in dispute resolution in cyberspace is particularly true in certain online settings that focus on creating communities of buyers and sellers, such as auction web sites. In auctions web sites, where buyers and sellers are strangers to each other with uncertain identities or reputations, and where online auction sites assume no responsibility for any problems that may arise between buyers and sellers, which result in a high risk environment in the extreme, mediation may create a more real level of trust. In actual fact, as much as mediation can provide a platform to reach a mutually acceptable outcome by the parties in an auction web site, it can guarantee the auction web site users to keep on using the web site in the future.\footnote{Katsh, E., Rifkin, J., and Gaitenby, A., “E-commerce, E-disputes, and E-dispute Resolution: In the Shadow of E-bay Law”, (2000) 15 Ohio State Journal of Dispute Resolution 705.}

3.4.2. Virtual Nature of Electronic Mediation

Noticeably, interaction among the parties and the mediator may make the difference between whether mediation is successful or not as it provides indications on the degree of trust, the willingness to reach an agreement, and the parties' genuine concerns and interests. Expert mediators are famous for reducing stress and conflict during the mediation sessions through the use of light-hearted quips and jokes. Along
this line the calm and steady demeanour of experienced neutrals represents the bountiful soil from which successful settlements grow.\textsuperscript{192}

But all of these traits often fall flat in the online environment because the ability of human beings to communicate clearly and effectively with one another is diminished. This is due to lack of face-to-face encounters and absence of visual and auditory clues such as body language and tone of voice.\textsuperscript{193}

The absence of facial expressions, gestures, and other non-verbal bodily clues can work against the development of trust in online communications because such absence develops void communication, which is quickly filled by psychological doubts and fears projected towards those with whom they are in contact. Reduced communication clues give greater role to the perceiver's own goals, assumptions and mindset in interpreting the communication. Also, the reduced communication clues of most online communications create an atmosphere of heightened ambiguity. This increased ambiguity leads to one party misconstruing the other and possibly assuming that he or she has less sinister motives. For instance, in the offline world, a given utterance can take on quite different meanings depending on whether it was said with a smile or not. This could be difficult to be interpreted online. Equally, a calming remark that is typed out online may seem patronising and offensive. As a result, parties engaged in online communications appear to be more willing to engage in risky interpersonal behaviour, such as threats, and may adopt a more aversive emotional style. This could obviously become a real problem regarding two individuals, already not trustful towards each other, who are trying to reach an online solution to their disagreement.\textsuperscript{194}


Although such clues may be missing in electronic mediation, and although these traditional clues are not easily transferred over the internet, the physical separation may actually benefit the parties. Physically separated parties are more likely to negotiate effectively because a large part of the emotional element involved with a face to face negotiation is removed. Face-to-face negotiations are fraught with issues ancillary to the actual resolution of the dispute itself. Therefore, the internet has the capability to give both parties to the dispute a confidential tool that is available twenty four hours a day, seven days a week, which encourages both sides to realistically evaluate their dispute in absence of personality conflicts and posturing. Indeed, because the computer screen separates the parties, they cannot focus on each other presence. Instead, they are forced to focus on the substantive issues on the screen. This will reduce the tension level between the parties.\textsuperscript{195}

Moreover, participants in e-mediation do not need to respond immediately as they are compelled to do in face-to-face discussions. Participants can more thoroughly consider proposals and develop options. One’s immediate response, as a participant or mediator, in face-to-face mediation is not always one’s best response. In fact, most mediators, purposefully, breach into caucus because they know the benefits of allowing each side the ability to think without the penetrating gaze of the other side, and the impact of this on reducing the imbalance of emotional power between the parties. The internet offers this opportunity more conveniently. This ultimately increases the agreement-reaching efforts.\textsuperscript{196}

Furthermore, disputants should be able, as much as possible, to represent themselves equally in any dispute resolution mechanism, including mediation. Providing equal access to the storytelling process is a critical part of the mediator’s job. Online mediation grants both parties an equal opportunity to achieve this goal. Virtual mediation may offer an opportunity to avoid some possible biases occasioned by face-to-face mediation because online mediation has its implication on equality between disputants. For example, in offline mediation, usually there is a need to meet with one party more than the other, which is made very complex by the requirement of equal


\textsuperscript{196} Ibid.
time allotted to both parties. Online meeting, however, can progress concurrently with the joint discussion in e-mediation. Such interaction is impossible in a face-to-face mediation. People, who are physically attractive, articulate, well-educated or members of a dominant ethnic, racial, or gender group, or people who are more glib or persuasive than their co-disputants may find this advantage reduced in electronic mediation.197

Online communication may well change ingrained conflict dynamics including dominance and intimidation as it can radically improve some individual's capacity to present themselves and negotiate in the strongest possible fashion, and enable people to overcome barriers that condemn many to insecurity, ineptitude, ineffectiveness during face-to-face meetings.198

3.5. Internet Characteristics and Arbitration

Arbitration is a private adjudicatory procedure in which the arbitrator, or tribunal of arbitrators, has the power to impose a final and legally binding decision (the award), which can be enforced by the parties in respect of the dispute submitted to arbitration. The arbitration award is meant to be enforceable through coercive power if necessary. A valid arbitration award can be registered with a court and thereafter enforced like a court judgement. Although less common, there is non-binding arbitration (allowing parties to seek further redress in a court of law if a party feels a just decision has not been reached), conditionally binding arbitration (where the arbitrator's decision is binding on the business, for example, only if the consumer agrees to the decision), or partially binding arbitration (binding when accepted by one or both parties). Apparently, the fact that the parties agree to be legally bound by the arbitrator's award distinguishes arbitration from mediation.199


In an international context, arbitration takes place within a well-established international legal framework and is based on established commercial practices. International commercial arbitration system works through the interplay of three layers of legal regulation. The first layer is the private law of parties’ contract as embodied in the arbitration agreement. This includes, among other things, the law and procedures governing the arbitration, the power of arbitrator(s), the location of arbitration, and the effect of arbitration awards. Virtually every aspect of arbitration is definable in an arbitration agreement. An arbitration agreement can provide also for one or multiple arbitrators, provide for rules of evidence before the arbitrator, allow or preclude discovery, define the nature of pleading, define the nature of hearing, and set time limits for party’s presentation and arbitral decision, and deal with questions concerning the arbiter’s competence, appointment, resignation or removal. The second layer of legal regulation is the national arbitration law. A national arbitration law defines the scope of permissible arbitration within the country, and renders arbitration agreements within this scope valid. Most nations have generally similar national arbitration laws that ensure harmonisation of enforcement across jurisdictions. And the third layer of legal regulation is the international enforcement treaties. By far the most important legal instrument regulating international arbitration is the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958, which almost every nation has signed. The Convention obligates the national courts of signatory states to recognise and enforce arbitration agreements and awards, subject to limited exceptions.\(^{200}\)

The process of arbitration is an old one. The fact that it is still in use today proves that it is a viable method of dispute resolution. But although arbitration is an old dispute resolution mechanism, it has always demanded innovation. It has always required arbitrators to be both aware of and responsive to the need of its users, as these have changed over time. Today, the development and ubiquity of e-commerce represents a new challenge. It is interesting to recall the Parliamentary debate over the Arbitration Bill 1996, which becomes the Arbitration Act 1996. MP John Taylor (the Minister for Competition and Consumer Affairs) said:

The Bill will also help to strengthen the competitiveness of the arbitration industry. I feel sure that as well as attracting arbitration business from companies here, the Bill will enhance the attractiveness of London as a venue for international arbitration. International arbitrations are a lucrative source of foreign earnings, but the business is highly mobile. I am confident that the Bill will do much to give London a more secure position in that competitive world and, indeed, advance London as the capital of the arbitration world.201

MP Stuart Bell said, while referring to MP John Taylor (the Minister for Competition and Consumer Affairs):

In the global economy; in the age of the internet; in an age when communication spans the planet with such rapidity and sometimes, with such force; and in an age of domestic and international issues-to which the under-secretary referred-it is clear that our arbitration services need to be able to adapt.202

The electronic arbitration process begins typically when a claimant registers with an online arbitration provider, which offers electronic arbitration. In some cases, an OADR link can be placed on the electronic business web site, informing users that by clicking on that link, they can fill out a complaint form. The OADR provider then appoints anarbiter, if the parties cannot agree among themselves. The arbiter uses the information provided by the claimant to contact the defendant and invite him or her to participate in OADR proceedings. Then, the parties begin the online hearing by clarifying the issue in the case, and present their evidence. After the hearing is closed, the electronic arbitrator must reach a decision and render an award within certain time limits. The final outcome of the e-arbitration process would be an award imposed by the third party.203

Although arbitration is largely a process in which information is obtained and evaluated, unlike mediation, which generally involves a complicated series of interactions between neutrals and parties, arbitration, is a much less complex communications process. Arbitration proceedings may be based only on the exchange of pleadings, evidence, and other written stages. The human factor may not be

202 Ibid. 88.
important in online arbitration as the face to face hearing may not even be necessary. Besides, whereas mediation seeks to improve communication between the parties and therefore requires sophisticated tools of communication, adequate software that allows positions to be stated and documents to be shared may provide a sufficient frame for online arbitration.\textsuperscript{204}

That said, it must be recognised that the unavailability of appropriate communication means in arbitration implicates that if the relevant arguments and evidences cannot be adduced by appropriate means, then the process runs the risk of violating fair process.\textsuperscript{205} This is the position taken by \textit{E-resolution}, an OADR provider, which stated in Article 16 that although rules of arbitration procedures were based on the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law "UNCITRAL" Arbitration Rules and the International Chamber of Commerce "ICC" Arbitration Rules, they were modified to take into account the special nature of electronic arbitration.\textsuperscript{206}

3.6. Internet Characteristics and Third Party Neutrals

In ADR, there is a flexible process of receiving and evaluating information, such as, which party to meet with first, what to say to each party, and how to frame and reframe information provided to each party. Generally, the flexibility of ADR allows greater discretion in case management for the third party neutral.\textsuperscript{207}

However, case management in online ADR is a delicate area because the online third party neutral must earn his or her authority from the parties. This is often procured through natural charisma. This trait is difficult to communicate online without seeing a person. Moreover, the third party neutral often relies on ascertaining online the veracity of parties by their appearances and demeanours. Apparently, such visual clues may be absent on the internet. Furthermore, it is not unusual in ADR to reach a time when settlement is near, and the third party neutral presses on to preserve momentum.


\textsuperscript{205} Redfern, A., and Hunter, M., \textit{Law and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration}, (3\textsuperscript{rd} edition, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1999) 311. It must be noted here that fair process and OADR will be discussed thoroughly in chapter 5.

\textsuperscript{206} <http://www.eresolution.ca>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.

Online ADR, however, may permit the parties to disengage, rethink, and perhaps change their minds, and this may hinder settlement. Thus, online third party neutrals must be cognisant of this reality, and attempt to keep the parties engaged and maintain constant communication. And finally, asynchronous online communications can cause frustration where one party is not available online.\textsuperscript{208}

People tend to have an assumption that e-mails, for instance, are read soon after they are sent. When e-mailing, people tend to behave as if they are in a synchronous situation when in fact they are not. This means that any delay in responding can seem provocative. Thus, online third party neutral must be cognisant of this reality, and learn to control information flow. If such issue is not managed carefully, excessive time between communications can have an intensifying effect where parties become less likely to achieve resolution.\textsuperscript{209}

That said, the elimination of physical meetings will increase the third party neutral’s case management abilities since he or she can take advantage of the parties’ separateness to reframe and perhaps lower the tension level between parties. In OADR, such flexibility offers huge advantages to online third party neutrals in terms of freeing them from time and space constraints because technology could be seen as an influence on the process of communication which adds value to the third party neutral and thus does more than simply deliver the expertise of the human third party across the network.\textsuperscript{210}

Moreover, the opportunities for using the virtual capabilities of electronic media in law-related processes are enormous. For instance, computer facilitated charts, figures, graphs, scales, tables, diagrams can be utilised in OADR proceeding. This could amount to the facilitation of the whole process as it allows otherwise static images to


be manipulated in various ways for emphasis or persuasive effect. A certain portion of a diagram, which is an otherwise static exhibit, can be highlighted, zoomed in upon, or emphasised through colours, arrows, etc. The information itself can be presented using other media as well, including video, images, sound, and animation. Thus an electronic bundle of legal documents will be more useable and more expressive than their paper counterparts. 211

Furthermore, the use of computer technology to search for specific words and phrases can make it easier for the third party neutral to find where a participant(s) is addressing a particular issue in his or her comment. The “word search” puts all of the information that has been gathered in the dispute at the fingertips of the third party neutral so that it can be used most effectively to see key obstacles to agreement and move the discussion forward. 212

Besides, because submissions transmitted electronically by parties are recorded automatically by the technology, OADR allows the third party neutral to carefully document each stage of negotiation, which results in easy and centralised management of cases, and similarly allows disputants to check the status of their dispute at any point from anywhere. And whereas printed document bundles have occasional internal cross-references, which readers themselves have to pursue while reading, electronic document bundles will be linked to one another by using hypertext technology, so that users will navigate around electronic bundles as though they were single sets of information. This linkage of relevant documents to one another will enable users to browse across pleadings and evidentiary materials. Also, the use of computer technology enables users to see the language of prior drafts of a document, usually crossed out with a line and displayed in a different colour, alongside the new language being suggested by the other side. This is a good example of how technology can simplify tasks that can be very complicated and aggravating in the offline world. And finally, unlike paper contracts and agreement, the ultimate electronic outcome of OADR can provide a dynamic outcome, which connect the

parties to each other, and if desired, through hyper textual documents, to other people and to other source of information in ways that are difficult to imagine with papers.\textsuperscript{213}

3.6.1. Third Party Neutrals and Online Mediation-Arbitration

ADR settlement process can proceed from less to more formal dispute settlement mechanisms. In this gradual approach, for disputes that cannot be resolved using mediation, the parties would be required to have their case heard by an arbitrator. Mediation, which is less hostile than arbitration, is not necessarily an alternative to arbitration but may be the first part of a two-stage process. By the same token, given that no resolution can be guaranteed in mediation, arbitration is viewed in this context, as a backup effort to resolve disputes that parties fail to resolve in mediation. This hybrid process, which falls between mediation and arbitration, is called mediation-arbitration or "med-arb". Accordingly, med-arb system integrates the interest-based approach of mediation, with the power-based role of arbitration.\textsuperscript{214}

However, the neutral's role in such arrangements should be considered carefully and in a balanced way because under hybrid regimes decision-making process becomes complex and may stall the resolution. Therefore, such role should not be confined to persuading the parties to reach an agreement, as a mediator does, nor it should be confined to impose a settlement on the parties, as an arbitrator does, but rather to expressing a firm position concerning settlement of the dispute. In other words, such role should facilitate dialogue between the parties to a dispute (mediation) and, if necessary, act as a legal institution called in to help those parties (arbitration).

In mediation-arbitration, the neutral's role can be difficult as he or she needs to strike the right balance between two processes, one is built on a voluntary nature, i.e. mediation while the other is built on a binding nature, i.e. arbitration. This is doubled by a conceived big difference between application of fairness when arbitration is


involved and application of fairness when mediation is the process. Such a task is not easy by all means.

Moreover, the idea of the same individual acting as both a mediator and then an arbitrator gives serious misgivings. In view of the confidential and prejudicial information during the mediation process, it is generally considered that the mediator would be compromised to then convert himself into an arbitrator to make a decision on the merits. In these circumstances many parties would not be fully open and frank with the mediator for fear of being prejudiced at the arbitration stage. From this perspective, arbitration should not be offered by the same impartial that offers mediation services. If there is an attempt to mediate a case that is unsuccessful and is then arbitrated, there should be two different neutrals because of the nature of disclosures and the interaction that takes place in the mediation, unless the parties agree to use the mediator as an arbitrator.

If the internet is utilised in mediation-arbitration, it is called online mediation-arbitration or online med-arb. Unfortunately, the neutral's role in online med-arb is not conceptualised clearly by OADR providers. For example, in SquareTrdae, an OADR provider, it has been stated that

Mediators try to resolve the problem through online mediation. If that does not lead to a satisfactory result, parties can ask the mediator to recommend a solution based on each parties' position and on principles of fundamental fairness. 215

In substance, this means that the mediator no longer mediates, but steps into the role of arbitrator, however, SquareTrade failed to notice that.

3.6.2. Third Party Neutrals and the Use of Software

Adequate software could be necessary, indeed indispensable, element for online interactions to be successful. Software is the ingredient that provides the electronic medium with its architecture and functionality. And it is software that allows the existence of effective dispute resolution systems online. From this perspective, OADR

structure and process can be improved and enhanced like other software. It is necessary to understand that it will be the emergence of appropriate software that will allow OADR to flourish. As a result, there is a need for further work to refine concepts of electronic discussion and the tools for facilitating such discussions, as opposed to a general discussion without any intended concrete results. In other words, the contribution made by the software should be analysed in terms of its ability to translate the dispute resolution process to a particular medium, i.e., the internet.  

If third party neutrals have different tools in front of them, in the form of software, then they can control the online environment. They may decide advantages lie in giving the floor to a party to speak uninterrupted, caucusing, or looking for consensus evaluation on key issues. From this perspective, it has been said that if an online third party neutral does not know how to manage the online platform that is used to work with the parties, and if he cannot effectively use multiple online caucus spaces as compared to offline joint discussion spaces, it does not matter how well he can engage in face-to-face active listening.  

In the meantime, there is some powerful software, which has sophisticated information processing capabilities that may be utilised by online third party neutrals. For instance, there is “OneAccord” software that enhances the ability of parties and neutrals to interact online, and allows parties and neutrals to identify interests and assess priorities in disputes. Then, the software calculates resolutions that may provide each side with more than they themselves might be able to negotiate.  

3.7. Conclusion  
The potential for the use of information technology in Alternative Dispute Resolution is considerable. Information technology might improve and even transform ADR. The internet and the World Wide Web are fundamentally changing the nature of communications and so are likely to exert a massive influence on the development of ADR since it is essentially a complex process of information management,

---

information processing, and communication. Consequently, ADR will be subject to technological limitations as well as advances.

The internet can have an apparent impact on ADR in two quite different ways. First, it can be used to automate existing practices. Second, it can be used to innovate and bring about changes and introduce new ways of working and carrying out tasks. Many of the most substantial and beneficial influences of information technology in Alternative Dispute Resolution will come from innovation rather than automation. Consequently, any limitation in OADR is not inherent in the internet itself as a tool, but rather it is inherent in the users' ability to adapt this tool for the use of ADR in cyberspace.

The question is not so much whether to use the internet or not to conduct the proceedings of ADR, but how we can best integrate online communication strategies to support the highest level of participants' involvement and to enhance their ability to reach agreement.

When presented with a new medium such as the internet, one should not simply translate the ADR process into cyberspace. This would be wrong. Instead, OADR should deploy the logic underpinning the prevalent technology to make ADR more efficient and effective for all users in cyberspace.

In fact, OADR stems and differs from ADR at the same time. This illustrates how computer technology and distance communication can change ADR procedures. OADR can be described as a new organism that has roots in the ADR while has qualities acquired from the online environment. In one sense, OADR is simply about the use of new information management tools and communication tools. But it is equally true that these tools change the methods by which disputes are being solved through ADR mechanisms. In short, ADR uses the opportunities provided by the internet not only to employ ADR processes in the online environment but also to enhance these processes.

All in all, the advent of the internet has created challenges and opportunities for ADR. These challenges and opportunities are interconnected inexorably with each other and
with internet characteristics. When ADR moves to cyberspace in the form of OADR, it will be conditioned and determined by internet characteristics. Due to some of the characteristics of the internet, such as interactivity, OADR will be an efficient solution. But due to other characteristics of the internet, such as the lack of face to face contact, OADR will encounter serious problems with regard to fair process.

Consequently, it must be pointed out that the legal status of ADR is of particular significance since that status could significantly promote or hinder the availability of online services. As technology and ADR merge, in the form of OADR, it is imperative that the values and standards of ADR serve as the guide posts for technology, rather than the reverse. This is reasonable because although the communication channel in OADR, with its high rate of innovation and rapid pace of development of new technologies, is novel, the foundations of ADR remain the same.
Chapter Four: Applicable Law, jurisdiction and OADR

4.1. Introduction

Legitimacy of OADR process or any other dispute resolution mechanism is not based on the assertion of a proper jurisdiction solely. Instead, it is based on other factors such as fairness of the process. Likewise, "acting fairly" is a phrase of such wide implications that it extends beyond the sphere of procedures, and, therefore, it includes the assertion of a proper jurisdiction. In Daganayasi v. Minister of Immigration, Cook J said:

Fairness need not be treated as confined to procedural matters.

In this regard, the indication of explicit and authenticated consent can be seen as an expression of the assertion of a proper jurisdiction to resolve a dispute, while the ability to secure such consent during the process of dispute settlement can be seen as an aspect of fair process.

From this perspective, one can argue that the assertion of a proper jurisdiction and the fairness of the procedures in OADR, are quite inseparable issues with regard to the legitimacy of the process. However, a distinction needs to be made between OADR jurisdiction and its implication for the legitimacy of the process, and fairness in OADR and its implication on the legitimacy of the process. It has been decided to leave the latter issue to be dealt with separately in chapter five.

As a result, this chapter will define applicable law and jurisdiction in cyberspace and its implications for the legitimacy of OADR solutions from a technical and legalistic point of view. Then, the most promising conditions of OADR with regard to jurisdiction will be identified. Such conditions are sought to be best suited to the unique characteristics of cyberspace as a commercial marketplace and the expectations of those who are engaged in various commercial online activities. And
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finally, in order to demonstrate the feasibility of OADR, the controversial issues of the seat of arbitration in cyberspace, legal status of floating arbitration, and legal status of floating awards will be examined.

4.2. The Internet’s Cross-Border Nature from a Technical Standpoint

Any discussion of the applicable law and jurisdiction in cyberspace invites a thorough analysis of the internet’s cross-border nature from a technical standpoint because the method(s) by which technology delivers online communication and interaction will ultimately have an effect on the impact of the law. In order to understand the internet’s cross-border nature from a technical standpoint and its implication on the applicable law and jurisdiction in cyberspace, the following five points must be clear.

First, it must be recognised that the internet is not a top-down structure. Each computer connected to the internet acts autonomously and is regulated only by its own system administrator.

Second, in cyberspace architecture, conditioning access on consent to a governing legal regime may be possible, though expensive, at the entry point of a web site. However, it is common place to click on a hypertext link, which is a link that appears on a web page to another web site, and be greeted by a message that conditions further access by consent to another legal regime. This process might become confusing since there are consents to different legal regimes.222

Third, it is clear that evasion techniques can make it difficult for a state to regulate cyberspace activities.223 For example “Telnet” software allows a computer user to log into a remote computer over the internet. Once connected to the foreign computer, the user can perform any internet function as though he or she were logged on to a local terminal at the foreign computer location.224

Fourth, there is the common internet practice of “caching” copies of frequently accessed resources, a practice which is especially utilised by Internet Service Providers (ISP). Caching consists of a procedure whereby copies of work are stored at local servers in order to enhance the performance and speed of access to digital networks. Rather than having to access a distant server, caching works on the principle that speed of access will be enhanced if access is given to a server which is less distant. Such caching not only has advantages in that individuals get quicker access to information but also improves the ability of the internet as a whole to handle more usage. For example, if an internet user in Leeds browses a web page in California, a computer somewhere in Europe may keep a copy of the page for the benefit of others that access the same information. Thus, internet users may be accessing materials at a particular site, while in fact they are accessing copies of those materials located on a different machine in different geographical boundary.225

And fifth, it must be recognised that the internet is engineered to work on the basis of logical, not geographical indications. Each computer in the network communicates with the others by employing machine-language conventions known as the Internet Protocol (IP). IP works by providing functions to break up a piece of digital data into discrete packets of bits and then transport these packets across any combination of networks to their destination. Packets may follow any of a number of different routes from computer to computer until they reach their final destination where they reassembled again. These routes may change from minute to minute. There is no centralised control of the packet routing. Each server in the network assesses whether to temporarily hold packets or send them on, so that maximum use is made of the available carrying capacity at any given time. This means that the cost and speed of message transmission on the internet is independent of physical location, and, most importantly, the internet users are unaware where the accessed resources are in fact physically located. In this regard, the information is being sent from or to is of far less significance than what is being sent.226

4.3. Applicable Law and Jurisdiction in Cyberspace

For a public tribunal to resolve a dispute, it must have jurisdiction over the dispute. This includes that the decision maker has been assigned responsibility to adjudicate the dispute, and that the parties to be bound by the decision have some contact with the government giving power to the tribunal. This is a significant aspect of the sovereignty of national states.\(^{227}\)

The advent of the internet, however, has caused jurisdictional confusion as several jurisdictions will have a legitimate claim and legitimate interest to apply their law. Indeed the choice of any geographical contact or any particular national law will be arbitrary in cyberspace.\(^{228}\)

Traditional legal doctrine treats the internet as a medium that facilitates communication and commerce between one legally significant geographical location and another. However, trying to tie the laws of any particular territorial sovereign to interactions and transactions on the internet is a daunting challenge because the nature of the internet is inherently international.\(^{229}\)

The confusion arises when national law, which has traditionally been understood primarily in geographical terms, applies to a phenomenon, such as the internet, that appears to resist geographical orientation.\(^{230}\)

Two leading authors on law and jurisdiction in cyberspace have submitted to the view that the internet causes problems because there is a need to recognise the power of technology, while at the same time respecting traditional sovereignty. David Johnson and David Post said:

\(^{227}\) Perritt, H., "Electronic Dispute Resolution", a paper presented at NCAIR conference, Washington DC, 22\textsuperscript{nd} of May 1996, available online at \(<http://mantle.sbs.umass.edu/vmag/PERRITT.HTM>\>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.


The rise of global computer network is destroying the link between geographical location and...the ability of physical location to give notice of which sets of rules apply. The net thus radically subverts the system of rule making based on borders between physical spaces.231

For example, in B-to-C internet commercial transactions there are two paradigms to solve disputes. One is the country of destination approach, where the consumer should have the protection of the laws of his or her residence. The other is the country of origin approach, where the appropriate law should be that where the merchant is located. The former approach obviously imposes tremendous burdens on the growth of electronic commerce, since it implies that online businesses would have to comply with the laws of hundred of jurisdictions around the world. At the same time, the latter approach makes it very difficult for any country to ensure that its consumers have appropriate protection. In e-commerce, there is always the concern about allowing an e-business to choose the competent court itself prior to the conclusion of the contract and merely seeking the consumer’s acceptance. The consumer will find many difficulties which prevent quick access to justice and adequate redress in such a manner that his legal rights would be emptied out of any content. He or she would be forced to litigate in a legal system which is strange to him and whose procedural and substantive laws are unfamiliar. It would also be the case that the counterpart is better prepared for litigation and has stronger economic resources than those of the consumer. At last, the consumer would renounce his claim to rights. This will lead ultimately to the erosion of consumers’ confidence in the internet as a commercial medium.232 In this regard, the OECD noticed that:

The global network environment challenges the abilities of the traditional geographically based jurisdictional structures to adequately address issues related to consumer protection in the context of electronic commerce.233

Similarly, in domain name disputes, the application of traditional concepts of jurisdiction for resolving conflicts between trademark owners and domain name


holders are often viewed as cumbersome and ineffective. There are several possibilities in this respect, such as, the country of the domicile of the domain name holder, the country of the domicile of the trademark owner, and the country where the registration authority was located. Nevertheless, none of those possibilities can strike the right balance between the interests of domain name holder, registration authorities, and any potential complainant.234

It has been suggested that the structure of the internet is such that there is no meaningful way to avoid contact with a given jurisdiction except to stay off the internet altogether. Consequently, the only solution for companies wishing to secure their trademarks on the internet is to register in every country and jurisdiction. However, this is clearly an insuperable hurdle. The impracticability of such a suggestion is duplicated by the fact that there is no global registration scheme for trademarks. There is no international protection for trademarks because it was believed that geographical boundaries and different lines of business will not combined together in one marketplace. Obviously, the internet, as one large marketplace without boundaries of any kind, is breaking down many of the barriers that in the past reduced the number of trademark conflict. In actual fact, where the nature of the internet means that each name may potentially apply around the world, there is, in turn, increasing potential for conflict between users of the same or similar name in different jurisdictions. In consequence, the protection and enforcement of recognised territorially limited trademark rights can be jeopardised by activities originating under a domain name registration in another jurisdiction.235

Moreover, the practice of domain name registration itself is not the same as intentional distribution to any particular jurisdiction. Instead, it is a distribution to all jurisdictions simultaneously. Due to the technical nature of the internet, the trademark on the internet may pass through or even simultaneously exist in different

jurisdictions. In fact, if one country objects to the use of a trademark on the web that conflicts with a locally registered trademark, the argument could be that the mark has not been used inside the country at all, but only on the World Wide Web. The counter-argument could be that the “Web” itself, entertains virtually every country’s jurisdiction in the world. This ultimately, leads to a vicious circle. This becomes problematic if it calls into play the trademark laws of every country in which the domain name can be viewed, and this means virtually every country in the world. But these national laws may differ substantively.  

Furthermore, it must be noted that the computer where a domain name was initially assigned may move in physical space without any movement in the logical domain name space of the internet. Domain names are fully portable and can be transferred to a new computer if the domain name holder moves. For example, today the operator of a domain name may reside on a machine operating in London, but tomorrow he or she may transfer its operation to a host machine in Tokyo. The transfer need not even physical movement, and more importantly, it will be completely invisible to internet users because when they seek access to that domain name, the request will be routed to that location on the network, without reference to its physical location.

And finally, the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses are represented as strings of digits divided into parts or fields, for example, 124.33.45.112. But using these numerical strings is somewhat inconvenient; consequently, the IP address system has been overlaid with a more user friendly system of domain names which serve as identifiers of the web sites. It must be noted however that although the computers connected to the internet do have addresses, these addresses locate the computers on the network, and not in real space. For example, every country that has an internet connection has a two letter top level domain name registry, such as, (UK) for United Kingdom. These are called Country Code Top Level Domain Names (ccTLDs). The 249 (ccTLDs) are administrated on a country-by-country basis. 

---

But although (ccTLDs) normally indicate the country in which the addressee's host computer is located, no technical requirement forces a computer with a country specific domain to be located in that particular country. Therefore, it is important to notice that a domain name does not automatically refer to the country in which the address resides. For example, (bussiness.co.uk) does not mean necessarily that it exits physically in the UK. Actually, where an applicant has had to provide an address when registering a domain name, the address is usually that of a contact, rather than the actual physical address of any computer or network. However, in many cases, the addresses may be the same.\(^{238}\)

In this regard, the WIPO in its Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses emphasised that any comprehensive solution for domain name disputes would be most effective if it recognises the global nature of the internet and the global presence given by a domain name registration.\(^{239}\)

4.4. OADR as a solution for jurisdictional dilemma in cyberspace

Generally speaking, the goal of ADR system, as a consensual dispute resolution mechanism, is the resolution of disputes that arise from interactions and transactions with multiple jurisdictional contacts in a manner that is shaped by the parties, that is neutral and efficient, and that involves minimal intervention of national law and national courts. ADR can be successfully applied to electronic commercial disputes which involve parties in different jurisdictions because ADR employs techniques which can be applied regardless of the procedural or substantial jurisdictional framework. Electronic cross-border disputes can be processed in ADR without the need to reconcile different legal systems because ADR provides procedural flexibility more than litigation, though, principally, it may apply a national law that is adopted by national legislation. One of the strengths of arbitration, as a form of Alternative Dispute Resolution, is that an arbitration agreement effectively and conclusively replaces the jurisdiction of the court.\(^{240}\)


In England, it is easily recognised that the spirit of party autonomy is reflected throughout the Arbitration Act 1996. Section 1, in particular, reads as follows:

The provisions of this part are founded on the following principles, and shall be construed accordingly. (a) The object of arbitration is to obtain the fair resolution of disputes by an impartial tribunal without unnecessary delay or expense; (b) The parties should be free to agree how their disputes are resolved, subject only to such safeguards as are necessary in the public interest; (c) In matters governed by this part the court should not intervene except as provided by this part.241

In this regard, WIPO has noticed that arbitration provides a single procedure for resolving multi-jurisdictional disputes without recourse to several different national court actions. The WIPO stated also that it is a procedure that has been developed to be international.242 Similarly, the OECD has noted that:

ADR has the potentiality to provide an adequate vehicle which can enhance parties' access to justice because it ensures that an international framework is established to protect internet users at the same level as in other forms of commerce.243

Consequently, the transformation of the idea of ADR to cyberspace in the form of OADR needs to emphasise the consensual nature of OADR systems. From this perspective, the online jurisdictional challenge posed by the advent of the internet could be addressed by OADR through the conceptualisation of parties' consent to adjudicate disputes, without dependence on the exercise of jurisdiction in a forum state. The challenging problem which is presented by the law that should be applied in resolving the merits of cyberspace disputes could be viewed as a global, moving target jurisdiction, to be decided through OADR, on a case by case basis, by parties interested in resolving the dispute.244

241 Section I of the Arbitration Act 1996.
Seating the dispute resolution body in cyberspace in the form of OADR allows the parties in a trans-border conflict to circumvent the issue of determining which court should hear the case. In the same way, OADR can solve the issue of the applicable law for these trans-border disputes. Moreover, such approach will not dismantle one of the most important aspects of the internet, namely, the ability to transcend geographical boundaries. By the same token, it takes the globalisation of exchange in cyberspace into account by demonstrating flexibility. Indeed, by not specifying any national regulation in their rules of procedure, online ADR demonstrates flexibility since it places the importance not on the laws of public authorities, but on the law of the parties. 245

In Virtual Magistrate, an OADR provider, if parties did not agree on the applicable law to their dispute, neutrals are not bound to automatically apply the law of a given jurisdiction. Rather, they must take into consideration the circumstances of each case, the parties' views on the applicable legal principles and remedies, as well as the potential effects of the dispute if it were to be transferred to the courts. 246 Similarly, Article 17 (1) of E-resolution, another OADR provider, reads as follows:

The parties may determine the rules of national law that the arbitration tribunal will apply to the substance of the conflict. If there is no such determination, the arbitration tribunal shall choose the national law with which the conflict has the closest links. 247

4.5. The seat of arbitration in cyberspace

The seat of arbitration means the place agreed, expressly or by implication, as that whose law is to govern the constitution of the arbitral tribunal and the conduct of arbitration. Although some arbitration rules recognise that some hearings, meeting of arbitrators, or even the actual signature or publication of award may not occur in the place of arbitration, almost invariably the place of hearing will be the legal seat of the arbitration because it is scarcely possible to divorce the arbitration proceedings, including the arbitration hearing, from the law of the place where the arbitration proceedings are conducted. The place of arbitration is of great importance since it is

the point of connection to the law governing arbitral proceedings. The place of arbitration also determines which court will have jurisdiction for assistance during the arbitral procedure and which court will have jurisdiction to set aside the award.248

Traditionally, various legal and factual factors influence the choice of the seat of arbitration, such as, the suitability of the law of the place of arbitration, whether there is a multilateral or bilateral treaty on enforcement of arbitral awards between the state where the arbitration takes place and the state or states where the award may have to be enforced, convenience of the parties and arbitrators, including the travel distances, location of the subject-matter in dispute, and proximity of evidence.249

The legal seat of the arbitration has been always a controversial issue in cyberspace because the virtual arbitration has no geographical location. Dematerialization of information amounts to only one aspect of the technological revolution that we are going through. Another aspect is the de-materialisation of physical places. It should be stressed that the internet as a whole is technically constructed to be independent of any place. Given the inherently global nature of the internet due to its technical infrastructure, the internet does not map neatly onto the jurisdiction of any existing sovereign entity. This means that the geographical boundaries are irrelevant in the internet infrastructure. The dichotomy between national and international level of internet disputes is no more than an illusion. Apparently, this might have serious implications on the legality of electronic arbitration venue.250

For instance, difficulties may arise when it has to be determined whether the arbitral procedure, according the New York Convention 1958, was in accordance with the law


of the country where the arbitration took place. Article 5 (1) (d) of the New York Convention 1958 reads as follows:

Recognition and enforcement of the award may be refused, at the request of the party against whom it is invoked, only if that party furnishes to the competent authority where the recognition and enforcement is sought, proof that...the composition of the arbitral authority or the arbitral procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties, or, failing such agreement, was not in accordance with the law of the country where the arbitration took place. 251

Indeed, when electronic arbitration, like the cyberspace itself, has no geographical location, then the recurrent question would be: where is the seat of arbitration in electronic arbitration?

Given the classical position of the place or seat of arbitration which presupposes territories and borders, electronic arbitration will be confronted with difficulties. Accordingly, the traditional notion of the seat of arbitration must shift in cyberspace in order to accommodate the reality of electronic arbitration where the process is everywhere and nowhere at the same time.

The internet, in essence, allows many different forms of communication and interaction to be structured and organised on a web site in a way that gives us something novel: virtual places and virtual processes. Indeed, physical space, including legal space, becomes less geographically bounded in our information technology age. 252

It can be said also that part of the attraction of arbitration, traditionally, is that it moves dispute resolution from an identifiable place, i.e., courtroom, to any place. The growth of arbitration represents a move away from a fixed place and formal process. Arbitration is less concerned with the symbolism that a particular place might represent.

251 Article 5 (1) (d) of the New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.
By designating cyberspace as a virtual location for dispute resolution, electronic arbitration is simply extending this trend further. From this perspective, if it is possible to consider the arbitration not as a building or physical place but as a set of processes oriented around the resolution of disputes, then the setting of cyber arbitration as an internet web site or as a virtual service in the online marketplace, in order to resolve internet disputes, should be desirable. The parties to an electronic dispute would be amenable to settle their differences that emanated from cyberspace in cyberspace itself without any need for convening in a specific location for in-person hearings.

Indeed, it is reasonable to claim a degree of de-localisation for the place of arbitration in cyberspace in order to encourage the growth of e-commerce. This approach corresponds to the essentially de-localised character of the internet and the activity conducted on it.

In actual fact, one should ask: if it is assumed that arbitration does require consideration by third party neutrals, does it follow that the presentation of information, the analysis of the information and the response must be focused on a physical location? Might it not be that sound arbitration could be undertaken by the emerging communication technologies? Or is a dedicated physical location a strict necessity for the delivery of arbitration? In summary, one should ask: is arbitration a place or a service?

In this respect, one can argue that the physical location in arbitration is not as important to most people as the confidence that their dispute is being addressed by an appropriate and impartial person. Moreover, the seat of arbitration is a purely legal concept which depends on the will of the parties. It is not a physical concept which depends on the place where the hearings took place or the place where the award was signed. The seat of arbitration as a legal concept serves as the factor connecting the arbitration to a specific legal system and is independent of the place where the proceedings physically take place. As a result, the orientation of the seat of the arbitration in cyberspace should be in accordance with the will and agreement of the parties, more than the rules of procedures laid down in the law of the country where
an award was made or sought to be enforced. At this point, it seems appropriate to
discuss floating arbitration and floating awards in the context of cyberspace.

4.5.1. The Legal Status of Floating Arbitration in Cyberspace
The basic characteristic of floating or de-localised arbitration is that it does not owe
its existence, validity, or effectiveness to a particular national law. Instead, it enables
the parties not to subject their agreement to any procedural rules of any country or to
the rules of conflict of laws, or to substantive rules of any particular legal system.253

In England, traditionally, the English law does not recognise arbitration that is
unconnected with any municipal system of law, in which the procedure is left entirely
within the control of the parties and the arbitrators. In other words, traditionally,
English law does not recognise the concept of a floating arbitration.254 In Amin
Rasheed Shipping Corporation v. Kuwait Insurance Co.,255 Lord Justice Kerr stated in
general terms that:

Contracts are incapable of existing in a legal vacuum. They are mere pieces of
paper devoid of all legal effect unless were made by reference to some system
of private law which defines the obligations assumed by the parties to the
contract.256

Lord Justice Kerr confirmed his opinion in Bank Mellat v. Helleniki Technici SA,257
by referring to floating arbitration in particular. He said:

International & Comparative Law Quarterly 358. Paulson, J., "De-localisation of International
Quarterly 53. Dely, F., "The Place of Arbitrator in the Conflict of Law of International Commercial
Law and Business 48.
256 Ibid. 257.
Despite suggestions to the contrary by some learned writers, our jurisprudence does not recognise the concept of arbitral procedures floating in the transnational firmament, unconnected with any municipal system of law.\footnote{258}{[1984] QB 309.}


It is clear from the authorities cited above that English law does admit of at least the theoretical possibility that the parties are free to choose to hold their arbitration in one country but subject to the procedural laws of another, but against this is the undoubted fact that such an agreement is calculated to give rise to great difficulties and complexities, as Lord Justice Kerr observed in the \textit{Amazonica} decision. For example (and this is the proviso to which I referred earlier in this judgement) it seems to me that the jurisdiction of the English Court under the Arbitration Acts over an arbitration in this country cannot be excluded by an agreement between the parties to apply the laws of another country, or indeed by any other means unless such is sanctioned by those Acts themselves.\footnote{261}{Ibid. 57.}


Transnationalism is a theoretical ideal which posits that international arbitration, at least as regards certain types of contractual disputes conducted under the auspices of an arbitral institution, is a self-contained juridical system, by its very nature separate from national systems of law, and indeed antithetical to them. If the ideal is fully realised national courts will not feature in the law and practice of international arbitration at all and differences between national laws will become irrelevant...My Lords, I think it unnecessary to enter into the controversy over transnationalism which has been a feature of the past two decades, and would indeed not have mentioned the term if it had not been pressed in argument.\footnote{263}{Ibid. 119.}
In recent years however, it becomes clear that the theory of de-localisation in arbitration, in the form of floating arbitration, does not imply eliminating all localisation, rather it strongly reducing the role of arbitration in approving localisation. More specifically, the theory of de-localisation in arbitration conceives localisation as a fact not as a restriction.\textsuperscript{264}

It becomes obvious that there is a break-down of national particularism under the effect of the UNCITRAL Model Law on commercial arbitration. The UNCITRAL Model Law itself has induced certain authors to declare that it is a victory for the theory of de-localisation.\textsuperscript{265}

In this regard, Roy Goode notes that the de-localisation theory has gained ground steadily in international commercial arbitration, particularly, with the introduction of the UNCITRAL Model Law.\textsuperscript{266}

In England, one can deduce a change in the attitude towards floating arbitration with the introduction of the Arbitration Act 1996 which is based on the UNCITRAL Model. In section 3, for example, the Act establishes the concept of a law of the seat of arbitration that is not directly related to the forum; rather it is determined by various factors. The rules of arbitral procedure were among these various factors.\textsuperscript{267}

Section 3 of the Arbitration Act reads as follows:

> In this Part "the seat of the arbitration" means the juridical seat of the arbitration designated (a) by the parties to the arbitration agreement, or (b) by any arbitral or other institution or person vested by the parties with powers in that regard, or (c) by the arbitral tribunal if so authorised by the parties, or determined, in the absence of any such designation, having regard to the parties' agreement and all the relevant circumstances.\textsuperscript{268}


\textsuperscript{268} Section 3 of the Arbitration Act 1996.
Five years after the Arbitration Act 1996 came into force, in *ABB Lummus Global Ltd. v. Keppel Fek Ltd.*,\(^{269}\) it was held that if the seat of arbitration is not determined in the arbitration agreement, the choice of law of a particular state as the procedural law would be a strong indicator to choose this particular state as the seat of arbitration. At the same year, in *Omnium de traitement et de valorisation SA v. Hilmarton Ltd.*,\(^{270}\) it was held in an unequivocal terms that:

> Arbitration exists in some ethereal firmament unattached to any particular national legal system.\(^{271}\)

At present, as the discussion above has demonstrated, there is a division in English judges’ opinions with regards to floating arbitration. The majority of opinions are against the idea of floating arbitration. However, there is a difference between what the law is and what the law should be. Evidently, party autonomy and freedom of choice in arbitration is now a dominant factor in English law. Apparently, this new trend in arbitration in England gives succour to the school of de-localised arbitration. Given that the location of the proceeding will be of lesser importance and party autonomy will be maximised in the Arbitration Act 1996, and given that this would ultimately augment the parties’ autonomy to determine the place of arbitration, it has been said that the Arbitration Act 1996 demonstrates that the autonomy of the parties to determine the place of arbitration is not affected by the fact that the procedure may take place online. This is reasonable because the idea that arbitration should to a greater or lesser extent be in some way connected to the place where it is held is not suitable for something like the internet which, in its very existence, negates the notion of place.\(^{272}\)

From this perspective, for an online dispute, a “web site of the case in question” would be established where all case files and submissions by the parties are stored therein. The “web site of the case in question” might become a core concept in online


\(^{270}\) [1999] 2 All E.R. (Comm) 146.

\(^{271}\) Ibid. 154.

arbitration as compared to the seat of arbitration in the offline world. In this regard, E-resolution, an online arbitration provider, implemented as part of its procedures "the web site of the case in question". Article 15 of E-resolution reads as follows:

(1) As soon as the secretariat accepts the application for arbitration, in conformity with Article 4(3), it shall transmit a secret code to each of the parties, providing them with access to the site of the case in question. (2) All documents, reports, exhibits, facts, and information that one party wishes to present as evidence must be filed in the site of the case in question.

4.5.2. The Legal Status of Floating Awards in Cyberspace

Traditionally, the place of arbitration is sought to be the only criterion which determined whether an arbitral award is a domestic or a foreign award. On that basis, it has been argued that while the territorial criterion is clear, the law governing the arbitral procedure, for instance, is vague, susceptible to different interpretations, and would not give the business world any certainty as to which awards would be covered by the New York convention 1958.

A foreign award for the purpose of enforcement in the New York Convention 1958 is defined in Article 1(1) as an award which is made in a country other than the country where the recognition and enforcement is sought to be, i.e., not domestic awards. Arguably, Article 1(1) is one of the most controversial clauses in the convention due to the undefined concept of the domestic award. Article 1 (1) reads as follows:

This Convention shall apply to the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards made in the territory of a State other than the State where the recognition and enforcement of such awards are sought, and arising out of differences between persons, whether physical or legal. It shall also apply to arbitral awards not considered as domestic awards in the State where their recognition and enforcement are sought.

276 Article 1 (1) of the New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.
In England, section 100 (1) of the Arbitration Act 1996 defines a foreign award as follows:

An award made, in pursuance of an arbitration agreement, in the territory of a state (other than the United Kingdom) which is a party to the New York Convention.\textsuperscript{277}

But the nationality of an arbitral award might depend on the law governing the arbitral procedure. Indeed, an arbitral award rendered in London under German law could be considered to be a domestic award in Germany, and an award rendered in Paris under a foreign law could be considered a foreign award in France.\textsuperscript{278}

Moreover, the exclusive dependence on territorial criterion to determine whether an arbitral award is a foreign award is unreasonable because if a domestic award shows a relationship to any international features, it could be considered as a foreign award according to the New York Convention 1958. For instance, it is clear that non-domestic awards include awards issued in a signatory country other than that in which the award is being enforced, where at least one of the parties is foreign. It includes also awards made between two residents in a signatory country other than that in which the award is being enforced, provided the relationship of the parties involves performance abroad or has some other reasonable relationship with a foreign country. Furthermore, when arbitration takes place by correspondence, it may be impossible to establish where an arbitral award has been rendered, thus, making Article 1(1) even more vague.\textsuperscript{279}

In electronic arbitration, the controversial aspect of Article 1(1) of the New York Convention 1958, due to the undefined concept of the domestic award, is duplicated. As mentioned above, the choice of any geographical contact or any particular national law will be arbitrary in cyberspace. Thus, an electronic award which is rendered through the internet, for the purpose of enforcement in New York Convention 1958

\textsuperscript{277} Section 100 (1) of the Arbitration Act.
could not be viewed as foreign or as domestic. This inevitably renders the status of an award completely irrelevant. Consequently, the difference between a foreign award and a domestic award in the New York Convention 1958 has become irrelevant.\textsuperscript{280}

In electronic arbitration, the argument would be that the award has not been issued inside the country at all, but only on the World Wide Web, therefore, the award is foreign. The counter-argument would be that the "Web" itself, encompasses virtually every country's jurisdiction in the world, therefore, the award is domestic. Any country can object to the use of arbitration on the internet on the assumption that it would be difficult to identify foreign and domestic awards. This ultimately, leads to a vicious circle.

As a result, the place of arbitration should not be the only criterion to decide the nationality of an electronic award. Instead of the inadequacy of any territorial criterion to establish whether an award is domestic or foreign on the internet, the law governing the electronic arbitral procedures might be considered as the main criterion. That is to say, an electronic award which is rendered through the internet under English law, for example, would be considered domestic for the purpose of the award's enforcement in London, and foreign for the purpose of the award's enforcement in Berlin or Paris. From this perspective, the proper question to be asked is not whether the electronic award is domestic or foreign, but whether it should receive appropriate recognition and enforcement under the applicable law that is determined by the parties.\textsuperscript{281}

Consequently, the concept of a floating award can be introduced to accommodate the reality of a virtual award. A floating award is based on the idea that parties can agree to detach the award from the ambit of any national law. The basic characteristic of floating or de-localised award, as the basic characteristic of floating or de-localised

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
arbitration agreement, is that it does not owe its existence, validity, or effectiveness to a particular national law.\textsuperscript{282}

It is imperative to recall the opinion of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) as regards the main defect in the Geneva Convention on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1927, namely, the condition that, to be enforced, an arbitral award must be strictly in accordance with the rules of procedure laid down in the law of the country where arbitration took place. Instead, the ICC advocated the idea of an international award, i.e., an award completely independent of national laws, and suggested that arbitral awards based on the will of the parties should be automatically enforceable. Actually the ICC stated clearly that, as a condition for enforcement, the composition of the arbitral authority and the arbitral procedure must be in accordance with the agreement of the parties. The ICC believed that the idea of an international award was crucial to meet the requirements of international trade because it claims a degree of de-localisation for the place of arbitration.\textsuperscript{283}

More recently, in \textit{Minmetals Germany GmbH v. Ferco Steel Ltd.},\textsuperscript{284} it has been held that there is a new trend in international commercial arbitration philosophy where no parties are foreign or all of them are, and, where an award rendered abroad that misapplies English law, for instance, such an award is surely no less an attack on the purity of English legal norms than when it is introduced to England for enforcement. This new trend aims at discouraging territorial links by emphasising the fact that international commercial arbitration would be incomplete if it did not achieve uniform treatment of all awards irrespective of their place of origin.

4.6. Conclusion

An adequate answer to the challenging problem of cyberspace jurisdiction can neither be simple nor a standard one. No single authority can assume sovereignty over cyberspace. The choice of any geographical contact or any particular national law will

be arbitrary in cyberspace because several jurisdictions have a legitimate claim to apply their law.

Since no state has the sole power to set the rules or standards or to say how they are applied in cyberspace, it has been submitted that substantial effective rules for dispute settlement can be agreed to by the parties in the form of ADR since it offers private, rather than sovereign solutions. The idea of out-of-court dispute settlement is not new, and OADR is only the most recent in a long tradition of ADR. As a result, OADR is a legitimate solution for disputes in cyberspace where parties' consent plays a fundamental role in the assertion of a proper jurisdiction.
5.1. Introduction

Considerations of efficiency in private dispute resolution mechanisms should be carefully weighed against fair process. Although efficiency is served by minimising the role of the law in private dispute resolution mechanisms, the rhetoric of privatisation of dispute resolution should be treated with utmost caution. From this perspective, there is a need to analyse the value of efficiency which OADR mechanisms are seen to achieve, and the value of fair process which OADR policy is subject to, in order to strike the right balance between both values. Fair process in the event of disputes and effective dispute resolution are prerequisites to realising the commercial potential of the internet amongst its users and they are crucial to people's acceptance of electronic commerce. Accordingly, efficiency of OADR must take into account the peculiarities and particularities and most importantly, the limitations of cyberspace. Those considerations should be a profound actor in dealing with the whole issue of cyber disputes. Equally, fair process provides a conceptual framework for evaluating the legitimacy of any dispute resolution mechanism, and, therefore, it is perhaps the most serious obstacle that needs to be overcome before OADR becomes a viable solution.

Normally, a public tribunal must have the power to resolve disputes only when they follow relatively formal procedures prescribed for them by the sources of their power, usually codified in rules of procedure and evidence. This is a significant aspect of the fair process of law. And given that legal analysis of private dispute resolution is based on the legal framework for public dispute resolution, there is a need to translate fair process concepts into the less coercive regimes of private dispute resolution institutions in cyberspace. That said, it must be analysed whether public law framework of fairness such as administrative law framework of fairness applies to private law proceedings such as arbitral proceedings. In principle, it does not apply. However, some basics are so fundamental that they cannot be waived.285

There is a historical dominance of state sponsored adjudication, and hence of litigation, in the theory and practice of civil justice in the common law world. This brings about the profound entanglement of settlement and litigation. However, access to justice represents the expression of concerns about costs, delay and general inaccessibility of adjudication, and called for quicker, cheaper and more readily available judgement with procedural informality as its hallmark. Consequently, it has been argued that the contrast between state sponsored adjudication, such as court system, and private adjudication, such as arbitration, is no longer so crisp.286

It is important to bear in mind that private arbitration typically involves the central elements of court adjudication. For instance, arbitration procedures may be very similar to those used in litigation: the filing of statements of case; examination of witnesses and so on. Also, in arbitration, the decision is made according to law as it would be in court. In this regard, it has been argued that a process of institutionalisation almost inevitably takes place even in the face of efforts to keep arbitration flexible, which runs contrary to one of the often-stated advantages of arbitration, i.e. procedural flexibility.287

Moreover, it has been argued that the role of judges in courts in resolving disputes is secondary to their function of restating important public values such as fairness and justice. Indeed, adjudication is the social process by which judges give meaning to such important public values. These public values are evident in private law, such as arbitral proceedings, since justice and fairness are universal concepts and they apply in both private and public law. However, in the public sector, these values are fully developed. Therefore, if OADR solutions, as contractual agreements, are to become acceptable by internet users and if we need to convince them to use such solutions, OADR has to be based on a principled footing, with an appropriate example provided by the public law framework of fairness.288

In this regard, Wade and Forsyth in their leading text on administrative law argue that in courts of law, the observation of natural justice as a well-defined concept can be

287 Ibid. 217.
288 Ibid. 25.
taken for granted. But such value is so universal, so natural, that it is not and should not be confined to judicial power. It applies equally to powers created by contract. In administrative law, the rules which govern disputes involving the government and public authorities come before the ordinary courts, and the courts so far as possible apply ordinary law, treating public authorities as if they were private individuals with all the normal legal duties and liabilities. The great majority of proceedings by and against public authorities, therefore, can be adjudicated without making any distinction between private and official capabilities. The courts draw upon a mixed collection of remedies, some belonging to private and some to public law, in order to cover all contingencies. They are freely interchangeable.\(^{289}\)

In this regard, it is imperative to recall the opinion of Lord Denning on this issue. In *Regina v. Home Secretary exp. Santillo*,\(^{290}\) Lord Denning MR noted:

> The rules of natural justice or of fairness are not cut and dried. They vary infinitely.\(^{291}\)

To the same effect is a passage, much cited, in a speech of Lord Bridge in the House of Lords in the case of *Lloyd v. McMahon*.\(^{292}\) Lord Bridge said:

> My Lords, the so-called rules of natural justice are not engraved on tablets of stone. To use the phrase which better expresses the underlying concept, what the requirements of fairness demand when any body, domestic, administrative or judicial, has to make a decision which will affect the rights of individuals depends on the character of the decision making body, the kind of decision it has to make and the statutory or other framework in which it operates.\(^{293}\)

Furthermore, it has been argued that informal justice, which implies a contractual agreement on arbitral proceedings, can extend the ambit of state control, since informal justice purports to devolve state authority on none-state institutions in order
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\(^{291}\) Ibid. 786.

\(^{292}\) [1987] AC 702.

\(^{293}\) Ibid. 711.
to delegate social control to private entities. From this perspective, courts apply standards of fairness in public law in order to judge fairness in a private law field.\textsuperscript{294}

Paul Craig, a leading author on administrative law, argues that the idea that the ascription of the label "public power" leads to the application of a distinct set of procedural norms has come under strain since contracts now contain many common law and statutory constraints. In this sense, there is little doubt that private law has become subject to a greater degree of public law. There is equally little doubt that public law doctrines might be made greater use of within contract law. Public law principles should be applied to undertakings which are characterised in this manner. It must, however, be recognised that there is an ambiguity in such formulations. Although we might characterise certain norms as being public law norms in nature, it is by no means certain that they have always been regarded in this manner. Also, it is clear that some of these principles have been applied to a range of institutions which are not public bodies. The courts have long applied the basic norms of procedural justice, such as a right to a fair hearing, to bodies such as trade unions.\textsuperscript{295}

A trade union is constituted by an associations of individuals bound together by a contract of membership and the courts have jurisdiction to enforce this contract at the suit of union members. In particular, courts take the opportunity through such mechanism to impose on unions the duty to comply with public law standards of procedural fairness in exercising their decision-making power. In actual fact, trade unions are implying fairness through their contracts with members and courts expected therefore that disputes between trade unions and members to be considered according to standards of fairness in public law. For example, members of trade unions cannot normally be expelled without being given a hearing, for their contracts of membership are held to include a duty to act fairly: by accepting them as members and receiving their subscriptions the trade union impliedly undertakes to treat them fairly and in accordance with the rules. Apparently, the doctrine of natural justice which embodies a fair hearing is extended beyond the sphere of administrative law to such bodies as trade unions. This doctrine found a fruitful field of application in

protecting members of trade unions from unfair expulsions and other penalties where the basis for natural justice was an implied term in the contract of membership. Indeed, regardless of the union rules, the courts will require the union to apply the rules of natural justice, particularly, an opportunity of a fair hearing. In effect, therefore, trade unions are subject to the administrative law concept of the duty to act fairly, which requires a decision to be made honestly and without caprice.\textsuperscript{296}

In \textit{Bonsor v. Musicians' Union},\textsuperscript{297} Denning L.J. referred to trade unions' rules by saying:

\begin{quote}
If it should be found that if any of these rules is contrary to natural justice...the courts would hold them to be invalid.\textsuperscript{298}
\end{quote}

In \textit{Abbott v. Sullivan},\textsuperscript{299} Denning L.J. said of trade union committees:

\begin{quote}
These bodies must act in accordance with the elementary rules of justice. They must not condemn a man without giving him an opportunity to be heard in his own defence: and any agreement or practice to the contrary would be invalid.\textsuperscript{300}
\end{quote}

Nevertheless, it must be noted that the most rudimentary level of legal intervention would be merely to ensure that unions obey the rules which they themselves have determined, with members having recourse to the courts if they are breached, which led to superimpose on the contract of membership public law standards of procedural fairness. This should not lead inexorably to the conclusion that all principles of a public law nature should be equally applicable to private law. There are some important considerations for bodies which are discharging public functions such as the principle of control of discretion, which includes among other things, impropriety of purpose, relevancy, reasonableness and proportionality. Such considerations were framed very much with the idea of a public body in mind and it is by no means self-evident that such considerations are equally relevant in private law. Indeed, there is no

\textsuperscript{297} [1954] Ch 485.
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\textsuperscript{300} Ibid. 207.
need to apply all of the procedural norms of public law to private bodies. Instead, there is a need to utilise them in the same manner as when they are applied to traditional governmental institutions.  

The divorce of public and private law was proclaimed in categorical terms in O’Reilly v. Mackman. But the impossibility of dividing public and private law is clearly illustrated by the discussion above. Wade and Forsyth, two leading authors on administrative law, have submitted to this view by saying that O’Reilly v. Mackman turned the law in the wrong direction, away from flexibility of procedure and towards rigidity reminiscent of the bad old days of the forms of action a century and a half ago.

Lord Saville gave an apt warning with regards to dividing public and private law in British Steel Plc v. Customs and Excise Commissioners. He said:

It is now well over 100 years ago that our precedents made a great attempt to free out legal process from concentrating upon the form rather than the substance, so that the outcome of cases depend not on strict compliance with intricate procedural requirements, but rather on deciding the real dispute over the rights and obligations of the parties... For over the last decade or so there has been a stream of litigation on this subject, much of it proceeding to the House of Lords. The cases raise and depend upon the most sophisticated arguments, such as the distinction and difference between what is described as “public” as opposed to “private” law... Such litigation brings the law and our legal system into disrepute, and to my mind correctly so... The courts have to address difficult and complex questions which in my view, under a proper system, it should not be necessary even to ask, let alone answer.

And finally, it is important to recall the opinion of the Rt. Hon. Sir Harry Woolf on the divide between public and private law. He said:

While the difference between the two systems must exist and their respective parameters recognised, this does not mean the systems do not need to
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coalesce. Indeed, just as public law has been able to develop by adopting private law principles and remedies, perhaps recent events have indicated that it is time for private law in certain fields to emulate the supervisory role which so far has been the hallmark of the courts' public law role.  

In the context of OADR, it is important to notice that the guarantees of a fair trial and the respect for the rule of law that a private OADR can give are not the same as public authorities provide. Privatised systems and their technological extensions will have several consequences for fair process because they can be designed to eliminate certain procedures that designers deem too expensive or too disadvantageous. Changes to these procedural devices are not mere matters of economic efficiency since these procedural rules affect substantive outcomes. This issue is of paramount importance since OADR solutions might make it possible to exclude strict application of the legal rules. For example, one of the fundamental characteristics and advantages of electronic communication is speed. Speed implies simplified procedures and less formalism. But it implies also that OADR might go beyond minimum legal standards and possibly jeopardize fair process. Apparently, the observance of strict fair process in OADR could have a negative impact on the swiftness of the service, and thus sacrifice one of the major assets of OADR, namely, efficiency.

Fairness implies that OADR must have structure, rules, and procedures that ensure that all parties' rights are protected, and that every aspect of the mechanism operates with regard to the parties' rights to fair process. This is necessary to create an environment of trust. However, rules can be designed to promote desired outcomes, such as, shifting procedural advantage to certain powerful players. For instance, OADR systems can result in granting trademark owners protection they would not be granted under trademark law, or granting sellers rights to impose terms they could not impose under consumer protection law. Therefore, the extent of the privatisation of dispute resolution systems in the form of OADR should be critically examined because privatisation in and of itself does not necessarily advantage either party.

It is important to notice that the EU Commission addressed some of the essential requirements for successful out-of-court dispute settlement in its recommendations on

principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes. These requirements are essential to any effective ADR provider. They include mainly, principles of effectiveness, fairness, independence, low cost, transparency, reliability, accessibility, trustworthiness, speediness, representation, legality (that parties must not be deprived of mandatory provisions of the law of the place where the decision-making body is established, and of the member state where he or she is normally a resident), and liberty of choice (that if the decision is to be binding on the parties and further recourse to court is excluded, they should be fully aware of this in advance and have accepted it).\(^{307}\)

However, the EU Commission recommendations do not deal with the issue of the establishment of clear principles when setting up or using OADR systems. Some of these principles, such as the principle of representation, seem both overly complicated and unnecessary, and may unintentionally create difficulties for the design and functioning of OADR system. Moreover, some of these principles are contradictory. Heavy procedural guarantees promoted by the principle of legality, for instance, have direct consequences on the effectiveness promoted by the same recommendations. Therefore, the solution is to be found in the balance between these principles. Furthermore, the applicability and/or importance of some criteria will vary according to the type of ADR in question. Fair process requirements would be more stringent in a private process such as arbitration, which is entirely a creature of the arbitration agreement. Whether discovery is permitted, whether fact finding is to be utilised, and the applicability of different rules of evidence are all matters to be defined by the parties in their arbitration agreement in order to increase efficiency of the process. However, arbitration is a form of adjudication. It is even considered to be the privatised equivalent of a court of law. Most procedural safeguards that are imposed on arbitration proceedings derive from this epistemological position. If arbitration does not grant fair process, it may run the risk of not being characterised as arbitration.

or not withstanding judicial review. Therefore, basic concepts of adjudicative fair process provide an appropriate basis for developing online arbitration criteria.\(^{308}\)

This leads then to the further question as to the type of relationship which the arbitral process should have with the courts in order to make the process a viable instrument for effective decisions on the rights and obligations of parties wishing to settle their dispute by arbitration. In this regard, the Arbitration Act 1996 assures a sufficient judicial support in order to avoid injustice in the arbitral proceedings. Section 45(1) of the Arbitration Act 1996 produces the power of intervention by the courts on a point of law. It gives power, unless otherwise agreed by the parties, to the courts, on the application of a party, upon notice to the other parties, to determine any question of law arising in the course of proceedings which the court is satisfied substantially affects the rights of one or more of the parties.\(^{309}\) The Act has also retained the right of appeal on a point of law from a decision of the arbitrator to the court. Section 69(1) provides that, under similar conditions, a party may appeal to the court on a question of law arising out of an award made in the proceedings.\(^{310}\)

In contrast, common notions of fair process are not as evident in mediation as they are in arbitration. Thus, fair process requirement is not subject to strict or stringent rules. In mediation, the third party neutral works in a more informal environment with the parties to achieve an acceptable settlement. But confidentiality of communication, in particular, is more important in the context of mediation than arbitration in order to be effective. It must be stressed also that the independence of the third party neutral and the parties' right to be heard, i.e., their right to present their case and evidence and due comment on their opponent's case and evidence, are very important factors in both arbitration and mediation. As a result, fair process has to be scaled and proportionate to the type of OADR in question.\(^{311}\)


\(^{309}\) Section 45 (1) of the Arbitration Act 1996.

\(^{310}\) Ibid. Section 69 (1).

Therefore, one can argue that the translation of the EU Commission recommendations to OADR, word by word, would be a daunting challenge. Consequently, such translation must not suggest that all requirements must be present in order for fair process to be satisfied in OADR; rather, it suggests that these requirements should be viewed as a list of elements or a kind of menu. Selections from the menu depend upon a pragmatic balancing of the efficacy of a particular element from the menu, as compared to other elements, in improving fairness in OADR.

That said, this chapter examines how much of the elements commonly associated with fair process can or should be transposed to OADR. It examines also whether it is realistic to demand that extensive standards of fair process in OADR must be observed or not.

The weights given to the fair process factors in OADR will vary because there is no objective way to measure those factors or to ascertain whether there is a sufficient amount of each in OADR process. This is due to the fact that those factors are generally not independent of each other. If the level of one factor is changed, the level of some other factor may be affected. Raising one factor a lot may lower another factor a little, so there is a trade-off. Accordingly, one has to weigh efficiency factors against fair process elements in providing adequate means of OADR.

There are eight elements of fair process which are of strategic importance in any OADR scheme. They are respectively, the independence of OADR schemes, the transparency of OADR schemes, accessibility to OADR schemes, cost allocation in OADR schemes, data protection in OADR proceedings, the authenticity of OADR proceedings, customs in OADR schemes and the liberty of participation in OADR schemes.

Although these various factors are separate and identifiable, they tend to agglomerate together in producing a good system of OADR. This chapter will analyse these factors respectively in order to determine the importance of each factor in the OADR process.
5.2. The Independence of OADR Schemes

An unbiased dispute resolution neutral is one of the most fundamental elements in fair process analysis. This means being and being seen as unbiased toward parties to a dispute, toward their interests, and toward the options they present for settlement. This is a concept at the very heart of civil justice. In fact, the rules requiring unbiased adjudicators can be traced back to medieval times, and, indeed, they were not unknown in the ancient world.\textsuperscript{312}

The role of a third party neutral in ADR is a sensitive and privileged one as it requires parties to place very considerable trust in the individual with regard to neutrality. Therefore, ADR procedural rules should allow for parties participation in the appointment of the third party neutral. The parties are free to make a choice amongst the bodies responsible for out-of-court dispute settlement as they think appropriate. Those bodies in turn, in order to offer a reasonable service to the parties selecting out-of-court dispute settlement, establish their own requirements and procedures concerning the selection of neutrals. However, the issue of the allowance for parties' participation in the appointment of the third party neutral is a delicate area of law.\textsuperscript{313}

It is of the essence of natural justice that it should be observed generally in the exercise of discretionary power. The mere fact that the discretion conferred is wide is no reason for weakening this principle. In fact, all discretionary powers have limits of some kind, and whether these limits are widely or narrowly drawn, the discretion ought to be exercised fairly, just as it must also be exercised reasonably. As a result, in an arbitration context, the discretion of the arbitral tribunal in organising the proceedings should be limited by observing natural justice, arbitration rules, provisions agreed to by the parties, and the law applicable to the arbitral procedure.\textsuperscript{314}


The Arbitration Act 1996 does not impose any requirements as to the discretionary power of arbitrators and the qualifications required of them. For example, section 19 of the Arbitration Act 1996 states that:

In deciding whether to exercise, and in considering how to exercise, any of its powers under section 16 (procedure for appointment of arbitrators) or section 18 (failure of appointment procedure), the court shall have due regard to any agreement of the parties as to the qualifications required of the arbitrators.315

However, arbitration proceeds on the footing that the presence of bias means that the tribunal is improperly constituted, so that it has no power to determine the case; and accordingly, its decision must be void and a nullity. As a result, whether the arbitrator can go beyond the role that the parties have entrusted to him or her or not, is a delicate question. More specifically, there is always the question of the scope of the arbitrator's role. To the extent that the arbitrator goes beyond his or her remit, the award will be set aside.316

In the online context, as for any other ADR process, the quality of OADR will depend crucially on the independence of the neutrals involved. The importance of independent OADR schemes and unbiased dispute resolution neutrals that possess sufficient knowledge and skills to perform their duties responsibly should not be underestimated. OADR is neither credible nor effective unless it is conducted by individuals who are truly independent with respect to the disputing parties in order to avoid imbalance in OADR process.317

Thus, the selection of neutrals, which treat the parties as if they were on equal footing, is one of the most important process elements in a system of OADR. This is a key element of creating perception that the OADR process is fair. Ultimately, this will promote internet users confidence in the whole process and enhance the integrity of the OADR program, which is in turn central for building up confidence in e-commerce.

315 Section 19 of the Arbitration Act 1996.
In this regard, Article 7 of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”) reads as follows:

A panelist shall be impartial and independent and shall have, before accepting appointment, disclosed to the provider any circumstances giving rise to justifiable doubt as to the panelist’s impartiality or independence. If, at any stage during the proceeding, new circumstances arise that could give rise to justifiable doubt as to the impartiality or independence of the panelist, the panelist shall promptly disclose such circumstances to the provider. In such event, the provider shall have the discretion to appoint substitute panellists. 318

All the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that although OADR providers are given positions which ensure the operation of the system, OADR independence must be guaranteed by adequate arrangements. Half of the respondents are OADR academics and the other half are OADR practitioners. OADR academics and OADR practitioners agree on this issue which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics’ views, and practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners’ views, confirm that OADR independence must be guaranteed by adequate arrangements. 319

Thus, OADR procedures can be designed in a way that gives active and dynamic role to neutrals in cyberspace. Such role will ensure that the disputants receive an equitable resolution to their dispute. This active and dynamic role, however, should not run the risk of being perceived as failing to fulfil the obligation of independence. 320

One challenge for OADR practitioners is that it may be harder for them to practice neutrality through online communications because it may be harder to ascertain how the parties are interpreting their messages and written communications. That is why it

---
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is important for the online neutral to check with the parties during the process about their interpretation of and reaction to the communications they send and receive.\textsuperscript{321}

For example, in arbitration, it is submitted that the arbitrator must not engage in any \textit{ex parte} communications with the parties regarding the merits of the case during the course of the proceedings. In online arbitration, \textit{ex parte} communications may be conducted more easily than offline. Thus, in order to guarantee fair process and to induce confidence, strict rules on \textit{ex parte} communications have to be adopted.\textsuperscript{322}

5.3. The Transparency of OADR Schemes

Transparency of dispute resolution process is one of the most fundamental elements in fair process analysis. The parties must be given as much information as possible before they submit to the dispute resolution process, in order to ensure that the parties to a dispute have a meaningful opportunity to present their case and to participate in the process. Therefore, the procedures to be followed in the dispute resolution process must allow all the parties concerned to present their viewpoint before the responsible body and to hear the arguments and facts put forward by the other party. Moreover, dispute resolution process should function according to published rules of procedure that describe unambiguously all relevant elements necessary to enable disputants seeking redress to take fully informed decisions.

The transparency of procedure will aid in the process itself by helping to guide the expectations of the parties. This is necessary also to assess the independence of the dispute resolution process. It is also valuable in assessing the quality of the decisions and to ensure that there is a certain degree of consistency.

It is not only that fairness is important, but it is the actual perception of fairness that must be considered. Such an indication is necessary according to the principle of


transparency established in the EU recommendations on principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes.\textsuperscript{323}

All the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that when ADR is carried out through the internet in the form of OADR, where there is a lack of face-to-face interaction, and where there is relatively little knowledge on the part of internet users about OADR, parties may give up some fair process rights to participate, and not all may fully understand this matter, and, therefore, effective OADR mechanism must be as transparent as possible. Half of the respondents are OADR academics and the other half are OADR practitioners. OADR academics and OADR practitioners agree on this issue which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics’ views, and practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners’ views, confirm that effective OADR mechanism must be as transparent as possible.\textsuperscript{324}

Humans are conditioned to be sensitive in face-to-face communication and looking for details and nuances so that they can understand what is really going on. OADR providers need to account for that aspect of human interaction and provide information to fill that need of the disputants.\textsuperscript{325}

If there are disclosures concerning the rights and remedies that an internet user loses by submitting to OADR, as well as the potential advantages, parties will have a clear understanding of what will be expected of them and what they can expect of the process. Indeed, educated and aware internet users can benefit from using OADR to rapidly and economically resolve electronic disputes.


\textsuperscript{324} OADR practitioner one, OADR practitioner two, OADR academic three, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, OADR practitioner six, OADR academic seven, and OADR academic eight.

In order to encourage the growth of e-commerce, the transparency in OADR proceedings and the availability of meaningful information about OADR is a task that should be taken jointly by both online sellers and OADR providers.

5.3.1. Online Sellers' Role of Providing Meaningful Information about OADR

Electronic commerce allows for the business to provide a dispute resolution mechanism along with the goods and services offered in what can be called a one stop shop. This might inspire more confidence in the customer than the abstract idea of possible redress in court. However, in an online environment, some fear that online sellers may impose OADR through clauses buried in electronic documents containing much other information, terms and conditions. Such clauses could be drafted by using terminology which the average internet user does not understand, or they might be so long that internet users do not have the time or desire to read them thoroughly. Sometimes the terms and conditions are segmented and placed in various places on the web site. Some e-commerce sites place their terms and conditions intentionally in white type against a black blue background on the computer screen. Most probably, it would be difficult to read them, especially if they are in small letters. Even the print out of them will be illegible. Some e-commerce sites place intentionally a button on the computer screen which is non-descriptive. For example, a button that says: "submit/proceed", will make it hard to an internet user to understand the consequences of clicking at that button. 326

Because of the current practice of the placement of the OADR option on an electronic company web site, and the phrasing of the terms and conditions of such option, one cannot actually say that the average internet user understands his or her rights. This lack of understanding will have an apparent impact upon his or her fair process rights.

One of the consequences of such lack of understanding is that an OADR clause might be imposed on an online buyer without his or her consent. This might raise a problem relates to the way in which internet users' consent to OADR is obtained.

It must be emphasised that internet users must be aware of the consequences of choosing to buy online, and this includes that they have to actively choose participation in OADR mechanisms, understand in an unambiguous way the purpose of the underlying dispute resolution mechanisms and their respective rules, rather than having it as a hidden consequence of transacting business online. Unarguably, the EU principle of liberty, regarding OADR schemes, is attempting to ensure that the disputant has knowingly and freely chosen to elect to bind him/herself to the mechanism's outcome(s). This approach is legitimate since it emphasise explicit and authenticated consent as a sufficient safeguard to OADR fair process.\footnote{EU Commission, "Recommendations on the Principles Applicable to the Bodies Responsible for Out-of-Court Settlement of Consumer Disputes", (98/257/EC) O.J.L. 115, available online at <http://www.cmvn.pt/english_pages/apoio_ao_investidor/31998h0257.pdf>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.}

Given that one of the differences between the online and offline worlds is that pre-contractual information in the former is likely to be in much closer proximity to contractual information in the latter, both in time and space, online merchants that participate in OADR systems should be required to clearly and conspicuously disclose information and provide explanations of how those systems operate. In other words, online merchants should provide an easy-to-find and understandable notice of how a customer can successfully and meaningfully contact the OADR provider to expeditiously resolve disputes related to a transaction, including a link to the OADR provider web site, or a link to the organisation that awarded a trust mark, which deployed OADR, to the merchant. Moreover, there is a need to simplify terms and conditions on e-commerce web sites in a way that improve placement of OADR dispute resolution options within these terms and conditions. For instance, if a link was contained on the seller's homepage, it should be placed on the front pages on the web site containing the seller's offer. Furthermore, OADR terms should be downloadable and printable, with regard to the possibility of providing evidence about their content, since the mere granting of an access to view the terms will not be sufficient to constitute the possibility to take notice. In fact, it is a common practice that many web sites change their web pages constantly. Then in some instances, there
is the possibility that their dispute resolution policies had actually changed between the time of the sale and the time of the complaint.\textsuperscript{328}

5.3.2. OADR providers' role of providing meaningful information about OADR

Because of the current practice of the placement of the OADR option on an OADR provider web site, and the phrasing of the terms and conditions of such option, one cannot actually say that the average internet user understands his or her rights. This lack of understanding will have an apparent impact upon his or her fair process rights.

The provision of meaningful information accurately and in a clear way for all the participants should be a cornerstone in any OADR program. OADR providers may inform the parties how the OADR procedures will be conducted, what they will be required to do, when they will be required to do it, the documentation that the parties are expected to produce, the time limit within which they must produce it, who the third party neutral will be and how he or she will be appointed, what the powers of the neutral are, and what remedies may be granted by the neutral.

OADR rules should be written in plain intelligible language to facilitate comprehension by parties. Moreover, obligations on parties should be formulated in terms as clear and precise as possible to avoid disputes arising over interpretation in the event of a breach of the OADR rules. Furthermore, parties' agreement to participate in online proceedings should be reduced to writing so that there is a clear record of their understanding of the process.\textsuperscript{329}

OADR web site materials must go to great length to explain procedures in layman's terms, and provide advice for those who have not previously participated in OADR procedures. OADR providers may demonstrate how parties can complete their online complaint, digital evidences, scans, digital photos, and files of any sort. Features such as "learn more" or "frequently asked questions" encourage participation. Devoting time and resources to ease the learning curve of new users is essential to successful


OADR implementations. One of the things every third party neutral needs to do at the beginning of an OADR process is to orient the parties and to educate them about how effectively use the tools being set in front of them. While in face-to-face process usually the parties do not require instructions about how to speak to each other or how to ask or interact privately with the third party neutral, understanding the technology is a basic education that needs to happen in OADR process to make sure that the parties know how to get around the technology being used.\textsuperscript{330}

In this regard, Ethan Katsh and Janet Rifkin, two leading authors on OADR argue that a principal challenge in OADR is to find or design software that handles effectively online communication and yet does not have a high learning curve for users. If the third party neutral or one of the disputants is unable to use the software, OADR process will not work optimally.\textsuperscript{331}

The internet itself, as an information-based tool, can be utilised. Information Technology has made it possible for disputants to be more informed. Internet users can ask questions and have information on OADR providers and services in an easier way than the offline world. This kind of data is very informative as it enables prospective OADR neutrals to understand the framework of internet disputes. Also it enables the OADR provider to inform users about the frequency and common outcomes of a given situation, and therefore enable users to make reasoned and informed decisions. This will lead ultimately to establish methods that encourage the widespread use of OADR programs, and this will result in providing incentives for disputants to participate in OADR programs.

That said, it must be pointed out that full disclosure in OADR needs to cover not only the process, but also the rights and obligations of the third party neutrals and OADR outcome(s). This would ensure that the parties are treated with equality and fairness and would ensure also that OADR providers are competent and impartial. The absence of transparency in this respect may adversely affect the rights of the parties.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{331} Katsh, E. and Rifkin, J., "Online Dispute Resolution: Resolving Conflicts in Cyberspace", (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 2001) 14.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
The availability of meaningful information about the third party neutrals and the availability of meaningful information about OADR outcome(s) will be discussed in the following parts of the chapter.

5.3.2.1. The Availability of Meaningful Information about the Third Party Neutrals

OADR programs should not only define the scope, rules, and procedures of the process, but most importantly, it should define how all of these would be governed by neutrals. Therefore, the availability of meaningful information about the third party neutrals is of particular importance in OADR.

One of the main aspects of such information about the third party neutrals is their selection mechanism. The selection mechanism should be as clear and transparent as possible. Concerns always arise as to the selection mechanism of mediators and arbitrators in ADR proceedings. Given the additional internet burdens of distance and anonymity in OADR proceedings, these concerns can be magnified.

When ICANN set up a new process for resolving disputes involving domain names by utilising OADR, it also set up a framework of accrediting dispute resolution providers to resolve disputes. For example, E-resolution, National Arbitration Forum, CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution, The Asian Domain Name Dispute Resolution Centre (ADNDRC) and WIPO, were accredited by ICANN to arbitrate domain name disputes.\(^{332}\)

Also, according to Article 6(a) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules"), each OADR provider must maintain and publish a publicly available list of panellists and their qualifications.\(^{333}\)

\(^{332}\) A list of approved providers is available online at [http://www.icann.org/udrp/approved-providers.htm](http://www.icann.org/udrp/approved-providers.htm), last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

However, neither the framework of accrediting dispute resolution providers to resolve disputes neither Article 6(a) of (the “Rules”) address the selection mechanism of neutrals.

Some OADR providers, such as E-resolution, have disclosed their selection methodology clearly. But this is not always the case. Some OADR providers do not disclose how their neutrals are chosen. SquareTrade, for example, stresses only that it thoroughly screens, trains, and evaluate its mediators on an ongoing basis to ensure that they have and maintain the necessary skills. Similarly, onlinemediators states only that it sets up standards for its mediators which require that they operate according to the Model Standards of Practice for Mediators of the American Bar Association. None of them, however, discloses any information about their selection methodology.

5.3.2. The Availability of Meaningful Information about OADR Outcome(s)

The availability of meaningful information about OADR outcome(s) is of particular importance, at least in the sense that the outcome(s) must be disclosed albeit with the identities of the parties concealed. Unless there is sufficient transparency through the publication of the results, it is impossible to check the quality and impartiality of online arbitrators. This might have an impact on the fairness since the publication of online arbitration outcome(s) helps not only to assure fairness in fact, but, perhaps as importantly, to promote the appearance of fairness.

With published opinions leading to more uniform application of the law, parties can better anticipate the consequences and repercussions of their actions and plan accordingly. Indeed, much of the value in the doctrine of the rule of law lies in predictability. Social and economic stability, as well as respect for law, require that parties have the ability to know the likely legal consequences of what they do in advance, at the time they act. From this perspective, it has been argued that while

arbitration proves to have a degree of flexibility that does not exist in judicial mechanisms, predictability is of great importance.  

Unless online arbitration results are published, at least in redacted form, the person who uses the system only once has no way of finding out what the law is. By and large, it will be the domain name holder or the e-consumer who will be the single shot player. By contrast, the repeat player, who will be the trademark holder or the e-seller, will have repeated experience of dispute resolution, and therefore may gain an unjustified advantage. Indeed, online arbitration must face the challenge of establishing commercial certainty in an otherwise undefined and very rapidly developing technical, legal and commercial environment, such as e-commerce. As a result, at the end of the process, it would be desirable that all determinations resulting from OADR process be made publicly available by being posted on the OADR provider’s web site.

In the Virtual Magistrate, an OADR provider, it was stated that the process itself remains confidential until the award is rendered. At that point, decisions are generally made public on the World Wide Web. Similarly, in E-resolution, an OADR provider, according to Article 23(6), once a decision is reached, a full opinion is published on the web site. In the event of an opposition by any of the parties, E-resolution may propose to the parties that the award be redacted of identifying characteristics and then posted. Equally, SquareTrade, an OADR provider, notifies users that information about their dispute may be retained in order to be published.

That said, it must be pointed out that many other OADR providers have not implemented publication of results and there is no legal obligation on them to do so. However, a legal basis for such obligation can be found in Article 17(3) of the Electronic Commerce Directive which provides:

---


Member states shall encourage bodies responsible for out-of-court dispute settlement to inform the commission of the significant decisions they take regarding information society services and to transmit any other information on the practices, usages, or customs relating to electronic commerce.\textsuperscript{342}

Another legal basis for such obligation can be found in Article 16(b) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules"), which provides that except if the panel determines otherwise, all OADR providers which operate under UDRP should publish a full decision on a publicly accessible web site. The Article reads as follows:

Except if the Panel determines otherwise (see Paragraph 4(I) of the Policy), the Provider shall publish the full decision and the date of its implementation on a publicly accessible web site. In any event, the portion of any decision determining a complaint to have been brought in bad faith (see Paragraph 15(e) of these Rules) shall be published.\textsuperscript{343}

One of the main reasons for the success of the UDRP is certainly the overall transparency of the procedure. ICANN is to be commended for its policy of making most decisions freely available at its web site. The ICANN decisions tend to set out the allegations of the parties and describe the supporting documents.\textsuperscript{344}

5.4. Accessibility to OADR Schemes.

Accessibility to OADR schemes means that the OADR mechanism can be called upon when needed. Since ADR is a fast growing area of law, and since the internet is fast becoming ubiquitous, accessibility is one of OADR's greatest strength. However, given that OADR is conducted through electronic means, accessibility will be associated to a great extent with technology. Therefore, there are technological challenges that need to be overcome if there is to be a swift and successful deployment of online ADR in a cross-border environment.


\textsuperscript{343} Article 16 (b) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules"), as approved by ICANN on the 24th of October 1999, available online at \textit{<http://www.icann.org/udrp/udrp-rules-24oct99.htm>}, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

\textsuperscript{344} \textit{<http://www.icann.org>}, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.
At the most basic level, technical standards define and limit cyberspace, and, by extending the logic, OADR proceedings. As a result, OADR providers and participants need to know and understand the information technology limits. It must be borne in mind that OADR is not dealing with technology versus human. Instead, it deals with technology amplifying human abilities. For instance, if OADR providers use too much technology and put too much emphasis on efficiency, they risk minimising the human element in the process since the whole procedure is very sanitised and distant. This factor could lead to a decreasing acceptance of the authority of third party neutrals. Consequently, it is crucial to strike an appropriate balance between reliance on technology and reliance on people in supporting ADR.

Equally, it must be borne in mind that technology itself is not neutral. Third party neutrals will be working online where many electronic dispute resolution contexts may favour people who are more technically adept. From this perspective, technical expertise is essential in OADR as the third party neutral is not only required to use computer software and communication technology, but he/she is required to assist the parties and educate them about the process. Consequently, OADR providers need to know and understand the internet users’ limits. Indeed, because technology changes so rapidly, it is reasonable to argue that not every internet user is equal. Arguably, disputants may be even more technically adept than third party neutrals. In this respect, *Square Trade* requires its mediators and arbitrators to have the technological competence to conduct the dispute resolution process effectively.345

It should be pointed out that the success of OADR is highly related to ease of use. The more user-friendly the OADR system is designed, the more the information balance between parties will be equalised. If one party can prove that he or she was seriously disabled to participate in OADR proceedings by a lack of technological competence, he or she may have a possibility to challenge the outcome(s) of OADR and prevent its execution. Apparently, equal access to information implies equality of arms in OADR schemes. This issue will be analysed in the following parts of the chapter.

---

5.4.1. Equality of Arms in OADR Schemes

In administrative law, natural justice is a well-defined concept which compromises a fundamental rule of fair process: a man's defence must always be fairly heard. The rules requiring fair hearings and fair opportunities to present a case can be traced back to medieval times, and, indeed, they were not unknown in the ancient world.\textsuperscript{346} In the case of \textit{Anisminic Ltd. v. Foreign Compensation Commission},\textsuperscript{347} Lord Reid said:

Time and time again in the cases I have cited it has been stated that a decision given without regard to the principles of natural justice is void and that was expressly decided in \textit{Wood v. Wood}. I see no reason to doubt these authorities. The body with the power to decide cannot lawfully proceed to make a decision until it has afforded to the person affected a proper opportunity to state his case.\textsuperscript{348}

Undoubtedly, fair hearings and fair opportunities to present a case are focal points of dispute resolution. Conventional litigation includes, as a matter of fairness, a right to present evidence and to respond to evidence offered by one's opponent. The reliability of evidence is tested through the combined effects of physical presence, oath, cross examination, and observation of demeanour.\textsuperscript{349} In this respect, it is important to recall that Article 6 (1) of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) states that:

\begin{quote}
In the determination of his civil rights and obligations everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law.\textsuperscript{350}
\end{quote}

This begs the question of whether Article 6 (1) of the ECHR applies to arbitral proceedings. In principle, it does not apply. However, some rights of it are so fundamental that they cannot be waived. That said, it must be stressed that fair hearings and fair opportunities for parties to present a case may be lacking if there is an infraction to the right of equality of arms which incorporate the idea of a fair balance between the parties. Equality of arms requires that the parties be allowed access to facilities on equal terms and have a reasonable opportunity of presenting

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{347} [1969] 2 AC 171.
\item \textsuperscript{348} Ibid. 179.
\item \textsuperscript{349} Thornburg, E., "Going Private: Technology, Due Process, and Internet Dispute Resolution", (2000) 34 \textit{University of California Law Review} 205.
\item \textsuperscript{350} Article 6(1) of the European Convention of Human Rights.
\end{itemize}
their case under conditions which do not place them at substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis their opponent. 351

Resolving disputes requires communication. The capacity of parties to communicate among themselves and with the third party will be decisive for the resolution of the dispute. A realistic probability for the parties to reach an agreement depends on their opportunity to participate. Lack of proper communication may jeopardise fair process, and may lead to insufficient quality of justice, and may reduce trust in the dispute resolution process.

No strategy for dispute resolution, however much it seeks to modernise the way in which it operates, can ignore a very basic truth, i.e., that hearing and presenting a case will continue to be effective means of examining all sides of the argument and reaching decisions about difficult and complex problems.

In an online hearing and presenting a case, one must keep in mind that transmitting documents in electronic format is one thing and pleading and presenting the case is another thing. Moreover, to the extent that a hearing and presenting a case are conducted online, signs of non-verbal communication might be lost. Furthermore, in the online context, the inexperienced or inarticulate respondent may be disadvantaged against the professionally presented case of the claimant who has a sufficient knowledge of technology. 352

Any strategy for using information technology in arbitration, in particular, must address the hearing process effectively in order not to deprive disputants of the chance to tell their story that is an important part of a disputants' feeling that they have been given meaningful hearing.

Given the impossibility of dividing public and private law clearly illustrated by the discussion above, and given that the implications of fairness in public law proceedings such as adjudication in courts can be applied to private law proceedings such as arbitral proceedings, it must be noted that with regard to equality of arms in arbitration, Article 5(1) (b) of the New York Convention subjects an award to challenge if the:

Party against whom the award is invoked...was unable to present his case.353

In arbitration, arbitral procedure and arbitration rules often have provisions as to the cases in which a hearing must be held. Traditionally, the settlement of disputes in arbitration is often made on the basis of a hearing, in which the parties and the decision maker participate. A hearing will be normally an oral hearing. In various situations, however, practicalities may justify dispensing with oral hearings, particularly, when it incurs added costs to the parties. For instance, it may suffice to give an opportunity to make representations in writing provided, as always, that the demands of fairness are substantially met.354

English law requires the arbitral tribunal to comply with rules of natural justice and an award may be challenged or enforcement resisted if it is made in breach of them. The minimum requirements are now set out in section 33 (1) (a) of the Arbitration Act 1996.355 Section 33 (1) (a) provides that the tribunal shall:

Act fairly and impartially as between the parties, giving each party a reasonable opportunity of putting his case and dealing with that of his opponent.356

Although the requirements of natural justice established under the common law go further than the duty set out in section 33, the section reflects the requirement that each party must be given a fair opportunity to be heard, which is one of the basic

353 Article 5 (1) (b) of the New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.
356 Section 33 (1) (a) of the Arbitration Act 1996.
minimum requirements of natural justice.\textsuperscript{357} In \textit{Government of Ceylon v. Chandris},\textsuperscript{358} Megaw L.J. stated:

It is, I apprehend, a basic principle. In arbitration as much as in litigation in the Courts, that no one with judicial responsibility may receive evidence, documentary or otherwise, from one party without the other party knowing that the evidence is being tendered and being offered an opportunity to consider it, object to it, or make submissions on it. No custom or practice may over-ride that basic principle.\textsuperscript{359}

In the context of online arbitration, half of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that arbitration depends on the rules agreed to by the parties which may include an online hearing. The other half of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Half of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics and the other half are OADR practitioners. OADR academics and OADR practitioners agree on this issue which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views, and practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners' views, support an online hearing in arbitration.\textsuperscript{360}

In actual fact, an online hearing in arbitration may be more practical than an in-person oral hearing for disputes involving relatively small amounts and/or located at a great distance from each other, such as business to consumer internet transaction disputes and domain name disputes. In this regard, respondent eight in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis pointed out that:

Online applications may succeed with traditional forms of ADR in some sectors more than others. For example, it will not replace offline major international commercial arbitration, but in business-to-consumer cross-border disputes, there is little alternative.\textsuperscript{361}


\textsuperscript{359} Ibid. 223.

\textsuperscript{360} OADR practitioner one, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, and OADR academic eight.

\textsuperscript{361} OADR academic eight.
5.4.1.1. **Different Levels of Access to Technology and its Implications on the Equality of Arms in OADR Schemes**

If one assumes that the participants may use various electronic communication tools including e-mails, online chat sessions, web-conferencing in conducting an online hearing and presenting a case, then it is important to analyse whether there are equality of arms in the online hearing and presenting the case or not.

At a basic level, since electronic disputes concern B-to-C internet transactions and domain names, assumptions can be made that the parties to the dispute have the requisite technical facilities to participate in the online resolution of the dispute. However, such assumption is qualified by the need to recognise different levels of access to technology.

One area that may be unique in OADR, as compared to ADR, is the varied level of technical expertise and capability. There is a significant variance in online skills, connect speeds, connection costs, and software availability which can impact parties' ability to communicate. Inevitably, this will result in different levels of access to technology, and therefore, power imbalance between the parties. Indeed, technological skill and equipment that affects ability to participate can create a power imbalance.  

Some OADR providers, such as Mediate-net, require completing and submitting an electronic form, which includes questions about the efficiency of disputants' computers, such as modem speed, in order to conduct the OADR proceedings more successfully. Other OADR providers, such as InternetNeutral, have stated that they will reasonably adapt to the computer, internet, and software resources available to the parties. Other OADR providers, such as Eneutral, suggest names of providers of web-conferencing if parties do not have their own facilities.

---

As a result, different levels of access to technology imply that OADR systems are necessary but not sufficient to ensure confidence in online commerce. From this perspective, it is important to remember that online ADR versus offline ADR is not an either/or proposition since OADR does not have to happen entirely online. ADR practitioners need to see that online ADR can powerfully complement existing techniques. The task for dispute resolution professionals therefore is to choose the right mix of online ADR techniques and offline ADR techniques that are appropriate to the dispute in question. This would allow OADR mechanism to be responsive and flexible as it would be too strict to exclude, for instance, sending a paper copy of the online mediation agreement or the online award or even accepting evidences provided offline in an OADR procedure. In this regard, respondent three in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis noted that:

The use of new technologies such as the internet will not replace traditional forms of ADR, but it will be just an additional tool.

From this perspective, a gradual transition to online system in OADR process is needed. It must be borne in mind that the use of offline technologies, such as, mail, telephones and faxes, or any other means of communication including face-to-face, might be supportive and useful to the use of internet technology, as a medium to conduct the proceedings of OADR. Indeed, the primary goal of any dispute resolution system must be to resolve the dispute by deploying the most appropriate means available. What matters most, for any conflict resolution process, is the right use of the right tools in the right context. Accordingly, the ideal ADR process would include online and offline interactions that take advantage of the strengths of each. In this regard, respondent one in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis said:

I am very optimistic about the future of Online Alternative Dispute Resolution, but I believe its utility will come from hybrid applications that marry face-to-face and online interactions.

367 OADR academic three.
368 OADR practitioner one.
Some OADR providers address the fact that transition to online systems will be gradual. *Webdispute.com*, an OADR provider, provides parties with three separate forums for resolving disputes; e-mail hearing, telephone hearing, and in-person hearing.\(^{369}\) Similarly, the arbitral tribunal in *E-resolution*, an OADR provider, at its discretion or at the request of a party, authorised a hearing at a physical location.\(^{370}\) Equally, *OnlineResolution*, an OADR provider, focuses on a hybrid methods where face-to-face is combined with online tools to create a much more efficient overall process. *OnlineResolution* states clearly that:

> A mediator could meet face to face with two geographically separated disputants for an initial meeting, then, move the discussion into an online environment for joint problem solving and agreement sharing, then, reconvenes face to face to get final buy in.\(^{571}\)

The gradual transition to online system in OADR process is reasonable for the following five reasons.

First, given the increasing conceptual questions hidden behind the practicality of OADR solutions, it would be too ambitious to identify OADR as a comprehensive solution for internet commercial disputes. Indeed, thinking about placing a complete trust in a system, such as OADR, which is new and which has the capacity to affect valued rights of parties, particularly fair process, is irrational, to say the least. Indeed, the use of offline technologies entails the possibility to adapt or modify certain rules of OADR in view of rapidly changing technologies.\(^{372}\)

However, one should not overestimate the power of OADR to solve disputes. There will be some disputes, where for reasons of a long standing relationship or a complexity of legal issues, getting face-to-face will be preferred over OADR. Besides, in some cases, special arrangements may be considered in dispute settlement, such as that a particular piece of written evidence, should be faxed, mailed, or otherwise physically delivered. This is not possible in a fully automated OADR schemes.

Moreover, third party neutrals may conduct on site inspections of a product or service that is the subject of a dispute. Such inspections might prove pivotal in determining whether a fault exists, and, if so, where that fault lies. Apparently, there is no cyber-equivalent of such inspections in OADR. Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that any communication over the internet, including OADR, bears the risk of the system’s failure to conclude the communication properly. Therefore, OADR providers and disputants have to understand that there could be an interruption in service, which could happen during their discussion. In such circumstances, the use of offline technologies, such as, mail, telephones and faxes, or any other means of communication including face-to-face, is indispensable. And finally, in the event there is a delay in receiving a response online, the third party neutral should be empowered to telephone, fax, or use whatever other means are available to contact a participant. Equally, the parties should assume that if there has been a considerable delay in communication, they should make every effort to contact the third party neutral and determine what the problem is. In actual fact, the lack of reliable contact details of disputants in OADR is often highlighted as a major obstacle in the resolution of disputes. Therefore, the use of offline technologies might be useful in this regard.373

Second, the gradual transition to online system in OADR process ensures impartiality as it emphasizes that all parties can participate competently in an online process. If one or more cannot, either because of lack of access to computers or lack of technological skill or even lack of typing ability, then it is advisable to have the parties participating through different means. For instance, it will always be the case that the person who types faster in real time discussions over the internet will have a real advantage. And it will always be the case that a party which has a visual or physical problem is disadvantaged in the internet setting compared to the other party. In such cases, certain individuals may exercise an undue influence online since they enjoy a marked communication, and thus tactical advantage, during OADR sessions. Indeed, technological skill and equipment that affects ability to participate can create a power imbalance.374

The digital divide, that is the divide between people who use the internet, sometimes called “virtual elites”, and people who do not, is often mentioned as one of the fundamental obstacles to OADR because the full capacity of the mechanism may not be utilised by those who are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with the technology.\textsuperscript{375}

In this regard, Article 3 (b) (iii) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”) requires the complainant to specify a preferred method of communications in the proceeding. The same requirement from the respondent was stated in Article 5 (b) (iii) too. Article 3 (b) (iii) reads as follows:

The complaint shall...specify a preferred method for communications directed to the Respondent in the administrative proceeding (including person to be contacted, medium, and address information) for each of (A) electronic-only material and (B) material including hard copy.\textsuperscript{376}

And third, to be effective, the right of access to courts requires that a person be given personal and reasonable notice of an administrative decision that interfere with his civil rights and obligations so that he has time to challenge it. Apparently, notice means official notice. Indirect knowledge of the proceedings is not sufficient. This is reasonable since there should be a notice with a statement of reasons for the initial action giving rise to the dispute. This notion contemplates that the claimant set forth his or her position, thus defining the controversy to be resolved. Besides, this represents the defendant’s opportunity to answer the complaint and presenting legal or factual defences. Indeed, an important component of procedural fairness is the right to receive timely and meaningful notice that a claim has been asserted.\textsuperscript{377}

Given the impossibility of dividing public and private law clearly illustrated by the discussion above, and given that the implications of fairness in public law proceedings such as adjudication in courts can be applied to private law proceedings such as arbitral proceedings, it has been stated that the duty to enforce arbitral awards does


\textsuperscript{376} Article 3 (b) (iii) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”) as approved by ICANN on the 24\textsuperscript{th} of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/udrp/udrp-rules-24oct99.htm>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.

not extend to awards rendered without minimal fair process protections, specifically, an appropriate notice. In this regard, Article 5(1) (b) of the New York Convention permits refusal of enforcement if:

The party against which the award is invoked was not given proper notice of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his case.\textsuperscript{378}

However, given that proper notice is an important safeguard to fair process, it is conceivable that the courts of the enforcing state in electronic arbitration may consider that the notice requirements of the New York Convention have not been complied with if notice of the proceedings was given online. For instance, it may be questionable whether the link on a web site through which access to the terms and conditions of electronic arbitration is offered may suffice to satisfy the criteria of the providing of a possibility to take notice of the terms. Similarly, a person who fails to check his or her e-mail, during an absence on vacation for example, may lose by default. Equally, given that an e-mail may bounce, merely initiating communications via an e-mail is not an adequate notice by all measures. Therefore, although the issue of proof of delivery of a transmission is technically possible since it is possible to keep a trace of the date and hour of access to the transmission, it must be pointed out that backing up electronic transmissions by traditional transmissions may be much safer and fairer.\textsuperscript{379}

5.5. Cost allocation in OADR schemes

Access to justice implies that when people do need help, there are effective solutions that are proportionate to the issues at stake. This might be problematic in cyberspace because internet disputes can be characterised as high volume/low value disputes. Indeed, the possibility of small transactions is what makes the internet such an interesting medium for electronic commerce.\textsuperscript{380}

\textsuperscript{378} Article 5(1) (b) of the New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.

\textsuperscript{379} Kessedjian, C., and Cahn, S., "Dispute Resolution Online", (1998) 32 The International Lawyer 977.

The majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis have indicated that courts are often an economically unreasonable medium to solve disputes arising out of cyberspace because the cost of court proceedings is likely to equal or exceed the amount of money at issue. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Some respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggest that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms that courts are often an economically unreasonable medium to solve disputes arising out of cyberspace. But the majority of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners who agree that courts are often an economically unreasonable medium to solve disputes arising out of cyberspace, which suggests that practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners' views, confirm the inadequacy of the court system in dealing with cyber disputes. However, it is important to bear in mind that by supporting such view, i.e. the inadequacy of the court system in dealing with cyber disputes, OADR practitioners will ensure the success of their OADR projects and their ability to generate income and profit.  

As a general rule, a rational plaintiff will bring suit if and only if the expected judgement exceeds expected litigation costs. This poses the known problem of the "meritorious small claim defeated by the litigation expense threshold". This problem becomes clear in B-to-C internet transactions because those kinds of transactions are usually characterised by the fact that goods and services have low economic value compared to the cost of seeking judicial settlement, particularly in online auction disputes which concern small-ticket items. In fact, international private litigation over small value internet transactions generally does not make practical or economic sense. The following example might illustrate this point; if a European consumer is thinking of bringing a claim against an online U.S. merchant in a B-to-C internet transaction dispute, it would normally choose to bring suit in Europe, because under the European cost allocation system, the losing party would have to reimburse the winning party's litigation cost. But, in general, under the American rules, each party has to bear its own litigation costs. As a result, the consumer cannot bring a suit in the U.S., because it will have to bear its own litigation costs, which will typically exceed the expected

---
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judgement. However, the expected judgement will most likely not be enforceable in the U.S. because, in practice, the vast majority of online merchants' terms of use will establish an exclusive jurisdiction of the courts at the merchant's principal place of business, which is the U.S. in our example. And thus it will not be possible to bring suit in Europe too.\textsuperscript{382}

The problem of meritorious small claims defeated by the litigation expense threshold is also clear on the trademark infringement on the internet. In this regard, WIPO has noted that there is a considerable disjunction between the cost of obtaining a domain name registration, which is relatively cheap, and the economic value of the damage that can be done as a result of such a registration, and the cost of remedying the situation through litigation.\textsuperscript{383}

Cyber squatting cases, which is the term most frequently used to describe the deliberate, bad faith, abusive registration of a domain name in violation of rights in trademarks, typically end up costing trademark holders thousands of dollars in legal fees, thus, encouraging such practice since it is more likely that a famous mark holder will ransom its good name from the cyber-squatter, instead of litigating its rights in courts throughout the world. In this regard, Section 2 (b) of the U.S. Anti Cyber-squatting Consumer Protection Act (the ACPA) states:

\begin{quote}
Congress finds that the unauthorised registration or use of trademarks as internet domain names or other identifiers of online locations (commonly known as cyber-squatting)... impairs electronic commerce, which is important to the economy of the United States.\textsuperscript{384}
\end{quote}

WIPO, in its Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses, has cited a study commissioned by the Association of European Trademark Owners, which found that 85 percent of those participating in the study

\textsuperscript{384} Section 2 (b) of the U.S. Anti Cyber-squatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA), Public Law No. 106-113 (1999).
had experienced trademark infringement on the internet. 60 percent had negotiated for the purchase of their domain name through informal means. However, the purchase of a domain name through informal means is not always possible. There are firms conducting online auctions for the sale of attractive domain names, where domain names can be worth a lot of money.

That said, OADR might be tried where the costs of litigation are likely to be wholly disproportionate to the amount at stake. Indeed, cost efficiency is undoubtedly one of the main incentives for OADR.

From this perspective, OADR system should not cost more than the value of the dispute at stake because the cost efficiencies will be a key to the viability of OADR mechanisms to work consistently and with quality. However, although cost should be a primary threshold issue of fairness in OADR, it must be clear that there is always the question of the “trade-off” between costs and maintaining fairness. Obviously, a system can have an elaborate procedure that is perceived to be very fair but very expensive and that is where there may be some “trade-off”. There is a real tension in terms of designing OADR procedural rules that ensure fairness while ensure cost-effectiveness at the same time.

In the current phase of OADR, the funding of the provider seems to be one of the major problems as regards independence and viability. Therefore, as in other areas of justice, great care needs to be taken to find effective funding of OADR since OADR mechanism must be adequately funded at a level sufficient to ensure that it is capable of fully meeting its obligations to the parties. Allocating costs to the parties is the most common way to fund the OADR process, and it is an important control mechanism in relation to the OADR procedures, and it has a clear implication on the independence of the OADR mechanism. There are three main approaches to allocate costs in OADR.
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First, OADR procedures might be available at a moderate cost because parties should have as low a barrier to entry with the dispute resolution process as possible in order to give them an incentive to participate. The idea of a moderate cost in OADR might be flawed because groundless actions, or actions designed to harass a party, would be encouraged. Moreover, charging parties adequate money to make a claim can make them feel that they have a stake in the outcome(s) of the process, so they will take the process more seriously. In actual fact, the cost pressures on disputants will imply that efficiency and impartiality of systems can improve. Furthermore, the moderate fee policy does not provide a filter for claims which more closely resemble complaints. This situation does not in any way approach good business practice for an OADR provider. And finally, OADR ventures face the same challenges of delivering a service at a profit that are faced by internet start-ups generally. Providing dispute resolution services, like providing any online services, requires investment and resources, something that is not easy to obtain. Obviously, there are costs related to system operation, administration, and fees for neutrals that cannot be neglected. Many OADR service providers have extremely limited resources. Their current equipment may be extremely basic. They may be unable to invest in new technology, even if long term gains outweighed short term costs. As a result, with moderate fees, the OADR provider might be inclined to economise on the quality of the programme. Clearly, one can expect that more for-profit OADR ventures will bring resources, skill, and creativity to the electronic marketplace of disputes. 387 In this regard, respondent six in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis noted:

One of the hot issues for OADR in the following years is sustainability and the difficulty to launch an e-commerce service. 388

Second, given that the internet has the beauty of lowering entrances into the market to almost nothing, there could be an additional small cost that can be built into the business plan for OADR schemes. Ultimately, resolving potential disputes could be viewed as part of the cost of doing business. Even though online buyers and sellers benefit substantially from having access to the system, it seems right that traders
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should underwrite the cost of OADR as they derive the greatest cost benefit from it. The benefits for a trader are delivered in terms of management time required to be dedicated to dispute handling. Moreover, such model will benefit e-sellers by increasing the credibility of their marketplaces because buyers are more comfortable, knowing that a viable redress is available to them. This will ultimately increase sales. Furthermore, the fact that goodwill is maintained between the trader and the customer can increase customer satisfaction and loyalty. The benefits of doing so are not only savings but profits from future sales by preserving customer satisfaction and loyalty.\footnote{De Zylva, M., “Effective Means of Resolving Distance Selling Disputes”, (2001) 67 Arbitration 234.}

In this scenario, an e-commerce web site that is willing to pay to provide dispute resolution services to its users can enter into an affiliate relationship with an OADR provider. Under this model, the relationship is institutional, so disputants have to pay minimal costs to utilise the OADR process. Some OADR providers, such as NovaForum\footnote{<http://www.novaForum.com>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.} and Webassured\footnote{<http://www.webassured.com>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.} apply this model. The Better Business Bureau (BBB) online reliability programme, which is the largest trust mark program on the internet, applies this model also, but with slight modification. The costs are not paid for by the individual business that a complaint has been filed against, but by all of the businesses that are members in the BBB program.\footnote{<http://www.bbbonline.org>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.}

However, the big question that comes to mind is the interrelationship between independence and cost in OADR. In cases where vested interests, such as business subscribers to OADR schemes, provide funding, services must be carefully designed so as to maximise independence and maintain impartiality. As a result, there should be in place mechanisms to establish impartiality and independence of OADR service providers as long as their systems are funded by businesses. The establishment of these mechanisms in practical terms is not feasible, so, this practise may not be the most appropriate approach in OADR proceedings.
Some respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that internet users' participation in the payment of OADR costs could be minimal, so the e-business will bear the cost. The majority of the respondents were undecided on this issue. All the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms that internet users' participation in the payment of OADR costs could be minimal, so the e-business will bear the cost. In this regard, respondent seven in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis, who is an OADR academic, noted:

Merchant's payment of OADR services can be useful provided that it does not impact impartial OADR services.

And third, the online third party neutrals might be allowed to decide on the allocation of the ultimate OADR costs among the parties after consideration of all circumstances. In this model, the complainant could be required to pay the initial administration fees and any anticipated expenses, but, the third party neutral should have the discretion to decide on the allocation of the ultimate OADR costs among the parties after consideration of all circumstances of the case. For example, the neutral may decide that the online trader should refund the cost of OADR proceedings if the consumer prevails. Equally, this discretion can guarantee that abusive registrants of domain names will be increasingly wary of a potential loss. This position with regard to cost allocation in OADR was adopted by WIPO in its Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses.

That said, it must be stressed that in this approach, where third party neutrals can be allowed to decide on the allocation of the ultimate OADR costs among the parties after consideration of all circumstances, the anticipated costs in should not be high. Online dispute resolution services are cost-efficient as compared to offline litigation and traditional alternative dispute resolution systems because they are conducted online. Characteristics of online systems, such as paperless processes and easy
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availability of the parties and third party neutrals without incurring travelling and accommodation expenses should enable lower costs in comparison with traditional offline resolution methods. It is likely that the costs will even decrease with the evolution of technology.

Such approach appears to possess more credibility than the previous two approaches. However, one must be careful with the assumption that OADR is cost efficient. OADR is not inevitably a low cost option, but it may offer cost savings in many cases. In other words, while face-to-face meetings include the cost of a venue and travel costs, OADR costs include line rental, software and equipment costs. Besides, as technology costs change rapidly, the calculus of providing OADR changes rapidly too.

In this regard, half of the respondents of the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that, overall, early claims about cost savings should not be overstated for OADR. The other half of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Among the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue there is only one OADR practitioner who suggests that practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners' views, confirm that early claims about cost savings should not be overstated for OADR. But the rest of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics, and not OADR practitioners, which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics’ views confirms that early claims about cost savings should not be overstated for OADR. However, it is important to bear in mind that OADR practitioners would be reluctant to submit to the view that early claims about cost savings should not be overstated for OADR because such view might affect the success of their OADR projects and their ability to generate income and profit. Respondent eight of the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis, who is an OADR academic, said:

Claiming on your insurance might be cheaper than OADR. Deciding to do nothing is often cheaper. Arbitration can be more expensive than going to the small claims court because you have to pay the arbitrator too. Again, it depends. 397
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Moreover, in an online environment, loss of time often causes loss of opportunities and persons involved in electronic commerce or any type of online relationship will wish to resolve problems in the fastest possible way. Indeed, responses to internet disputes must reflect the speed at which the internet operates. For example, because of the speed at which trademark rights can be infringed over the internet, where transmissions can reach the other side of the globe in seconds, remedies that take months or years to develop will not offer viable solutions. This factor, in turn, compounds the difficulties faced by traditional authorities in offering adequate dispute resolution mechanisms. Consequently, given OADR is conducted online, it would be considerably faster than adjudication and traditional alternative dispute resolution systems, and, therefore, parties capture value through the speedy resolution of their claims. The majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis have reached the same conclusion. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Some respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggest that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms that parties capture value through the speedy resolution of their claims. But the majority of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners which suggest that their opinions are based on their practical knowledge and experience that parties capture value through the speedy resolution of their claims. However, it is important to bear in mind that OADR practitioners put emphasise on speedy resolution of cyber disputes through OADR in order to enhance the trustworthiness of the OADR system which will ultimately generates income and profit to OADR practitioners.

Furthermore, given the fact that internet disputes have the tendency to consume a great deal of time and effort due to their technical nature, OADR has the ability to provide a focused and limited procedure more than the court system. OADR allows the parties to prescribe, in the agreement, time limits on each of the various phases of
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the proceedings. Even more, it has been conceived that OADR can be accelerated if parties consent.400

Article 14 (a) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”), which utilises OADR, has indicated that if a requested party, duly invited to produce evidence, fails to do so within the established period of time, without showing sufficient cause for such failure, the arbitral tribunal is free to draw its conclusions from the failure and may make the award on the evidence before it. Article 14 (a) reads as follows:

In the event that a party, in the absence of special circumstances, does not comply with any of the time periods established by these rules or the panel, the panel shall proceed to a decision on the complaint.401

Actually, one of the paramount considerations of ICANN, which utilises OADR, can be summarised as facilitating a time efficient and cost effective dispute resolution mechanism. According to Article 3 (a) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”), either party can initiate OADR proceedings at any time, which is more analogous to online users’ behaviour patterns. Correspondingly, the resolution of the dispute will be quicker. The Article reads as follows:

Any person or entity may initiate an administrative proceeding by submitting a complaint in accordance with the Policy and these Rules to any Provider approved by ICANN. (Due to capacity constraints or for other reasons, a Provider’s ability to accept complaints may be suspended at times. In that event, the Provider shall refuse the submission. The person or entity may submit the complaint to another Provider.402

Also, Articles 10 (c) has indicated unequivocally that OADR proceeding must be expeditious, and therefore the panels must not, absent the establishment of extraordinary circumstances, permit the parties to create a protracted proceeding. The Article reads as follows:

402 Ibid. Article 3 (a)
The Panel shall ensure that the administrative proceeding takes place with due expedition. It may, at the request of a Party or on its own motion, extend, in exceptional cases, a period of time fixed by these Rules or by the Panel.403

In the WIPO Online Dispute Resolution Centre, an OADR provider, it has been noticed that the time from the appointment of the panel in the World Wrestling Federation Entertainment v. Michael Bosman,404 to the issuance of the decision, was 16 days. Similarly, in E-resolution", a decision is usually reached within 45 to 60 days.405 Equally, SquareTrade settles most disputes within 10 to 14 days.406 All of which are incomparable to the time required to take a case to a court judgement or even to ADR.

However, one must be careful with the assumption that OADR is time efficient. Although OADR system should handle complaints in an expeditious manner, there should be reasonable time limits set for considering disputes, rendering decisions, and complying with decisions. If the parties were asked to submit or share documents or other evidence, there should be reasonable time limits set for that process too. In other words, although an OADR program must meet user expectations under internet time frames, care must be given to ensure that there is adequate time allowed to permit reasonable efforts to settle the dispute and to allow full participation by the parties.

Indeed, in searching for ways to speed the resolution of disputes in OADR, it must be kept in mind that appropriate solutions can only be devised if they take into account other factors which are themselves quite time and cost intensive, particularly, fairness of procedures and the protection of parties’ rights to be heard properly.

It must be borne in mind also that delays in communication in OADR, by design or through management, may make it impossible to meet the time target for a decision in all cases. Consequently, it was stated in Virtual Magistrate, an OADR provider, that

---

when necessary or appropriate to maintain fairness, the time limit may be extended by the neutral with or without the agreement of the parties. But by all means, when an OADR provider fails to meet the time limit for the rendering of an award, it must provide a written explanation for the delay.\(^{407}\)

5.6. Data Protection in OADR proceedings

Data protection generally plays an important role in out-of-court dispute settlement processes. The parties may prefer to keep the content of the out-of-court dispute settlement proceedings confidential, or to have a report on the case published by reference to the result only. This implies greater control from the participant side on how his or her data will be utilised. Indeed, to the extent that ADR enables the settlement of private disputes and no adverse public interests are involved, ADR should allow for secrecy and confidentiality. It is widely viewed that confidentiality is one of the advantageous and helpful features of arbitration. Similarly, the courts have been very supportive of the confidentiality of mediation discussions.\(^{408}\)

In mediation, the importance of confidentiality is often stressed as there is an intrinsic need for this. In order to achieve satisfactory results, mediation has to take place in a context in which the parties can communicate openly, without fear that their statements may be used against them outside the mediation.\(^{409}\) In this regard, respondent eight in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis said:

In mediation, the parties might prefer to make offers without prejudice to their rights and entitlements at arbitration or before the courts.\(^{410}\)

Whatever the advantages and attractions of OADR, data protection is a key issue to the development of the infrastructures located on the network of the networks (the

\(^{407}\) <http://www.vmag.org/>, last visited on the 1\(^{st}\) of October 2003.
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internet). It is beyond doubt, therefore, that online facilities which secure data protection must be used to conduct OADR proceedings.\(^{411}\)

Generally speaking, the use of online facilities to conduct commerce causes some hesitancy because electronic commerce has raised the issue of online data protection. Indeed, there is considerable confusion about the use and effectiveness of online data protection. This issue has potentially conflicting implications in terms of striving for anonymity on one side and assurance of identity on the other. Put it simply, there may be uncertainty about whether people are who they say they are. In cyberspace, it is possible for one to assume many identities (pseudonyms), and to change one's identity by pressing a few keys, or to have no identity (anonymity).\(^{412}\) In this regard, the OECD has noted:

The internet's anonymity, mobility, and global reach, all worked to substantially increase the potential for harm because the identity and the actual physical location of the people behind it will generally be very hard to track.\(^{413}\)

It must be borne in mind that from an internet infrastructure stance, technology will not provide internet users with sufficient online data protection as the underlying technology that is used in the internet is inherently insecure with regard to data protection. The reason for this is that the emphasis placed on the design of the internet was on flexibility and durability, and not on data protection.\(^{414}\)

In a physical setting in ADR, most communications are oral and any written documents that do exist only circulate in a very small group of people. Moreover, any papers or notes kept by the neutral can be disposed of after the dispute is resolved. Furthermore, one might take steps to assure that there is only one copy of something


or that all existing copies of something are retrieved. The parties can therefore, from
the context alone assume that sensible information is not communicated to third
persons. In the online environment, however, the process of communication is such
that it is sometimes difficult to even know when or how many copies are made.

That said, it should be pointed out that no communication method can provide for
absolute data protection. This statement holds equally true for online as for offline
communication in the sense that physical mail can be intercepted. But in the online
world, such assessment might prove to be difficult due to the fast developments in
data protection technology and the concomitant fast development in hacking
technology.

The OECD has stated that it is no secret among computer professionals that any
technical measure that can be used regarding data protection can be circumvented by
another technology. In this context, respondent eight in the survey that has been
undertaken for the purpose of this thesis said:

Data privacy is not critical, and most participants are sophisticated enough to
understand that its importance varies according to context. For example, it is
not critical to a claimant that the respondent should not know their e-mail
address, particularly, if they have already dealt online. Data protection and
commercial privacy from third parties, hackers, and spammers will certainly
give participants more confidence, but they are not critical.

Data protection is always a question of risk management which requires a careful
assessment and balancing of risks with costs of implementing adequate level of data
protection and complexity and user-friendliness. It goes without saying that making
data in OADR systems totally protected would be expensive and this would adversely
affect the cost-effectiveness of the OADR mechanism. As a result, the data protection
in OADR systems should be designed in a manner which is proportional to the risk of
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Data controllers must implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosures or access, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing. Having regard to the state of the art and the cost of their implementation, such measures shall ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks represented by the processing and the nature of data protected.

At present, many OADR providers state that the data provided by the parties is secured, but very few specify how they will guarantee such security. For example, E-mediator, an OADR provider, has indicated that there should be a clear notice that all electronic communications generated from OADR shall not be permitted to be distributed to a non-participant at any time without the express permission of all participants. In the event of an inadvertent distribution, all affected participants should be promptly notified. Also, Onlinemediators, another OADR provider, has emphasised the importance of online data protection in particular by stating that the mediator shall only disclose specific offers and ideas from one participant to another as the mediator is expressly authorised to share. If it is unclear whether a mediator is authorised to share information, the mediator shall request this permission from a participant and only share information with the other participant as is authorised. However, neither “E-mediator” nor “Onlinemediators” make any warranties as to the security of information passing through their web site.

If an OADR provider states that the collected information is treated confidentially, this does not necessarily imply that it cannot be transmitted or accessed accidentally by third parties. It is also easy to make mistakes using technology. For example, an online neutral could accidentally send a copy of an e-mail message to a third party...
who is unconnected to the case. In this regard, the Online Ombuds Office, an OADR provider, states clearly that:

The Online Ombuds Office cannot and does not make any promise as to the security or privacy afforded to information while it is in transit over the internet, and users are hereby advised that the internet is not a secure network. Once the information is under the control of the Online Ombuds Office, we will make reasonable efforts to maintain the integrity of the information, including maintaining access to the information and, where agreed, confidentiality of the information, under the terms of the agreement.

The majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that the promise of confidentiality, a core principle in dispute resolution practices, is challenged by the very nature of online technologies where information can be accessed despite the assurances of the OADR providers. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Some respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggest that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms that the promise of confidentiality, a core principle in dispute resolution practices, is challenged by the very nature of online technologies where information can be accessed despite the assurances of the OADR providers. But the majority of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners, which suggest that their opinions are based on their practical knowledge and experience with the issue of confidentiality in OADR schemes.

It must be stressed that technological developments are likely to improve levels of data protection, both in relation to e-commerce and to OADR process, and thus enhancing trust, however, one must admit that advances in such technologies may only allayed the concern of data protection. In other words, the time may never come when internet users can be guaranteed against the unscrupulous access or alteration of data.
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their data provided online in any form or shape. In this regard, Article 18 of *E-resolution*, an OADR provider, indicates that:

Computerised documents filed by the parties must be accompanied by reliable guarantees, the sufficiency of which shall be determined by the arbitral tribunal. Such guarantees of sufficient reliability must include a systematic document input by a responsible person, the establishment of reasonable data protection measures, and a reasonable maintenance of the operating system. But all of these guarantees are not to be considered a minimum data protection standard.

From this perspective, it is essential for OADR providers to be highly sensitive to the online data protection problem and must recognise that the risks of lack of security with regard to data protection are implied in the technology they use, and, therefore, they must take the necessary measures to reduce such risks to an acceptable minimum. They need also to consider the data protection aspect of using online technology, and to take the appropriate preventative steps, and to determine the suitability of the mode of communication used, and obtain suitable professional advice, and bear in mind that all communications must keep track of the sender, origin, content of the message, time and date of sending, and receipt of the notice. In this regard, respondent seven in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis noted:

Data protection is important for all online activities, but governments and consumers should be aware of the track record of merchants to aid consumer choice and to inform government fraud actions.

5.7. The authenticity of OADR proceedings

Electronic authentication can be understood to encompass any method of verifying some piece of information in an electronic environment, such as, the countless pieces of information that someone may want to be able to confirm in the electronic world and the identity of the author of a text or sender of a digital message.

---
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In the current phase of cyberspace development, there is relative ambiguity because cyberspace is an environment in which copying is easier but guaranteeing the authenticity of messages is harder. This is due to the fact that communication takes place through constant copying in cyberspace. In order to transfer data over the internet, there are numerous temporary copies made along the way. Indeed, all basic computer functions, and therefore all computer-mediated communication, rely on reproducing information in some manner or another. This is inherent to the nature of the internet. This ultimately does not guarantee complete authenticity.\textsuperscript{429}

However, in order to be consistent with fair process rights, OADR process must guarantee the non-repudiation and integrity of the information transferred during the proceedings in order to ensure that the contents of a record have not been altered, and to ensure that a file or program has been entirely transmitted, and to ensure that a data is really the data that it is claimed to be. Moreover, the OADR provider must be convinced of the identity of the author of the messages that are sent during the procedures and the parties must ensure that the third party neutral is sanctioned for his or her function in the process. For instance, one party may alter the submissions of the other party before they reach the online third party neutral, or perhaps, impersonate the other party or the third party neutral and make submissions in his place. Furthermore, OADR providers must protect their site storage system (database and web server) as well as each individual record and its related data against intrusions, virus infections, or disk crashes. Indeed it is not only necessary to ensure that messages are protected while being transmitted over the internet, it is equally important to ensure that they are sent to and from a trusted computer base. Information must be stored using a technology which permits long-lasting compatibility and which excludes any serious risk of manipulation of the stored data. Besides, when gathering evidence from electronic repositories, OADR providers must ascertain that the contents of the repository have remained unchanged while they were stored, and whether or not they were entirely transmitted, and that the information regarding evidence that has been sent to the OADR provider has been protected.

against third parties. And finally, after the dispute resolution procedures, the outcome(s) have to be notified to the parties without them being able to repudiate the notification. The question arises of who should send an electronic award to the authority in charge of recognition and enforcement. If it is to be sent by a certain party, there is a risk of manipulation because the document has been in his own electronic storage. All of these issues are essential for the legitimacy and legal effectiveness of OADR because if a party has its own submissions manipulated, OADR proceedings no longer constitute a fair trial.\footnote{Brown, H., and Marriott, A., \textit{ADR principles and practice}, (2\textsuperscript{nd} edition, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1999) 17-014. Reed, C., "Legally Binding Electronic Documents: Digital Signatures and Authentication", (2001) 35 \textit{International Lawyer} 89.}

From this perspective, it is important to provide an electronic authentication which guarantees the validity of virtual agreements, that is, not only the contractual clauses defining recourse to OADR, but also the contracts in which the parties decide to submit an existing dispute to OADR. Indeed, electronic authentication will enhance trustworthiness in the OADR process in general and electronic arbitration in particular, where the authenticity of the electronic agreement, the authenticity of the electronic award, and the use of electronic signatures are evidently recurrent issues.

The history of the requirements of form for documentary transactions (primarily writing and signatures) suggests that the main reason why the law required them was for authentication purposes. These requirements become necessary when a degree of formality is desired in a specific operation that is seen as important, such as, arbitration. Indeed, because the award modifies rights and obligations of the parties, and even may alter their property, the degree of reliability required should be the highest.\footnote{Reed, C., Op. Cit. 90.}

While national arbitration laws have features that are specific to each country, there is one area on which there seems to be unanimous agreement, namely, the arbitration agreement, the award, and the signature must be in a written form. Written forms are usually seen as formal forms. That explains why there are many national and international arbitration rules that impose writing. This might be one explanation, but there is another possible explanation too. Historically, the integration of new
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technologies for arbitration produced difficulties concerning the formulation of such documents. This is due to the fact that written form of communication was the usual technique for preparing arbitration documents before the advent of other forms of communication, such as faxes. Therefore, many of the said rules about written forms of arbitration agreements and awards and signatures were drawn up when there was not really any other mode of communication.432

The rules about written forms of arbitration agreements and awards and signatures becomes particularly obvious with the advent of the internet because one may argue that electronic arbitration is not arbitration in the sense of the New York Convention 1958 because the Convention contains certain requirements, such as evidence in writing of an arbitral award and an agreement to arbitrate, which are difficult to be achieved in electronic arbitration. In other words, the result of the electronic arbitration procedure is not an executorial writ as defined by the New York Convention 1958 and thus it may be a source of legal uncertainty. In this respect, Article 4(1) of the New York Convention 1958 states clearly:

To obtain the recognition and enforcement mentioned in the preceding Article, the party applying for recognition and enforcement shall, at the time of the application, supply: (a) the duly authenticated original award or a duly certified copy thereof; (b) the original agreement referred to in Article II, or a duly certified copy thereof.433

The following parts of this chapter will deal separately with the issue of electronic arbitration agreement and electronic arbitration award on the one hand, and the issue of signatures in OADR proceedings on the other hand.

5.7.1. Electronic Arbitration Agreement and Electronic Arbitration Award

Insisting on a degree of formality and fixation on paper would inevitably impede the development of electronic arbitration. As a result, the requirement that the arbitration agreement and arbitration award must be in writing needs to be revised in cyberspace. This requires an adoption of a broad vision of the notion of writing by the inclusion of computerised documents in the category of writings.

433 Article 4 (1) of the New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.
As we have seen before, in electronic arbitration, the problem of the restrictive approach that views written forms as formal forms is based on the fact that any electronic document is just a copy, and this bears all the legal consequences of relying on a copy. Accordingly, it can be said that the problem of original documents as compared to copies is presenting a major problem in electronic arbitration.

It is useful to remind the reader that this problem is not unique to electronic arbitration since the legal framework governing the validity of electronic contracts in general is not fully developed throughout the world. Nevertheless, although one must confess that the notion of writing in contracts generally and arbitration in particular is viewed with a certain restriction, the adoption of a broad vision of the notion of writing by the inclusion of computerised documents in the category of writings is not very difficult to be established.

Recent rules concerning arbitration and electronic commerce enable us to observe that there has been an attenuation of the requirements for writings at national, European, and international level. At a national level, the Arbitration Act 1996 permits the use of electronic documents. Section 5 of the Act gives an expanding meaning of agreement in writing by providing that an agreement is evidenced in writing if an agreement made otherwise than in writing is recorded by one of the parties or by a third party. This means that an electronic agreement to arbitrate will be regarded as being an agreement in writing. The way writing is defined in the Act has such a wide scope that electronic media can easily be incorporated into the concept of writing. Apparently, there is a degree of apparent modernity in the Act in favour of admitting alternative forms of writing. Section 5 of the Act reads as follows:

(1) The provisions of this Part apply only where the arbitration agreement is in writing, and any other agreement between the parties as to any matter is effective for the purposes of this Part only if in writing. The expressions "agreement", "agree" and "agreed" shall be construed accordingly. (2) there is an agreement in writing (a) if the agreement is made in writing (whether or not it is signed by the parties), (b) if the agreement is made by exchange in communications in writing or (c) if the agreement is evidenced in writing (3) where the parties agree otherwise than in writing by reference to terms which

are in writing, they make an agreement in writing (4) an agreement is evidenced in writing if an agreement is made otherwise than in writing is recorded by one of the parties, or by a third party, with the authority of the parties to the agreement (5) an exchange of written submissions in arbitral or legal proceedings in which the existence of an agreement other than in writing is alleged by one party against the other party and not denied by the other party in his response constitutes as between those parties an agreement in writing to the effect alleged (6) reference in this part to anything being written or in writing includes its being recorded by any means.435

At a European level, Article 9(1) of the EU Electronic Commerce Directive dictates that:

Member states shall ensure that their legal system allows contracts to be concluded by electronic means. Member states shall in particular ensure that the legal requirements applicable to contractual process neither create obstacles for the use of electronic contracts nor result in such contracts being deprived of legal effectiveness and validity on account of being made by electronic means.436

More specifically, the wording of Article 17(1) of the EU Electronic Commerce Directive may result in changes to member state law removing legal uncertainties on electronic arbitration. Article 17 (1) reads as follows:

Member states law shall not hamper the use of out-of-court schemes, available under national law, for dispute settlement, including appropriate electronic means.437

At an international level, Article 8 of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce states that where the law requires information to be presented or retained in its original form, that requirement is met by a data message, if there exits a reliable assurance as to the integrity of the information from the time when it was first generated, in its final form, as a data message, and where it is required that information be presented, that information is capable of being displayed to the person to whom it is to be presented. Apparently, the Article states the criteria for assessing integrity and the standard of reliability. The Article reads as follows:

435 Section 5(6) of the Arbitration Act 1996.
437 Ibid. Article 17 (1).
(a) the criteria for assessing integrity shall be whether the information has remained complete and unaltered, apart from the addition of any endorsement and any change which arises in the normal course of communication, storage and display; and (b) the standard of reliability required shall be assessed in the light of the purpose for which the information was generated and in the light of all the relevant circumstances. 438

Similarly, Article 7(2) of the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration stated that a decisive element in writing is visual perception and physical reproducibility. Obviously, this is true only if the electronic agreement or the electronic award are not just displayed on the screen, but can be permanently stored or printed out. The Article reads as follows:

The arbitration agreement shall be in writing. "Writing" includes any form that provides a tangible record of the agreement or is otherwise accessible as a data message so as to be useable for subsequent reference. 439

Equally, Article 3 (2) of the International Chamber of Commerce Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration implicitly enables the complainant to use electronic means to file its complaint before the International Chamber of Commerce. The Article recognises the potential problem created by the form requirement if such a requirement is narrowly interpreted. The Article widens and clarifies the definition of written form by stating the following:

All notifications or communications from the secretariat and the arbitral tribunal shall be made to the last address of the party or its representative for whom the same are intended, as notified either by the party in question or by the other party. Such notification or communication may be made by delivery against receipt, registered post, courier, facsimile transmission, telex, telegram or any other means of telecommunication that provide a record of the sending thereof. 440

In actual fact, given that contracts can be made electronically, formal contracts are not in contradiction with electronic contracts since both of them are based on the consent

of parties. The necessary logical result would be that formal arbitration is not in contradiction with electronic arbitration since both of them are based on the consent of parties.\footnote{Redfern, A., and Hunter, M., \textit{Law and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration}, (3\textsuperscript{rd} edition, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1999) 142.}

The traditional means of expressing consent to arbitrate is through a written arbitration agreement or an arbitration provision in a broader contractual document. Nevertheless, there is little doubt that consent to arbitrate, if sufficiently explicit, can be expressed entirely through electronic means, i.e., through the clicking of a button indicating consent, or if the e-arbitration agreement concluded with a statement, such as, "Please type your first and last name in the space provided if you intend to submit your dispute to final and binding arbitration". In both situations, it would be a clear indication of parties' consent to arbitrate.

Any form for agreement to arbitrate should not be as important as the proof of the consent of the parties is sufficient. This means that in effect there has been a triumph of substance over form because as long as there is an evidence of an agreement to arbitrate, the form in which the agreement is recorded is immaterial.

That said, from a practical perspective, online arbitration may not constitute a very large obstacle since it can still result in a paper agreement and a paper award. It is probably not that burdensome if the online arbitrator sends a paper version of the electronic agreement and electronic award to the parties.\footnote{Arsic, J., "International Commercial Arbitration on the Internet: Has the Future Come Too Early", (1997) 14 \textit{Journal of International Arbitration} 217. Schneider, M., and Kuner, C., "Dispute Resolution in International Electronic Commerce", (1997) 14 \textit{Journal of International Arbitration} 24.}

\section*{5.7.2. Signatures in OADR Proceedings}

Electronic signatures are codes that are embedded in a message that can be employed to verify that a message was sent by someone in order to ensure confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation. In this context, an electronic signature can play an important part since it guarantees the recipient that the message he or she received can come from only one person, and that no one other than the signatory has access to the digital signature without the signatory's consent or negligence, and that
the signatory has actually sent exactly the message received (i.e. that there has been no forgery in the course of transmission).\textsuperscript{443}

Traditionally, signature is an indispensable element in both the arbitration agreement between the parties and the award by the arbitrator(s). In this regard, Ven Den Berg, one of the leading authors on New York Convention, has said:

> The authentication of a document is the formality by which the signature thereon is attested to be genuine.\textsuperscript{444}

At present, although there is a trend towards greater computer support in the arbitration proceedings, paperless systems are still hampered by established rules that require manually signed paper forms. However, modern digital communications has become such a widespread method of transmitting documents that a written signature requirement is now meaningless.

In contrast with writings, signatures present relatively few difficulties and therefore they are better fitted to new technologies than writing. This is due to the following two reasons. First, generally, signatures are not directly related to the paper medium. Signatures' foundations, mainly authentication and the expression of consent, already existed before paper became the traditional way to conduct business. Second, as compared to the authenticity of the electronic award and the electronic agreement, the notion of signing is not viewed with a certain restriction. For example, Article 7 (1) of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce provides that a data message meets the legal requirement of signature if:

> A method is used to identify that person and to indicate that person's approval of the information contained in the data message; and 2) that method is as reliable as was appropriate for the purpose for which the data message was generated or communicated, in light of all the circumstances, including any relevant agreement.\textsuperscript{445}


Remarkably, the EU Directive on Digital Signatures has provided an adequate tool to achieve online security by stating that digital signatures and digital records have the same legal validity as written documents. Apparently, the intention behind the Directive is to promote user trust and confidence in authentication devices. Article 5 (2) of the Directive provides, as a general rule, that a signature shall not be denied legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because it is in electronic form. Article 5 (2) reads as follows:

Member states shall ensure that an electronic signature is not denied legal effectiveness and admissibility as evidence in legal proceedings solely on the grounds that it is in electronic form, or not based upon a qualified certificate, or not based upon a qualified certificate issued by an accredited certification service provider, or not created by a secure signature-creation service. 446

In England, section 7 of the Electronic Communications Act 2000 implemented the Electronic Signatures Directive. Article 7 (1) of the Electronic Communications Act 2000 provides that:

In any legal proceedings, an electronic signature incorporated into or logically associated with a particular electronic communication or particular electronic data...shall be admissible in evidence in relation to any question as the authenticity of the communication or data or as to the integrity of the communication or data. 447

Article 2(2) of the New York Convention 1958 requires that any arbitration agreement must be included in a contract duly signed or contained in an exchange of letters or telegrams. The Article reads as follows:

The term "agreement in writing" shall include an arbitral clause in a contact or an arbitration agreement, signed by the parties or contained in an exchange of letters or telegrams. 448

The exchange of telegrams was added in 1958 to make sure that arbitration could be agreed upon by using the most modern means of communication. The term "telegram" could be interpreted to include other modern means of communication.

447 Section 7 (1) of the Electronic Communications Act 2000.
448 Article 2 (2) of the New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.
telecommunications. Web site communications can be seen as the modern functional
equivalent of traditional telegrams. Indeed in electronic arbitration, an exchange of
information certainly occurs in an arbitration web site, which can be equated to an
exchange of telegrams, and which is enough to find the parties' consent, provided that
the portion of the offer containing "submit" or "transmit" or "accept" function clearly
and conspicuously referred to the existence of an arbitration clause. Indeed, a flexible
interpretation of the New York Convention 1958 would lead to the conclusion that
online arbitration agreements are to be enforced under the convention.\(^{449}\)

That said, from a practical perspective, online arbitration may not constitute a very
large obstacle since it can still result in a paper signature. It is probably not that
burdensome if the online arbitrator sends a paper version of the electronic agreement
and electronic award to the parties in order to sign them.\(^{450}\)

5.8. Customs in OADR Schemes

Any space is not simply a physical location but a cultural environment with embedded
norms, values and customs. Customs, in particular, whatever their source and however
they had been transformed could bind. In this regard, David Campbell and Sol
Picciotto, two leading authors on commercial law, argue that the law must not be seen
as:

Fixed rules directly governing behaviour, but as involving uncertain and
contested processes of interpretation in the application of principles of fairness
and justice, mediated by specialist professionals, but also interacting with and
influenced by informal normative expectations and social practice of relevant
social groups and communities.\(^{451}\)

In the same context, Roy Goode, a leading author on commercial law, advised that:

\(^{449}\) Schellekens, M., "Online Arbitration and E-commerce", (2002) 9 Electronic Communications Law
199.

\(^{450}\) Arsic, J., "International Commercial Arbitration on the Internet: Has the Future Come Too Early",

\(^{451}\) Campbell, D., and Picciotto, S., "Exploring the Interaction between Law and Economics: The
Limits of Formalism", (1998) 18 Legal Studies 251 at 259.
The law should be brought into harmony with the legitimate needs of commerce by wholly fashioning the law to the needs of market interest.\textsuperscript{452}

Generally speaking, arbitration is an area of law in which trade practice and community customs come into play as standards of legal conduct. It is important to notice here that English arbitration law, for instance, is not codified, and the bulk of English arbitration law consists of principles and rules developed by the common law, together with mercantile and arbitral usage. As a general rule, in England, only the legislator and state appointed courts make, find or declare law, and, therefore, arbitrators must strictly apply English law and may not, in principle, create law. But the question which has occasioned much debate is the management of situations that demand legal innovations, such as reference to common rule of practice in a given trade in a foreign country, by an arbitrator sitting in England.\textsuperscript{453}

An interesting development happened in the introduction of Arbitration Act 1996, which is the acceptance of arbitrators who create law or depart from decided English authority. In essence, the Arbitration Act 1996 provides that, although successful commercial arbitration occurs in a context where arbitrators are bound to a known set of rules, this is not always the case for arbitration to be successful.\textsuperscript{454} In this regard, section 46 (1) (b) of the Act provides:

\begin{quote}
The arbitral tribunal shall decide the dispute if the parties so agree, in accordance with such other considerations as are agreed by them or determined by the tribunal.\textsuperscript{455}
\end{quote}

It has been argued that this section can be construed in favour of the notion of amiable composition because it means that the parties want their dispute decided not under a recognised system of law but under what are often referred to as equity clauses, which are not uncommon in international commercial contracts.\textsuperscript{456}

\textsuperscript{455} Section 46 (1) (b) of the Arbitration Act 1996.
Arbitrators, in fact, need not apply the law at all. Empirical studies have long demonstrated that arbitrators often do not apply the law. Instead, arbitrators apply the unwritten trade custom applicable in a particular community. 457

Lord Justice Mustill has argued that if arbitration agreement appears insufficiently explicit to furnish a direct statement of the parties' rights, duties, powers, and liberties, then the arbitrators will construe it and fill the gaps in it by recourse to their own knowledge of how commerce works in practice, and of how commercial men in the relevant field express themselves. Lord Justice Mustill said in particular:

What is important is that the arbitrator keeps constantly in mind that he is concerned with international commerce, with all the breadth of horizon, flexibility, and practicability of approach which that demands. 458

In the online world, cyberspace is viewed as a culture with values, norms, customs, and expectations about acquiring, exchanging, using, and processing information. Customs, in particular, are developing in cyberspace as they might in any community, and rapid growth in computer communications suggests that there may be a great many such customs before long. Although customs in cyberspace differ from those we experience in the real world, since they have developed within virtual communities, they can play a vital role as an authoritative source of law in cyberspace. 459

Bearing this in mind, online third party neutrals can evaluate cases on the basis of norms and customs in cyberspace. It is expected ultimately that OADR practices will function in the shadow of internet customs and norms. It is even argued that if online third party neutrals are not familiar with cyberspace, this, in turn, will undermine the legitimacy of the OADR system. 460

OADR is a response to the disputes that are taking place online and it is also a use of recourses that are becoming available in cyberspace. Its nature, therefore, will reflect

various qualities and features of the online environment. By reflecting developing customs in cyberspace and accounting for both the nature of the internet, and the evolving technology, without stifling either one, OADR will prove to be a valuable tool for dispute settlement in cyberspace.\(^{461}\) In this regard, Article 17(2) of E-resolution, an OADR provider, has provided that, in all cases, the arbitral tribunal is to take into account prevailing cyberspace practices.\(^{462}\)

In the context of cyberspace customs, cultural differences in OADR schemes and linguistic differences in OADR schemes are two important issues that need to be analysed. The following parts of the chapter will deal with these two issues respectively.

### 5.8.1. Cultural Differences in OADR Schemes

A basic principle of dispute resolution theory is that people bring their cultural assumptions as a naturalistic mindset applied to any dispute resolution process. These assumptions are beliefs about the nature of life, relationships, justice, and conflict. However, in any dispute resolution process, divergent cultural assumptions about conflict may cause one or both disputants to experience a sense of discomfort, uneasiness, or misunderstanding, and even offence, allowing tensions to further escalate and so causing the failure of the dispute resolution process. For instance, in individualistic societies, conflict is seen as a necessary result of individuals establishing their place in society. A complaint is seen as a legitimate act. Therefore, individuals are prepared to voice their complaints. By contrast, in collectivist societies authorities are respected and individuals are used to subordinate their needs to those of the group. In such a society, the consumer, for instance, may view a merchant as the more powerful person against whom a complaint would be futile.\(^{463}\)

---


This cultural difference is intensified on the internet due to its global nature. It has
been stated that if geographical borders no longer exist in cyberspace, they would be
replaced by cultural frontiers. Indeed, behind computer screens, there are people of all
nationalities, all ethnic cultural groups, social classes and professions, of all religions
and political convictions, of all ages and life-styles. This illustrates how challenging
the global online environment in its sociological dimension. From this perspective, in
a platform for electronic commerce, like the internet, differences in cultures can
quickly lead to misunderstandings and disputes.\(^{464}\)

Such cultural differences will indubitably affect the use and implementation of
OADR. Thus, treating cross-border cultural issues will be an enormous challenge for
the construction of an effective OADR programs. In this regard, it has been argued
that the truly ground-breaking work in OADR will be in finding ways to address
cultural differences and to foster understanding across the cultural barriers.\(^{465}\)

From this perspective, one can argue that one of the main duties of the online third
party neutrals is to bridge cultural differences and facilitate communication between
the parties. As a result, given the global and open nature of the internet, online third
party neutrals should give due respect to all potential customers whatever their race,
nationality, gender, age, sexual orientation or religious belief.

OADR providers should address and seek appropriate solutions to the possibility of
significant cultural differences between disputants. Such differences can undermine
the dispute resolution process if not properly understood and taken into account.
Significantly, it is the knowledge of disputants, as much as it is the knowledge about
OADR techniques that might guarantee a workable OADR system.

Nevertheless, the majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken
for the purpose of this thesis believe that at present, only few OADR providers have
given sufficient attention to the problem of cultural differences. The rest of the

---

\(^{464}\) Rule, C., *Online Dispute Resolution for Business: B2B, E-Commerce, Consumer, Employment,
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respondents were undecided on this issue. Some respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggest that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms that cultural differences have not been addressed adequately in OADR schemes. But the majority of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners, which suggest that their opinions are based on their practical experience and knowledge of the lack of sufficient attention to the problem of cultural differences in OADR schemes.466

In actual fact, an OADR system has the potential to be one of the first truly international systems organised to manage cultural differences while providing a global dispute resolution mechanism. One measure that can be taken to accomplish this goal is to ensure that OADR officers appointed to deal with cross-cultural disputes understand both cultures. However, the accomplishment of this task might not be easy due partly to the fact that physical cues may be missing in OADR process. Face to face contact makes people willing to share information because most people feel they can trust what they see on the other side's face. Moreover, lack of immediacy and different time zones promote weaker connection and perhaps less interactivity. Consequently, the human imagination has to provide the missing elements of the interaction. From this perspective, it has been argued that OADR neutrals should spend time in building rapport between parties.467

Nevertheless, the majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis show that many of the current OADR models do not put a priority on developing rapport between participants in OADR. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Some respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggest that a theoretical perspective based on academics’ views confirms that there is a need to develop rapport between participants in OADR schemes. But the majority of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners, which suggest that

466 OADR practitioner one, OADR practitioner two, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, OADR practitioner six, and OADR academic seven.
their opinions are based on their practical experience and knowledge of the need to develop rapport between participants in OADR schemes.\textsuperscript{468}

5.8.2. Linguistic Differences in OADR Schemes

Cross-border disputes will invariably involve trademark owners, domain name holders, businesses and consumers with little or no knowledge of each other languages. In the context of business to consumer internet transaction disputes, if a merchant used a certain language(s) in commercial communications, it is conceived that redress procedures should be able to be conducted by the consumer in that language(s). However, it is recognised that consumers may be sufficiently familiar with a language to enter into a contract, but not to complain or to seek redress.

Without speaking another language well, or perhaps at all, a consumer from one country may be able to navigate through a well-constructed web site in another country well enough to place an online order. But it is another matter for that consumer to try and explain the complexities of his or her dissatisfaction to a third party.

Equally, in the context of domain name disputes, the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules") provide that the language of the administrative proceeding should be the language of the registration agreement. Article 11 (a) reads as follows:

Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, or specified otherwise in the Registration Agreement, the language of the administrative proceeding shall be the language of the Registration Agreement, subject to the authority of the Panel to determine otherwise, having regard to the circumstances of the administrative proceeding.\textsuperscript{469}

However, it is recognised that domain name applicants may be sufficiently familiar with a language to register a domain name, but it is another matter for them to try and

\textsuperscript{468} OADR practitioner one, OADR practitioner two, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, OADR practitioner six, and OADR academic seven.

\textsuperscript{469} Article 11 (a) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules"), as approved by ICANN on the 24\textsuperscript{th} of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/udrp/udrp-rules-24oct99.htm>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.
explain the complexities of a potential dispute over the registration of that domain name. From this perspective, OADR must be offered to disputants in the language(s) they understand.

The majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that at present, most OADR services on offer are conducted in English and only very few offer bilingual or multilingual service. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Some respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics which suggest that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms that there is a need for bilingual or multilingual services in OADR schemes. But the majority of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners, which suggest that their opinions are based on their practical experience and knowledge of the need for bilingual or multilingual services in OADR schemes.470

One solution to the linguistic barrier in OADR schemes is the use of an interpretation services. In this regard, it is advisable to consider in the OADR system whether the interpretation will be simultaneous or consecutive. It is advisable also to consider in the OADR agreement whether the interpretation should be the responsibility of the parties or the arbitral tribunal. Clearly, although interpretation services might impair the speed and increase the costs of the OADR proceedings, this concern might be diminished because translation software will increasingly be available to overcome language barriers. Consequently, OADR system could be linked to automatic translation facilities. This will undoubtedly enhance cost-effective and timely OADR mechanisms.471 In the context of domain name disputes, Article 11 (b) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules") provides that:

470 OADR practitioner one, OADR practitioner two, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, OADR practitioner six, and OADR academic seven.
The Panel may order that any documents submitted in languages other than the language of the administrative proceeding be accompanied by a translation in whole or in part into the language of the administrative proceeding. 472

5.9. The Liberty of Participation in OADR Schemes

It is important to draw the line between the concepts of binding OADR (that the parties should be bound by the outcome of the OADR procedures) and mandatory OADR (that the parties are bound to adhere to the OADR process). The former concept will be discussed in chapter six. This chapter will address the latter concept as it is imperative to display what risks internet users should be willing to take with mandatory OADR schemes.

Traditionally, the question of the relationship between ADR and the judicial system is very important because ADR schemes should not prejudice or undermine any other means of judicial redress. Moreover, although ADR can provide appropriate solutions for many disputes, it must be recognised that even in the most ideal of worlds a certain number of disputes will still end up in courts. There are cases which are not appropriate to be adjudicated by ADR, and it may not always be in the best interest of everyone to choose to participate in ADR. For example, there may be a class action lawsuit which is liable to be more effective form of relief than the individual arbitral system. Certain harms inflicted on internet users may be small yet widespread, so that they would be impractical to pursue certain claims unless brought as a class action. Furthermore, competition between court and out-of-court dispute settlement should not be exaggerated. One of the facets of this exaggeration is the suggestion that the rule of law is at stake when parties resolve their dispute outside of the court. 473 In this regard, Harry Edward, a leading author on ADR has said that:

"We must determine whether ADR will result in an abandonment of our constitutional system in which the rule of law is created and principally enforced by legitimate branches of government." 474


It must be pointed out that Edward's opinion is unwise, to say the least, because it is based on a sharp division between the court system and ADR. Such division is unwarranted because ADR is a set of methods that are considered alternatives to legalistic methods of dispute resolution. These alternative mechanisms are not intended to supplant court adjudication, but rather to supplement it. They can operate quite effectively in conjunction with, or in the shadow of the court system, since ADR cannot bring together unwilling parties to settle their differences, nor does it have the power to enforce the outcome of ADR proceeding, as the court do.

Accordingly, it must be clear that participation in ADR does not mean waiving the rights to recourse to the ordinary law; rather it means a general renunciation of the remedies available in law. In this regard, Professor Roy Goode argues that it is difficult to evaluate the advantages of alternative dispute resolution over other dispute resolution mechanisms, including courts, because various legal options compete with each other in a way which is rather unclear. Professor Goode concludes that no system has any innate superiority over the other.475

Nowadays, courts are increasingly using ADR mechanisms to settle disputes. The fact that courts provide the formal dispute resolution mechanism has not ruled out the development of links between them and the techniques of ADR. This suggests that an extra-judicial component could be grafted on to civil proceedings because ADR is viewed by many as an innovative way to improve adjudication procedures by being an alternative avenue of justice for both the defendant and the plaintiff.

It must be clear that one of the main incentives to participate in ADR schemes is that, while any change to the court system would require an adaptation of the legal procedure, alternative forms of dispute settlement emphasise the advantages of the flexible and speedy nature of their procedure. In actual fact, various countries have introduced pilot schemes whereby courts refer the parties in a dispute to alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. The growing use of alternative dispute resolution

often is associated with explicit annexation of ADR procedures to well known court systems as in the case of court annexed arbitration.\textsuperscript{476}

In \textit{Aktien Gesellschaft v. Fortuna Co. Inc.},\textsuperscript{477} it has been stated that arbitration and court system ought to be regarded as co-ordinate rather than rival. This position was strengthened in England by the introduction of the Arbitration Act 1996 which implies that commercial arbitration should be complementary to, and not in competition with, court system.

In the online world, OADR should not be presented as the superior alternative to the court system, making the old court system obsolete. OADR must not be conceived also as the main force driving changes in dispute settlement in cyberspace. Instead, OADR must be conceived as merely a stream contributing to the broad river of change in how dispute resolution could be managed in cyberspace. OADR is not a substitute for other methods of dispute resolution; it is one option available to the internet users. Indeed, the idea of OADR is not simply about the use of technology to resolve disputes in cyberspace, it is rather about improving choice among other alternatives.\textsuperscript{478}

It must be noted that OADR and legal redress are two separate issues. Access to the latter should not be made conditional on the use or even exhaustion of the possibilities offered by the former. This would seriously undermine internet users' confidence in OADR solutions because an effective OADR scheme will be used without compulsion.

In actual fact, any comprehensive alternative to the courts should not exist in any contemplated OADR scheme. Instead, the notion of OADR should be that internet users have certain courthouse rights, but those courthouse rights may not be meaningful in small monetary amounts and/or on a cross-border level. Indeed,

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{477} [1999] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 503.
\end{flushright}
although courthouse rights might not be invoked, the fact that it could be invoked is important. In practical terms, internet disputes will not probably reach courts, but this theoretical assurance of the existence of the court is important.

The letter “A” in OADR, is normally stands for alternative. It may be useful to replace “alternative”, with, say, “appropriate”. OADR being an appropriate dispute resolution mechanism in cyberspace does not mean that the use of OADR for immediate resolution in cyberspace should preclude other forms of dispute resolution. Subsequently, internet users who submit disputes to OADR system should not be asked to waive their legal rights, nor should they be restricted or blocked from resorting to other avenues of recourse. Thus, the basic role of the judicial process as a method of settling disputes must be reaffirmed.479

It must be borne in mind that the goal of OADR process is not to create new rights, nor to accord greater protection to parties' rights in cyberspace than that which exists elsewhere. Rather, the goal is to give proper and adequate expression of parties' existing rights in the context of the medium of the internet. Indeed, OADR should not be viewed as a way to create a parallel universe for online disputes in which internet users no longer have the rights and protection afforded to them by the legal framework in their home countries.

The right of access to courts to settle any type of dispute is a basic right. Therefore, one must be compelled to oppose the idea of mandatory OADR schemes. Arguably, if mandatory OADR becomes the norm for internet disputes, internet users will arguably be less willing to foray into e-commerce venue for their purchasing, knowing that their remedies are limited. In this regard, respondent four in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis noted:

The representation of OADR as the superior alternative to the court system is dangerous. It appears safe to assume that OADR should remain as an alternative, rather than a mandatory, dispute resolution mechanism in cyberspace.480

480 OADR practitioner four.
The principle of legality in the EU recommendations on the principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes dictates that ADR bodies, while retaining the flexibility of their procedures, should comply with the mandatory law that courts would have to apply. This rule can be expressed even more simply: it is inadmissible for an ADR body to resolve a dispute in a manner diametrically opposed to the decision that a court would have made in the same case. Clearly, the principle of legality in the EU recommendations could be seriously endangered in mandatory OADR schemes. The principle of legality is attempting to ensure that the disputant has knowingly and freely chosen to elect to bind him/her to the mechanism's outcome(s). The principle of legality in the recommendations has been expressed as follows:

The decision taken by the body may not result in the consumer being deprived of the protection afforded by the mandatory provisions of the law of the state in whose territory the body is established. In the case of cross-border disputes, the decision taken by the body may not result in the consumer being deprived of the protection afforded by the mandatory provisions applying under the law of the member state in which he is normally resident in the instances provided for under Article 5 of the Rome Convention of 19 June 1980 on the law applicable to contractual obligations.\(^\text{481}\)

In this regard, it seems appropriate to recall the opinion of Ian Macneil who is one of the leading authors on American arbitration law. He argues that it must be borne in mind that only court litigation can be commenced without any agreement of the other party. Arbitration, and of course other forms of alternative dispute resolution, are available only if the parties at some stage agree that the dispute will be resolved by a third party neutral. Unarguably, without a fully informed voluntary consent, arbitration and other forms of alternative dispute resolution lose all credibility as a just alternative to litigation. He said in particular that:

Using terms such as compulsory or mandatory in such circumstances is, at best, highly confusing. At worst, it constitutes question begging; the very question at stake where such questions arise is whether whatever consent to arbitrate as has been manifested should or should not be given full contractual

effect. To call arbitration compulsory or mandatory is to answer by label, not by attention to the facts and by analysis.482

Given that recourse to ADR is generally characterised by the predominance of a consensual approach and freedom of contract, OADR should be based on voluntary participation, and therefore not deprive the parties of their right of access to the courts. From this perspective, restricting the options of disputants to OADR only and denying access to the courts should not be permissible. As a result, an important task would be to design an OADR system in a way that has the potentiality to establish an appropriate linkage to court system, but without harming the flexibility of the process. From this perspective, it becomes clear that there should be a balance in cyberspace between the preservation of the long-tried right to seek redress through courts, and processes of alternative dispute resolution, such as arbitration, which is rooted in well-established procedures.483

At present, the ICANN policy uses mandatory OADR procedures to resolve disputes concerning General Top Level Domain Names (gTLDs) such as com, net, and org. In order to register a domain name in any of the (gTLDs), an applicant must agree to be bound by UDRP, which utilises OADR mechanisms. Consequently, every registrant has agreed to be subject to mandatory arbitration when someone else alleges that the domain name is identical or confusingly similar to a registered trademark, the registrant has no legitimate interest in the domain name, or when it is alleged that the domain name has been registered and used in bad faith. In this regard, Article 4 (a) reads as follows:

You are required to submit to a mandatory administrative proceeding in the event that a third party (a "complainant") asserts to the applicable Provider, in compliance with the Rules of Procedure, that (i) your domain name is identical or confusingly similar to a trademark or service mark in which the complainant has rights; and (ii) you have no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the domain name; and (iii) your domain name has been registered and is being used in bad faith. In the administrative

proceeding, the complainant must prove that each of these three elements is present.\textsuperscript{484}

It was argued by ICANN that those persons, who register domain names in bad faith in abuse of intellectual property of others, would be unlikely to choose to submit to a procedure that is cheaper and faster than litigation like UDRP.\textsuperscript{485}

The argument that was put forward in order to defend the mandatory nature of the UDRP is flawed, to say the least. This is due to the following three reasons. First, by confining the scope of the procedures of UDRP to abusive registrations, the danger of innocent domain name holders acting in good faith being required to participate in the procedure is not eliminated. As discussed before, there are non-trademarked, yet legitimate uses of words, names and symbols. And, therefore, one must not lose sight of traditional non-commercial internet uses.\textsuperscript{486}

Second, there is a perceived unfairness in the application of UDRP which favours trademark owners. As a result, there has been considerable criticism of the UDRP and calls to revise it on the basis that it reinforces a bias towards large commercial interests, namely those who already have trademarks registered.\textsuperscript{487}

And third, the UDRP did not address properly the selection mechanism of the dispute resolution service provider. By all means, one party should not be allowed to choose the third party neutral. Article 6(b) reads as follows:

If neither the Complainant nor the Respondent has elected a three-member Panel (Paragraph 3 (b)(iv) and 5(b)(iv), the Provider shall appoint, within five calendar days following receipt of the response by the Provider, or the lapse of

\textsuperscript{484} Article 4 (a) of ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), as approved by ICANN on the 24th of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/dndr/udrp/policy.htm>, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.


the time period for the submission thereof, a single Panelist from its list of
panelists.\textsuperscript{488}

There is statistical evidence that a vague selection mechanism of the third party
neutral leads to forum shopping that biases the results. Forum shopping is done by
rationally selecting an OADR provider who tends to rule in the favour of the party
who selects the provider or the party with the highest bargaining power. Statistics
show that the two OADR providers, who obtain most cases, \textit{WIPO Online Dispute
Resolution Centre}, and the \textit{National Arbitration Forum}, are more likely to decide in
favour of the claimant. The claimants win 82.2 per cent of the time with \textit{WIPO Online
Dispute Resolution Centre} and 82.9 per cent of the time with \textit{National Arbitration
Forum}.\textsuperscript{489}

That said, the argument against mandatory OADR schemes must be viewed in a wider
context than ICANN policy. For instance, there is a disparity of bargaining power
between consumers and merchants. This would have apparent implications on
consumers' consent to mandatory schemes in OADR.

National laws apply in some cases irrespective of any choice made by the parties. This
is likely to be found in areas such as consumer protection. Often, laws relating to
consumer protection will strike out choice of law clauses, or else restrict the impact of
such clauses, including dispute settlement clauses, and thus render them ineffective.
This is reasonable since one distinguishing characteristic of consumer protection
issues is the disparity of bargaining power between consumers and merchants. In
actual fact, the disparity of bargaining power between consumers and merchants has
lead legislators to prescribe special terms for consumer contracts.\textsuperscript{490} For example,
Article 5 of the Rome Convention on the law applicable to contractual obligations
reads as follows:

\textsuperscript{488} Article 6 (b) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules"), as
approved by ICANN on the 24\textsuperscript{th} of October 1999, available online at
\textsuperscript{489} Katsh, E., and Rifkin, J., \textit{Online Dispute Resolution: Resolving Conflicts in Cyberspace}, (Jossey-
\textsuperscript{490} Heiskanen, V., "Dispute Resolution in International Electronic Commerce", (1999) 16 \textit{Journal of
International Arbitration} 31.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3 [providing that a contract shall be
governed by the law chosen by the parties], a choice of law made by the
parties shall not have the result of depriving the consumer of the protection
afforded him by the mandatory rules of the law of the country in which he has
his habitual residence.\(^{491}\)

The disparity of bargaining power between consumers and merchants happens
particularly when the reference to out-of-court dispute settlement is exclusive. That is
to say the dispute can no longer be brought before the courts. In this regard, the EU
Recommendations on principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court
settlement of consumer disputes strongly suggests that there are legal limits on the
ability of any ADR system to foreclose access to the court system by consumers. The
Recommendations states that:

Use of the out-of-court alternative may not deprive consumers of their right to
bring the matter before the courts unless they expressly agree to do so, in full
awareness of the facts and only after the dispute has materialised.\(^{492}\)

Similarly, Article 3 of the European Council Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer
Contracts has expressly forbidden the contractual term that excludes or hinders the
consumers' right to take legal action or exercise any other legal remedy, particularly
by requiring the consumer to take disputes exclusively to arbitration. Article 3 reads
as follows:

Member states may provide that clauses are presumptively unfair which
excludes or hinder the consumer's right to take legal action or exercise any
other legal remedy, particularly by requiring the consumer to take disputes
exclusively to arbitration not covered by legal provisions, unduly restricting
the evidence available to him or imposing on him a burden of proof which,
according to the applicable law, should lie with another party to the
contract.\(^{493}\)

\(^{491}\) Article 5 of the Rome Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations, (80/934/EC)
O.J.L. 266.

\(^{492}\) EU Commission, "Recommendations on the Principles Applicable to the Bodies Responsible For
Out-of-Court Settlement of Consumer Disputes", (98/257/EC) O.J.L. 115, available online at
<http://www.cmvm.pt/english_pages/apolo_ao_investidor/31998h0257.pdf>, last visited on the 1st of
October 2003.

O.J.L. 95.
In actual fact Article 3 of the Directive relates to terms which are pre-established by businesses, which includes dispute settlement clauses. In essence, Article 3 of the Directive states that by leaving the choice of dispute settlement mechanism with the consumer, businesses will avoid the risk of having an unfair contract term in their consumer contracts.\textsuperscript{494}

Arguably, mandatory arbitration clauses are designed to give businesses significant advantages in their disputes with consumers. Merchants may know the arbitrators, or the angles of arbitration process more than average consumers. They may have a record or other source of information on arbitrators' decisions. This superior knowledge about the general attitudes and tendencies of the arbitrator gives an advantage to the merchant. But the consumer is regarded generally as economically weaker and less experienced in legal matters than the merchant. The consumer is unlikely to have any information about the prior rulings or background of the suggested arbitrators.\textsuperscript{495}

The disparity of bargaining power occurs quite often when sellers unilaterally specify the terms of the sale, including dispute settlement clauses, and offering them to consumers on a "take it or leave it" basis. In fact, most pre-dispute arbitration clauses are in a standard form. When consumers form post-dispute arbitration agreements, they are likely to be mentally focused on the dispute. In contrast, when they form pre-dispute arbitration agreements, they are unlikely to be focused on the possibility of a dispute, and perhaps unaware of the existence of the arbitration clause. As a matter of fact, it is difficult to perceive pre-imposed arbitration clauses as fair clauses, when the parties do not have equal bargaining power, equal experience in arbitration, equal ability to understand the consequences of contract language, particularly the ramifications of the rights being waived, and an equal ability to insist on clauses being included or excluded in the contract.\textsuperscript{496} In \textit{Arnold v. United Companies Lending Co},\textsuperscript{497}

\textsuperscript{494} De Zylva, M., "Effective Means of Resolving Distance Selling Disputes", (2001) 67 \textit{Arbitration} 236.


\textsuperscript{496} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{497} \textit{Arnold v. United Companies Lending Co.}, 511 S. E. 2d 834 (W. Va. 1998).
the court has characterised mandatory pre-dispute arbitration clauses as the sort of contract that a rabbit might make with a fox.

In the online world, it is crucial that electronic commerce and OADR solutions are not be promoted at the expense of consumer protection standards because consumer protection, which generates consumer confidence, is critical for the continued growth of electronic commerce and OADR.

Article 1 (Sphere of application) of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce provides:

This law does not override any rule of law intended for the protection of consumers.498

A similar viewpoint is adopted in the OECD Guidelines for consumer protection in the context of electronic commerce:

Consumers who participate in electronic commerce should be afforded transparent and effective consumer protection that is not less than the level or protection afforded in other forms of commerce.499

Henry Perritt, a leading author on OADR, has argued that online consumers, due to the internet, are more powerful than offline consumers. This is due to the fact that the internet intensifies competition because it offers consumers a wide array of products and services from different sellers than they would have in geographically defined markets.500

Robert Bordone, another leading author on OADR, has responded to Perritt's argument by saying that Perritt's assertion is paradoxical. Electronic consumers are not always aware of the law and culture applicable in cyberspace, and are often not

represented due to the low monetary value of electronic disputes in general. By contrast, electronic merchants have the greatest experience of the law and culture applicable in cyberspace, and are likely to obtain the finest representation. 501

Elisabeth Thornburg, another leading author on OADR, agreed with Gordone in his argument. She argued also that the disparity of bargaining power between consumers and merchants occurs quite often in the online environment where the contract is usually "take it or leave it" standardised form. According to Thornburg, in order to view the contract, the internet user must click on the "terms and conditions" button and only after he or she has agreed on such terms and conditions, including dispute resolution terms and conditions, the online transaction will continue. This is called click-wrap agreements. Because of the electronic format, an internet user cannot cross out terms and bargain for different terms. In this case, it might be difficult to prove the consent of the parties because consent depends on the existence of choice, and if the choice is absent, the purported consent cannot be said to be voluntary. 502

Obviously, contracts which come as part of a standard form that is not subject to bargaining are called contracts of adhesion. Evidently, determining the voluntary nature of consent is the centrepiece of debates over contracts of adhesion. As a result, mandatory OADR clauses could be seen as imposed through contracts of adhesion, where actual consent by definition is absent. 503

Without doubt, the issue of consent should be at the forefront of any contemplated OADR solutions. Clearly, it is unacceptable to impose mandatory OADR on internet users without their knowledge and consent. Instead, a complainant who wishes to avoid the mandatory nature of OADR proceeding must be able to bring the action in any court that has a jurisdiction over the dispute. Bearing this in mind, there is a strong reason to believe that mandatory OADR schemes would not be enforceable in courts, and that the entire scheme of mandatory OADR might be unworkable.

5.10. Conclusion

OADR is both suitable and important for the development of e-commerce since it encourages people to use the internet as a medium to conduct commerce. However, it must be borne in mind that the foundations of the controversies about OADR is not the use of the internet as a medium to conduct ADR proceedings, rather the controversy has arisen by our conception, as legal scholars, of such a use. This issue does not seem to be grasped thoroughly and analysed constructively by legal scholars.

Accordingly, there is a need to transform our legal thinking with regard to the use of the internet as a medium to conduct ADR proceedings. This is very crucial at this stage of OADR development because such a transformation would envisage that one of the main challenges with OADR in general, and online arbitration, in particular, is that parties may give up some fair process rights to participate and not all may fully understand this. Such a transformation would envisage also the importance of identifying limitations for transporting established dispute resolution systems, such as arbitration, to an electronic commerce environment.

For instance, an in-person oral hearing and the opportunity to fully present a case are the best way to provide the parties with fair process rights. But that may not be practical for disputes involving relatively small amounts and/or located at a great distance from each other, such as electronic disputes. Consequently, an adequate solution may require hearings and presenting cases that can be conducted online. Indeed, compromising some degree of procedural quality in exchange for efficiency and economy would seem permissible, provided that all parties are entitled to a fair opportunity to present their case.

Also, with regard to the use of the internet as a medium to conduct ADR proceedings, the perception of creating a system that is going to offer the fair process that a court system or traditional ADR system would offer needs some revision by legal scholars. Rather than stressing the exaggerated competition between court and out-of-court dispute settlement in cyberspace, and rather than stressing the exaggerated competition between traditional offline ADR mechanisms and OADR solutions in cyberspace, legal scholars must understand that there are some conflicts between
technology and existing law with respect to OADR. Those conflicts are due to the fact that elimination of all or part of usual face-to-face proceedings implies a different application of fairness in the OADR process. It must be underscored therefore that because of the interaction between electronic methods of communication and quality of justice in OADR process, fair process rights might be minimal in cyberspace.

Indeed, the respect for fair process rights in OADR is not only a legal issue. It is also a technical challenge to which an interdisciplinary body of legal scholars and Information technology experts should respond by setting flexible standards as technology could change faster than rules. Fair process can only established if information technology specialists are sufficiently integrated into the legal teams involved in dispute resolution. Many of the issues discussed in this chapter are too complex for legal experts to solve. The creation of fair process therefore depends on building communication between legal experts who are able to explain the problem and information technology experts who are able to understand it.

However, the advances of technology must move cautiously forward so as not to diminish the value of fair process in OADR while increasing its efficiency. There should be a balance between fairness and effectiveness. On the one hand, if too many procedural rules were added to a program in an attempt to make it fair, the program could be too expensive and perhaps slow to be effective. On the other hand, it must be borne in mind that increasing efficiency does not necessarily increase either justice or respect for justice. As a result, OADR solutions should be considered rough justice mechanisms that emphasise fairness in terms of allowing ready access to justice.

It is crucial to avoid that access to justice is limited by doubts as to the effectiveness of the OADR process, and to ensure that facilitating internet users' access to justice, by speeding up or simplifying OADR procedures, do not deny their right in fair process. From this perspective, it becomes clear that the use of the internet to conduct ADR is useless if it does nothing to overcome a limitation, which is access to justice in cyberspace, or if it overcome the particular limitation only by creating a greater obstruction, which is diminishing the value of fair process in online ADR.
Parties must understand that while economical and expeditious resolution of cases is the principal benefit of OADR, this efficiency may come at the expense of some degree of procedural fairness. The parties are therefore deemed to accept to compromise some degree of procedural quality in exchange for faster, less expensive and more effective proceedings. This conforms to a large extent with the notion that access to justice implies that there should be pragmatic solutions to disputes that might go unresolved, and that such solutions should make economic sense. This conforms also with the notion that the ability to resolve a dispute, as compared to dispute resolution in practice, is a very important concern in cyberspace. It is one thing that a disputant has the right to resolve a dispute in cyberspace, and it is another thing whether he or she will actually do so in practice. Indeed, barriers to actually exercise existing rights and access to legal remedies will have an apparent impact on the expansion and growth of e-commerce.

Consequently, taking into account the eight elements which are commonly associated with fair process that have been examined in this chapter, it has been concluded that independence and transparency are of paramount importance, and, therefore, they cannot be sacrificed, under any circumstances, in order to increase efficiency of the OADR process.

As mentioned before, this is the position taken by all the respondents of the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis. Half of the respondents are OADR academics and the other half are OADR practitioners. OADR academics and OADR practitioners agree on the paramount importance of independence and transparency in OADR schemes which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics’ views, and practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners’ views, confirm that OADR independence must be guaranteed by adequate arrangements and OADR mechanism must be as transparent as possible. With regard to independence, all the respondents believe that although OADR providers are given positions which ensure the operation of the system, OADR independence must be guaranteed by adequate arrangements. And with regard to transparency, all the respondents believe that when ADR is carried out through the internet in the form of OADR, where there is a lack of face-to-face interaction, and where there is relatively little knowledge on the part of internet users about OADR,
parties may give up some fair process rights to participate, and not all may fully understand this matter. Therefore, effective OADR mechanism must be as transparent as possible.\textsuperscript{504}

But with regard to the other six elements which are commonly associated with fair process that have been examined in this chapter, one can argue that they can be sacrificed to some extent in order to increase efficiency of the OADR process. With regard to their importance to the value of fair process of OADR, they can be arranged in the following chronological order. First, cost allocation in OADR schemes. Second, data protection in OADR proceedings. Third, the authenticity of OADR proceedings. Fourth, the liberty of participation in OADR schemes. Fifth, accessibility to OADR schemes. And sixth, customs in OADR schemes.

\textsuperscript{504} OADR practitioner one, OADR practitioner two, OADR academic three, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, OADR practitioner six, OADR academic seven, and OADR academic eight.
Chapter Six: Enforcement, Recognition, and Compliance with OADR Outcome(s)

6.1. Introduction

With international e-commerce growing constantly, stability of expectation in both the resolution and enforcement of electronic disputes is critical. Clearly, there is no point in discussing applicable remedies to internet disputes without promoting at the same time appropriate enforcement mechanisms. From this perspective, OADR could be viewed as an exercise in futility if there is no efficient mechanism in place to enforce the outcome(s). Indeed, access to justice is only meaningful where the outcome(s) of the OADR proceedings can be enforced.

Enforcement of OADR outcome(s) poses no problem when it is in the interest of both parties to fulfil their agreement. It may be suggested therefore that OADR requires no enforcement mechanisms because its enforcement comes from the willingness of the parties to abide by it.

Enforcement of OADR agreements is somewhat artificial because the essence of OADR is that the parties agree to the solution and that in most cases this in itself gives force to the solution agreed. In actual fact, the flexibility of OADR overcomes many of the difficulties associated with enforcement. In OADR, parties can set out their relevant rules of enforcement depending on their needs and interests. Structures through which the parties reach their own resolution, such as OADR, reduce the need for complicated enforcement mechanisms. Indeed, the primary purpose of an online alternative dispute resolution model is to help disputants reach amicable, consensus building, and value creating agreements on their own without need of sanctions or enforcement.

In this respect, respondent eight in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis noted:

Compliance is normally achieved in ADR through consensus and the will of the parties. There is not normally any need to enforce. If there is a failure to honour a settlement, there are a lot of ways in the real world of revisiting the
matter, such as, more discussion, negotiation, mediation, arbitration, blacklisting, withdrawal of services, adverse publicity, courts, etc. It depends on the parties, the dispute, and the circumstances.

However, the enforcement difficulties associated with global networks may suggest that enforcement can be best achieved through technological measures. In fact, where small amounts of money are involved, as it is the case in most internet disputes, and where an e-business, most probably, will have no assets within the jurisdictional reach of the internet user, providing some other means to minimise the problem of enforceability, such as technological measures, becomes pressing.

In advancing this issue, this chapter will find out whether the internet itself, without governmental back up effort, can be viewed as an effective enforcement tool in cyberspace. This will become of particular importance in the analysis of OADR enforcement because of the internet’s enforcement capabilities as a medium to conduct the proceedings of ADR. Therefore, entirely new concepts regarding the enforcement of OADR outcome(s) could be effectuated within the internet itself, such as, the employment of online codes of conduct as an enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s) and the employment of online disconnection or exile of the rule breakers as enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s). This chapter will discuss these two issues separately.

However, accountability in OADR may be based around institutional arrangements and not the medium, i.e., the internet. This is particularly true in complex societies engaging in large scale exchange such as online marketplace. Without institutional constraints, the enforcement of OADR outcome(s) might pose severe problems. Besides, the enforceability of an OADR outcome(s) might be a problematic issue if procedures are not fair and do not comply with fair process.

Consequently, where appropriate, this chapter will proceed to discuss the governmental role in OADR enforcement through its court system, since enforcement

---

505 OADR academic eight.
in OADR schemes might depend on having a contract or award that would be recognised by a court of law.

6.2. Online Codes of Conduct as an Enforcement Tool of OADR

Outcome(s)

A seal or trust mark is displayed by companies or individuals that meet the standards of a code of conduct, to be awarded by respected self-regulation organisation. This organisation initially and then periodically performs quality control on the compliance with its code of conduct. In this scenario, OADR schemes are linked to the seal displayed at the trader web site, and the organisation which has awarded the seal will immediately take away the seal if a company does not comply with the outcome of OADR. This fact could be made a part of the seal company's reliability report, and made available to consumers making pre-purchase inquiries. Indeed, if disputes do occur, the connection of an OADR mechanism to a code of conduct will ensure the implementation of OADR outcome(s) because the incentive is in this case created by the possible removal of the trust mark. 507

For example, the Better Business Bureau (BBB) Online Reliability Program includes over 4300 trust mark holder engaged in online commerce, encompassing almost 6000 web sites. This is the largest trust mark program on the internet. The subscribers are contractually committed to a set of standards, which require among other things that the online company must conform to BBB dispute resolution mechanisms that utilises OADR schemes. The BBB Online Reliability Program will immediately take away the seal if a company does not comply with the outcome of the OADR mechanisms. 508 Similarly, the “Squaretrade” seal program commits a merchant to participate in OADR process if a problem occurs. It costs $7.50 per month and currently attracts several thousand new members each month. 509


In actual fact, legal adjudication and sanctions play an important role in the formation of trust, but it is at most a subsidiary role. Legal sanctions rarely make a significant contribution to the construction of trust and the invocation of the legal process can damage perceptions of trustworthiness. It is when trust based on reputation or course of dealing initially is absent or breaks down that legal sanctions can provide indispensable security.\(^\text{510}\)

Codes of conduct are multiplying rapidly on the internet in order to ensure good business practices and thus help to safeguard consumer interests and build their confidence.\(^\text{511}\) The majority of the respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that, by its nature, a code of conduct is a mean of preventing disputes from occurring in the first place because it could serve as a governance mechanism capable of assuring trustworthy behaviour. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Half of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR academics and the other half are OADR practitioners. OADR academics and OADR practitioners agree on this issue which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics’ views, and practical experience and knowledge, which can be deduced from practitioners’ views, support the use of codes of conduct in OADR.\(^\text{512}\)

Article 16 of the European Directive on Electronic Commerce urges national governments to encourage the drawing up of these codes by trade, industry, professional and consumer organisations. Article 16 reads as follows:

\[
(1) \text{Member States and the Commission shall encourage: (a) the drawing up of codes of conduct at Community level, by trade, professional and consumer associations or organisations, designed to contribute to the proper implementation of Articles 5 to 15; (b) the voluntary transmission of draft codes of conduct at national or Community level to the Commission; (c) the accessibility of these codes of conduct in the Community languages by electronic means; (d) the communication to the Member States and the}
\]


\(^{512}\) OADR practitioner two, OADR practitioner four, OADR academic five, OADR practitioner six, OADR academic seven, and OADR academic eight.
Commission, by trade, professional and consumer associations or organisations, of their assessment of the application of their codes of conduct and their impact upon practices, habits or customs relating to electronic commerce. (2) Member States and the Commission shall encourage the involvement of associations or organisations representing consumers in the drafting and implementation of codes of conduct affecting their interests and drawn up in accordance with paragraph 1 (a). 513

That said, it must be pointed out that there are several drawbacks with codes of conduct as an enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s). Henry Perritt, a leading author on OADR, argues that online self-enforcement models that employ social pressure, such as online codes of conduct, cannot be completely successful because these mechanisms have not contemplated the lack of person-to-person contact and the scope of the electronic marketplace. Self-enforcement models that employ social pressure are likely to work only when attributes of real social communities exist. Such attributes do not exist on the internet. 514

Ethan Katsh, Janet Rifkin, and Alan Gaitenby, some of the leading writers on OADR, have reached the same conclusion by stating that the argument that codes of conduct in the internet that seek to implement OADR programs can amount to enforcement efforts is flawed. 515

The significance of the removal of the trust mark, as an incentive for the implementation of OADR outcome(s), would actually be difficult to assess because the value of a trust mark for a web site is not easy to evaluate. Besides, several online businesses might provide different seals. This may result in confusing the consumers. This is duplicated by the fact that there is no set of benchmarks by which the consumers can judge the relative merits of such initiatives. As a result, there is a risk that general acceptance of codes of conduct will be undermined by substandard codes of conduct. 516

In actual fact, control is necessary in codes of conduct. It is important to create a mechanism which ensures that a seal is not artificially placed on a web site and to ensure no fraudulent reuse of the seal. However, it is not difficult, by using available technology, to imitate the appearance and behaviour of trust marks, and displaying a code subscriber's membership of a code, both by non-members and by members whose status has lapsed. Overcoming the problem of initial trust is one of the greatest barriers for merchants, especially Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs), to successfully enter the online market. Codes of conduct cannot overcome the problem of lacking initial trust in online businesses, since they usually require a merchant to be in business for a certain time before it can be considered for the reliability seal. For example, BBB Online requires a merchant to be in business for at least a year before it can be considered for the reliability seal.\(^{517}\)

6.3. Online Disconnection as an Enforcement Tool of OADR

Outcome(s)

Henry Perritt, a leading author on OADR, argues that control over a valuable resource by private persons or entities can become a source of private regulation because such a private entity has the authority to exclude others from a resource and to regulate the access and use of the resource. In other words, resource control generates a self-enforcing regime. For example, the authority of ICANN over domain name holders does not derive so much from its legal status than from the control by ICANN of the resource that is valuable to the domain name holders, i.e. the access of the web pages of a domain name.\(^{518}\)

Similarly, Colin Rule, another leading author on OADR, argues that one of the reasons for the success of the ICANN Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) is the fact that it is self-executing, i.e. the UDRP provides for its own mechanism for enforcement of final panel's decisions. ICANN possesses the electronic enforcement tool for decisions rendered by arbitrators due to its control of the database which converts domain names into Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. This enforceability is uniquely achievable because the parties who wish to use domain
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\(^{518}\) Perritt, H., "Towards a Hybrid Regulatory Scheme for the Internet", [2001] University of Chicago Legal Forum 237.
names cannot do so without accepting the terms and conditions of UDRP which utilises OADR. Indeed, given the character and the subject of domain name disputes, the possible solution of the conflict, which would be either the rejection of the complaint or the transfer of the respective domain name, can be enforced quite easily since the enforcement would be carried out by private authorities without the intervention of public authorities.\textsuperscript{519}

As a result, although the online disconnection as an enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s) lacks the binding force because it does not result from the command of a sovereign as it has not been enacted by Parliament or endorsed in an international convention, it has a mechanism of coercion to obtain compliance with the rules.

That said, online disconnection as an enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s) must be viewed in a wider context than ICANN policy. Generally speaking, the internet has participated largely in the globalisation of trade practices in the form of e-commerce. But it is impossible to take advantage of the context of online marketplace and the rules for participating in this marketplace to enforce compliance. For example, in a large marketplace such as E-bay, it may be important that eviction from the business of the marketplace would carry heavier economic consequences than abiding by an unfavourable decision of an OADR provider. This solution, however, would hardly work with one-shot players who are always capable of changing their online identity.\textsuperscript{520}

Besides, there is less control and less conformity in the online world. For example, exclusion of the online world does not mean the end of the e-business. This can never be the case in an open commercial structure such as the internet. Electronic commerce is characterised by its high degree of autonomy. Online merchants can be manufacturers, marketers and distributors of their products or services at the same time. This is especially the case in regards to merchants providing services or information, which can be intangible and self-generated. Clearly, cyberspace reduces


costs associated with the distribution of information, thus encouraging growth in
information distribution activities. In actual fact, there is an inherent logic in using the
internet to buy and sell such products that need never be more than digital bits. One of
the unique aspects of electronic commerce is that, unlike transactions involving
physical goods, delivery of digitised information products such as software, movies,
music, can be accomplished entirely within the network itself. Already, the largest
segment of B-to-C electronic commerce involves intangible products that can be
delivered directly over the network to the consumer's computer. There are five
categories encompassing the range of intangible products in this segment:
entertainment, travel, newspapers and periodicals, financial service, and electronic
mails. As a result, the dependency and interdependency on suppliers, distributors,
trading partners, or entrance to physical trading places diminishes.521

At this stage, it seems appropriate to discuss the role of internet service providers and
domain name registration authorities in the online disconnection model as an
enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s).

6.3.1. The Role of Internet Service Providers and Domain Name Registration
Authorities in the Online Disconnection Model as an Enforcement Tool of OADR
Outcome(s)

The history of dispute resolution in a given new territory often starts out as a right
given to the owner of that territory. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Domain
Name Registration Authorities could be perceived as the owners of cyberspace
because the internet is a decentralised law making power model, where the ISPs and
Domain Name Registration Authorities, rather than territorially-based states, become
the essential units of governance. In effect, internet users consent via contracts with
ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities to delegate the task of rule making to
them and confer sovereignty on them. The aggregate of the choices made by ISPs and
Domain Name Registration Authorities about rules to impose and internet users'

ability to move into and out of these distinct rule-sets is a powerful guarantee that the resulting distribution of rules is a just one. In this scenario, the Law of the Internet emerges, not from the decision of some high territorially-based authority, but as the aggregate of the choices made by ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities about what rules to impose, and by internet users’ ability to move into and out of these distinct rule-sets. In effect, the task of rule making is delegated by internet users to ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities where users can choose among these ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities.\textsuperscript{522}

Besides, given that in very many cases where the law have to deal with large numbers of individuals, such as internet disputes, the attempt is made to require some third party to act in an intermediary category, and given that an individual wishing to obtain access to the electronic commerce world is generally required to act through the agency of an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a Domain Name Registration Authority, it can be said that failure to comply with OADR outcomes could be a basis for those who facilitate the electronic business' sales, such as ISPs, to deny future services to that business, and for those who facilitate the electronic business' existence on the internet, such as domain name registration authorities, to place infringing domain names on hold status, which means the restraint of the use of the domain name and making it unavailable to either party, i.e., trademark owner and domain name holder, pending resolution of the dispute.\textsuperscript{523}

In fact, ISPs can exile any party failing to comply with an OADR outcome(s) in domain name disputes because, in order to register a domain name with a domain name registrar, the applicant has to file an application which would state \textit{inter alia} certain technical information about how internet traffic to that domain name will be handled. Typically this requirement is satisfied by listing an ISP who has agreed to receive internet traffic in the name of the applicant.\textsuperscript{524}

\textsuperscript{523} Ibid. 1371.
\textsuperscript{524} Ibid. 1379.
ISPs can also restrict access to the challenged domain name, and failure to comply with OADR outcomes could be a basis for the transfer or revocation of the domain name. Clearly, ISPs could be the enforcing arm for a third party neutral decision, through temporary suspension or, preventing the domain name holder use of the domain permanently, or even through considering the disputed web site as a not valid internet connection. Indeed, ISPs have an extremely powerful enforcement tool at their disposal. ISPs can even serve as the functional equivalent of local government enforcement agencies to ensure that sanctions against wrong-doers are carried through.525

In this regard, the *Virtual Magistrate*, an OADR provider, has stated that any ISP may require users to refer complaints to the *Virtual Magistrate* arbitration program, and, as an ISP, to take actions consistent with the decision of the arbitrator(s) in order to support the enforcement of the decision.526

Similarly, WIPO in its Final Report on the Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses has endorsed direct enforcement of decisions by ISPs. It has provided that ISPs should take the necessary action to implement an OADR provider determination, e.g. cancellation of the domain name registration or its transfer to the trademark owner.527

That said, there are three points that must be made clear in this context. First, ISPs are owners or managers of systems on which information distribution activities take place. They provide the accounts, software, and other means that allow one to engage in such communicative activities. However, although they may not have any control over or involvement in these activities, they may be held liable for the action of their subscribers. ISPs face a difficult choice when their subscribers, or third parties, bring to their attention allegations of certain communications appearing on their system,


such as, trademark infringement, and therefore, exposing them to possible liability. There is a risk of liability if they leave such communication appearing on their system unmodified, i.e. do nothing, where then complainant’s claim of injury turns out to be a valid claim. And there is a risk of liability if they delete such communication appearing on their system, where then complainant’s claim of injury turns out to be an invalid claim. It would seem rather unjust to hold ISPs liable for any information that happened to pass through their system. The volume of internet traffic is such that no ISP could check the contents of all information without imposing a severe bottleneck on the system, and effectively halt traffic. Indeed, were such an obligation to be imposed then the internet and e-commerce would cease to expand. 528

Equally, as domain names have become valuable properties, there has been growing conflict over the rights to these names, and over who has the rights to create them. Many of domain name disputes have involved the organisations responsible for the registration and administration of domain names, exposing them to potential liability and complicating their task of running the domain name registration process. Therefore, Domain Name Registration Authorities have devised policies in the attempt to limit their exposure in these disputes. For example, Article 3 (b) (xiv) of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the “Rules”) states that:

Complainant agrees that its claims and remedies concerning the registration of the domain name, the dispute, or the dispute's resolution shall be solely against the domain-name holder and waives all such claims and remedies against (a) the dispute-resolution provider and panelists, except in the case of deliberate wrongdoing, (b) the registrar, (c) the registry administrator, and (d) the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, as well as their directors, officers, employees, and agents. 529

Also, Article 6 of the ICANN Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) states that:

We will not participate in any way in any dispute between you and any party other than us regarding the registration and use of your domain name. You shall not


name us as a party or otherwise include us in any such proceeding. In the event that we are named as a party in any such proceeding, we reserve the right to raise any and all defences deemed appropriate, and to take any other action necessary to defend ourselves.\textsuperscript{530}

However, Domain Name Registration Authorities' dilemma is not distinctively different from that of the ISPs. If a name is retained following a challenge from a trademark owner, there is the possibility that the trademark owner may regard the Domain Name Registration Authority as jointly liable with the domain name holder. And if the name is withdrawn following a complaint, an action may be brought by the domain name holder alleging an intentional interference with a prospective business advantage through the potential usage of the disputed domain name.\textsuperscript{531}

Second, insofar as a consensual based model of enforcement on the internet needs to obtain deference from local sovereigns, ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities must avoid fostering activities that threaten the vital interests of territorial governments. This is not feasible because effective enforcement regimes would be endangered when only technical standard setting is involved because linkage to state-based coercive power is needed in order to ensure fair process. For example, although ISPs can deny future service to a fraudulent electronic business, theoretically speaking, it cannot determine the legal aspect of a dispute. In the context of domain names disputes, the deployment of technical standards only would be limited to determinations of the status of the contested domain name registration through appropriate changes to the domain name database, and thus, domain name registration authorities are not concerned with the validity of trademarks infringement. As a result, domain name registration authorities should not decide by itself when to cut off a domain name, instead, such decisions should come only from competent bodies. Indeed, given that an internet domain name is the personal property of a domain name owner, there should be fair process prior to its taking or placing it on hold because

\textsuperscript{530} Article 6 of ICANN Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), as approved by ICANN on the 24\textsuperscript{th} of October 1999, available online at <http://www.icann.org/dndr/udrp/policy.htm>, last visited on the 1\textsuperscript{st} of October 2003.

such practice could have disastrous consequences for successfully established e-commerce enterprises.\textsuperscript{532}

And third, the emphases on the role of ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities, by contemplating the use of disconnection, denial or termination of access to the internet and/or domain names, will be ineffective because rule violators, due to technical nature of the internet, can find easily alternative internet access that is beyond the reach of the ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities. Henry Perritt, a leading author on OADR, has put it as follows:

\begin{quote}
It is as painless as calling one telephone number instead of another.\textsuperscript{533}
\end{quote}

As said earlier, the OECD has noted that:

The internet’s anonymity, mobility, and global reach, all worked to substantially increase the potential for harm because the identity and the actual physical location of the people behind it will generally be very hard to track.\textsuperscript{534}

As a result, enforcement regimes that involve only technical standard setting will not, in practical terms, deter cyber disputes, and thus, undermine the trust in OADR solutions entirely. It must be borne in mind however that although technical measures obviously cannot resolve legal issues, they can help to enforce certain rules, constraints, and responsibilities. Besides, it must be borne in mind also that although the crystallisation of such a route of technical measures of enforcement of certain rules, constraints, and responsibilities would require an extraordinary degree of cooperation which is not feasible at present, one must be careful not to dismiss the idea that this problem might be eased by some sort of technological improvement in the future.\textsuperscript{535}


In the meantime, it is clear that the concept of establishing a network of ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities and internet users who could exile any party failing to comply with an OADR outcome, as a route of enforcement, is at the present time aspirational rather than rational. What is certain at this stage is that the role of ISPs and Domain Name Registration Authorities in the online disconnection model as an enforcement tool of OADR outcome(s), without governmental back up effort, cannot be viewed as a sole guarantor to achieve accountability and bring enforcement in OADR schemes, and thus, encourage the growth of e-commerce.

6.4. The Role of the Court System in the Enforcement of OADR Outcome

Private groups are able to resolve disputes privately, but for enforcement, they usually rely on governmental effective enforcement mechanisms. For instance, the successful history of private arbitration shows that adjudication may be conducted by private entities but subject to governmental effective enforcement mechanisms, particularly, when the power of the state is sought to back up decisions by the private adjudicative bodies since arbitrators have very few coercive powers in the event of default in compliance with their orders. In fact, for the most part the arbitrators are dependent on the court’s exercise of its supportive powers to secure compliance with their orders. But clearly, the quality of the processing performed by the arbitration tribunal appointed by the parties is very important with respect to admissibility of the arbitration award by national judges. Enforcement in arbitration would depend on having an award that would be recognised by a court of law. On the one hand, the recognition of an award is a shield; this means that the arbitration ruling will operate as a *res judicata* bar in subsequent national court litigation. The enforcement, on the other hand, is a sword; this means that a national court will treat the arbitration ruling as a valid judgement, for example, it would execute the judgement against the assets of a non-compliant party.\(^{536}\)

In cyberspace, enforcement in courts would require the legal recognition of OADR outcome(s). OADR schemes will not be acceptable in the long run unless they are

backed up by governmental effective enforcement mechanism through court system because they present real protection.

Some respondents in the survey that has been undertaken for the purpose of this thesis believe that unless national courts recognise the OADR process as valid, the OADR is ineffectual and may be seen as an exercise in futility. The rest of the respondents were undecided on this issue. Among the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue there is only one OADR academic which suggests that a theoretical perspective based on academics' views confirms the importance of the courts' recognition of OADR outcome(s) in order not to be seen as an exercise in futility. But the rest of the respondents who stated their opinions on this issue are OADR practitioners, and not OADR academics, which suggest that their opinions are based on their practical knowledge and experience with the importance of courts' recognition of OADR outcome(s) in order not to be seen as an exercise in futility.537

The outcomes of an OADR process may constitute settlement proposals which have to be accepted by the parties, such as electronic mediation, or may be binding on the parties, such as electronic arbitration. By definition, electronic mediation is not binding and electronic arbitration is binding. As a result, one has to think in two different ways because there are two different kinds of electronic documents to be enforced; there are electronic mediation settlements and there are electronic awards. Both have to be dealt with differently in national and international settings.

In mediation, coercion plays no role whatsoever in the effort to resolve disputes. In mediation process, at no point are participants obligated to do anything against their will and the process is voluntarily from beginning to end. Mediation needs the consent of all parties in order to be binding. As a result, it has been argued that the strength of mediation is that nothing is imposed on parties which eliminate enforcement issues. The underlying theory of mediation is that parties who freely and equally come to mutually satisfactory and beneficial agreement will also be committed to carrying out the agreement. Indeed, mediation settlements are self-enforcing in the sense that the parties have agreed voluntarily to their implementation. Besides, it must be stressed

537 OADR practitioner two, OADR practitioner six, and OADR academic seven.
that a resolution arising out of mediation is binding to the extent that the parties want it to be. This means that the parties can agree to certain enforcement mechanisms. They can even structure their deal to minimise opportunities for non-compliance. The neutral also can facilitate the structuring of an agreement with mutual incentives aimed at maximising compliance.\(^538\)

However, it must be borne in mind that if parties reach a settlement agreement in mediation, it can be legally binding as a contract and is enforceable in that capacity. In other words, if the parties agree to a settlement, where their consent may constitute a contract, such a settlement will, in general, be analysed as a contract. If an agreement made in mediation is breached this may give rise to another dispute which the parties may refer to mediation, arbitration, or litigation as they have agreed or as they see fit. For instance, where a party to a signed agreement of mediation fails to comply with its terms, the other party to the agreement may make a motion to a judge for judgement in the terms of the agreement, and the judge may grant judgement accordingly.\(^539\)

In arbitration, the enforcement could be generally easier than mediation. At a national level, arbitration, as an established legal practice, is recognised by many national jurisdictions. In the context of arbitration, the court intervention in arbitrator’s decision is one of the perplexed issues in arbitration because of the increased sensitivity of arbitral independence and finality. Consequently, a party's ability to invoke the jurisdiction of the court in defiance of an agreement to arbitrate is undesired.\(^540\)

In England, there is a public policy in courts against reopening issues already determined by the arbitrators. The general view was since the parties had entrusted their dispute to the adjudicator of their choice on issues of both fact and law they took the chance of error and should not be allowed further bites at the cherry. Besides, courts have an interest in avoiding the business of reviewing arbitration agreements.

\(^{539}\) Ibid. 115.
This goal is best accomplished by setting the precedent of upholding arbitration agreements that meet minimum standards of fair process. Generally, English courts respect arbitration agreements and see them as a way to avoid possibly unnecessary and costly litigation, and, therefore, they want to further arbitration goals of efficiency and cost effectiveness. If arbitral tribunals are too often required to resort to court upon indeterminate points of law, this practice may amount to a rehearing of the case already decided by the arbitrators and too often it necessitates the case being remitted to them for further findings of fact. This is obviously against the philosophy of arbitration which is basically to lessen the courts burden. If this practice is inevitable in certain circumstances, it is highly recommended that the use of this procedure should be severely controlled.⁵⁴¹

In the Parliamentary debate over the Arbitration Bill 1996, which became the Arbitration Act 1996, MP John Taylor (the Minister for Competition and Consumer Affairs) said, while introducing the Bill's purpose in the improvement of the Law of Arbitration in England:

We propose to curtail the ability of the court to intervene in that private arbitral process except where the assistance of the court is clearly necessary to move the arbitration forward. At the same time, we must uphold the integrity of the arbitral process by allowing access to courts where there has been or is likely to be a case of manifest injustice.⁵⁴²

In Sanghi Polyesters Ltd. (India) v. The International Investor (KCFC) (Kuwait),⁵⁴³ it has been noted that the finality and confidentiality of arbitration are lost if an award comes before the court for judicial review.

Similarly, in Danae Air Transport ASA v. Air Canada,⁵⁴⁴ English judges have enforced arbitration despite contract provisions that set out the recourse in permissive rather than mandatory language.

---

At an international level, the recognition and enforcement of foreign awards are regulated by New York Convention and notions of private international law. Binding arbitral awards are dealt with as if they were final judgements of a court in the envisioned state of enforcement. If litigation is commenced after arbitration has taken place it may be defended on the basis that the issues which have been arbitrated are res judicata, i.e. they have already been adjudicated upon and cannot be re-opened. In actual fact, the award is even more binding than a court decree because, generally speaking, arbitration awards are open to judicial review in limited circumstances. 545

In England, the Arbitration Act 1996 re-enacts previous legislation (the Arbitration Act 1975) which implemented the New York Convention by incorporating into English law the provisions for the recognition and enforcement of awards contained in the New York Convention. This gives effect to the United Kingdom's obligations under the New York Convention to which it is a party. 546

The Arbitration Act 1975 gave effect in the United Kingdom to the 1958 New York Convention. Section 3(1) of the Arbitration Act 1975 provided for the enforcement of the convention awards either by action or in the same manner as the award of an arbitrator is enforceable by virtue of section 26 of the Arbitration Act 1950. 547

Before that, part II of the Arbitration Act 1950 gave effect in the United Kingdom to the 1927 Geneva Convention on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards. Part II of the Arbitration Act 1950 provided for the enforcement of foreign awards either by action or in the same manner as the award of an arbitrator is enforceable by virtue of section 26 of this Act. 548

At present, part III of the Arbitration Act 1996 which consists of sections 99-104 deals with awards to which the New York Convention applies. Section 99 preserves part II of the 1950 Act, which provides for the enforcement of Awards under the

548 Ibid. 425.
Geneva Convention 1927. It has no application to awards which are New York Convention awards, which must therefore be enforced under sections 100-104. Nevertheless, since nearly all parties to the Geneva Convention 1927 are now parties to the New York Convention 1958, few awards will fall to be dealt with under the provisions of Part II of the 1950 Act. In this regard, Article VII (2) of the New York Convention 1958 provides that the Geneva Convention only remains in force as between state parties which have not subsequently become parties to the New York Convention. The Article reads:

The Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses of 1923 and the Geneva Convention on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1927 shall cease to have effect between Contracting States on their becoming bound and to the extent that they become bound, by this Convention.

Sections 100-104 of the Arbitration Act 1996 replaced provisions formerly in the Arbitration Act 1975. Sections 101 and 103 are of particular importance in part III of the Act. On the one hand, the first part of section 101 of the Arbitration Act 1996 provides that a New York Convention Award is recognised under English law as binding on the persons as between whom it was made. The rest of the section specifies how a party may either enforce such an award or rely upon it as a defence, set off or otherwise in any legal proceedings in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. Generally speaking, the enforcement can be sought directly under the section by applying for leave of the court to enforce the award in the same manner as a judgement or order of the High Court or a county court. Section 101 reads as follows:

(1) A New York Convention award shall be recognised as binding on the persons as between whom it was made, and may accordingly be relied on by those persons by way of defence, set-off or otherwise in any legal proceedings in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. (2) A New York Convention award may, by leave of the court, be enforced in the same manner as a judgment or order of the court to the same effect.

Section 101 of the Arbitration Act 1996.
On the other hand, the basic premise of section 103 of the Arbitration Act 1996 is that a party seeking recognition or enforcement of a New York Convention award must have its application granted unless one or more of the circumstances set out in this section apply. In such a case, the court may refuse to recognise or enforce the award.\(^{553}\) Section 103 reads as follows:

(1) Recognition or enforcement of a New York Convention award shall not be refused except in the following cases. (2) Recognition or enforcement of the award may be refused if the person against whom it is invoked proves (a) that a party to the arbitration agreement was (under the law applicable to him) under some incapacity; (b) that the arbitration agreement was not valid under the law to which the parties subjected it or, failing any indication thereon, under the law of the country where the award was made; (c) that he was not given proper notice of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his case; (d) that the award deals with a difference not contemplated by or not falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration or contains decisions on matters beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration (but see subsection (4)); (e) that the composition of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitral procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties or, failing such agreement, with the law of the country in which the arbitration took place; (f) that the award has not yet become binding on the parties, or has been set aside or suspended by a competent authority of the country in which, or under the law of which, it was made. (3) Recognition or enforcement of the award may also be refused if the award is in respect of a matter which is not capable of settlement by arbitration, or if it would be contrary to public policy to recognise or enforce the award.\(^{554}\)

That said, it must be pointed out that the ICANN uses a non-binding arbitration to resolve disputes. Either party may appeal to a court of competent jurisdiction before the mandatory proceeding has commenced, after such proceeding has concluded, and during the proceedings, subject to the panel's determination as to what to do, including termination. Article 4 (k) of the ICANN Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) reads as follows:

The mandatory administrative proceeding requirements set forth in Paragraph 4 shall not prevent either you or the complainant from submitting the dispute to a court of competent jurisdiction for independent resolution before such mandatory administrative proceeding is commenced or after such proceeding is concluded. If an Administrative Panel decides that your domain name registration should be cancelled or transferred, we will wait ten business days


\(^{554}\) Section 103 of the Arbitration Act 1996.
(as observed in the location of our principal office) after we are informed by the applicable Provider of the Administrative Panel's decision before implementing that decision. We will then implement the decision unless we have received from you during that ten (10) business day period official documentation (such as a copy of a complaint, file-stamped by the clerk of the court) that you have commenced a lawsuit against the complainant in a jurisdiction to which the complainant has submitted under Paragraph 3 (b) (xiii) of the Rules of Procedure. (In general, that jurisdiction is either the location of our principal office or of your address as shown in our Whois database. (See Paragraph 1 and 3 (b) (xiii) of the Rules of Procedure for details) If we receive such documentation within the ten (10) business day period, we will not implement the Administrative Panel's decision, and we will take no further action, until we receive (i) evidence satisfactory to us of a resolution between the parties; (ii) evidence satisfactory to us that your lawsuit has been dismissed or withdrawn; or (iii) a copy of an order from such court dismissing your lawsuit or ordering that you do not have the right to continue to use your domain name.555

Also Article 18 of the Rules for Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (the "Rules") states that:

(a) In the event of any legal proceedings initiated prior to or during an administrative proceeding in respect of a domain-name dispute that is the subject of the complaint, the Panel shall have the discretion to decide whether to suspend or terminate the administrative proceeding, or to proceed to a decision. (b) In the event that a Party initiates any legal proceedings during the pendency of an administrative proceeding in respect of a domain-name dispute that is the subject of the complaint, it shall promptly notify the Panel and the Provider.556

The non-exclusivity of ICANN policy was confirmed in Broad Bridge v. Hypercd.com.557 In this case, the Southern District Court of New York ruled that a trademark owner may at the same time commence arbitration proceedings under UDRP and litigation proceeding under the US trademark law.

In actual fact, according to some authors, UDRP lacks the finality of international arbitration because of its non-binding character, which is by definition, excludes recognition and enforcement under the New York Convention. This, in turn, might

---

cause legal uncertainty and undermine confidence in the whole process of OADR which is utilised in UDRP, and thus, minimise the growth of e-commerce.\textsuperscript{558}

6.5. Conclusion

At present, enforceability of outcome(s) is the weakest point of OADR procedures. OADR outcome(s) enforcement cannot effectively rely on either particular incentive to perform, such as online codes of conduct, or on a mechanism that allows an enforcement of the decision by private authorities, such as online disconnection. Instead, online codes of conduct and online disconnection might be viewed as two viable techniques that work at first level stages of enforcement. Consequently, given that the issue of enforcement in ADR schemes might depend on having a settlement agreement in mediation that can be legally binding as a contract, or an arbitration award that would be recognised by a court of law, it is important to recognise that in the modernisation of the ADR procedures in the form of OADR, one must take care not to diminish its legality. Consequently, ICANN may need to consider the use of binding arbitration in order to deal with domain name disputes.

Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Note Concerning Further Research

7.1. Conclusions

OADR is a valid proposition and perhaps the preferred system for resolving disputes that inevitably arise in e-commerce, such as, B-to-C internet transactions disputes and domain names disputes. This is due to the fact that OADR protects internet users' interests while not harming the interest of the information technology industry and, most importantly, not hindering the flourishing of electronic commerce.

Generally speaking, the benefits of the use of the internet as a medium to conduct the proceedings of ADR, in the form of online ADR, in internet commercial disputes, comfortably outweigh the problems that might result from shortcomings of such a use. It should be plain, however, that the success of OADR depends upon the success of the project to more effectively deliver justice and fair process.

It is crucial that we continue to remind ourselves of the benefits that can reasonably be expected from OADR. The major benefits should be:
1. Increased efficiency and so cutting of costs
2. Better productivity and so reduction in delays
3. Improved access to justice because of the international and decentralised nature of both the internet and alternative dispute resolution. OADR will be international model that offers private rather than sovereign solutions.
4. Greater public confidence in the electronic marketplace because OADR will become an essential element for the proper functioning of e-commerce and for the enhancement of confidence in this medium.

However, given the increasing conceptual questions hidden behind the practicality of OADR solutions, it would be too ambitious to identify OADR as a comprehensive solution for internet commercial disputes. The use of the internet as a medium to conduct the proceedings of ADR in the form of OADR is evolving. Nevertheless, the internet is still not universally viewed as a tool that can resolve disputes by utilising ADR techniques. None of the 19 OADR providers that have been assessed for the purpose of this thesis seem to be overrun with cases.
It must be recognised that many jurisdictions may be unwilling to defer entirely to OADR mechanisms, particularly while these mechanisms are only beginning to develop. The use of OADR for the resolution of electronic commercial disputes is still evolving, and new concepts need to be further developed, assessed, and clarified. There are probably more questions than answers in the context of OADR. So far only the first steps have been taken and interesting developments lie. As a result, there is a need to allow room for a lot of experimentation, a lot of choices to develop, and time to evaluate these experiments and choices as they grow, while keeping in mind the technological developments in this field.

The acceptance of recently created OADR institutions probably requires more time to evaluate their effects. It is to be hoped that, with experience and time, confidence will be built up in the credibility of OADR mechanisms. Also, confidence in OADR solutions is likely to grow as both, OADR providers and disputants, build up their experience and expertise.

OADR is an open issue, where intensive discussions are needed. OADR has established a tenacious academic foothold in the US and Europe. Some issues, such as the need for online ADR, is no longer questioned, while other issues, which were identified in this thesis, remain at the heart of the debate. However, it must be stressed that, as far as the author is aware, OADR has not yet been put to the test by enforcement proceedings in jurisdictions where the most resistance is likely to be encountered.

In this context, one point must be clear, namely, with the small amount of capital needed to start up online companies, new online entities can become major providers of OADR services in a very short time frame. There is no need for thousands of online ADR providers to proliferate in the online marketplace because this will confuse internet users and create the fear that OADR will snowball for every little complaint which result in OADR loosing its credibility. Indeed, if bad practice becomes associated with the terms used to describe the OADR field, then internet users will resist utilising any form of OADR.
Nevertheless, competition between OADR providers should not be prevented, and the ability for new mechanisms to creatively respond to technology or marketplace changes should not be limited. It must be borne in mind that the competition between various OADR providers ensures the establishment of mutual confidence between them, which will ultimately strengthen confidence in the whole process. The important thing here is to ensure that any areas of tension between competing schemes of OADR are eliminated. A healthy diversity and competition in the OADR field might result in a race to the top, which would increase internet users' choice and improve the overall confidence in e-commerce.

The primary principle should be always to ensure allowance of participation by all stakeholders interested in the use and future development of the OADR. In this regard, WIPO has noted that this is in line with the dynamic nature of the technologies that underlie the expansion and development of the internet, and equally, this is in line with the dynamic and expanding nature of ADR solutions.559

Bearing this in mind, OADR needs to be treated as a sensitive plant which needs nourishment, active support, and care. Direct regulation at this early stage of its practice does not necessarily provide such support. Instead, a constructive cooperation between governments, legal communities, businesses, consumer organisations, ADR professional bodies, and information technology industry must be encouraged as it can provide legal and technical expertise in the development of OADR policies. It is hoped that this will result in meetings, conferences, workshops, held to educate internet users about the availability and effectiveness of OADR on one hand, and to build critical mass in the e-business community on the other hand, but without undermining the importance of knowledge of the underlying operation of the internet. This might enable us to build a strong feedback and evaluation system to assess areas of weakness where further modification of OADR systems is necessary. Indeed, there is a need for greater collaboration, co-ordination, and consultation in relation to the use of the internet in ADR.

A marketing strategy, which aims at increasing awareness of OADR and educating parties involved in e-commerce transactions, might be useful. It is not likely that many people will take part in a process they do not know and do not understand such as OADR. Therefore, public awareness should attempt, on the one hand, to move internet users past the litigation-centred view of disputes to the broader notion that parties can work out their differences themselves and, on the other hand, to create general familiarity with and confidence in the internet architecture as a necessary basis for parties to be willing to attempt to use ADR online in the first place.

At this stage of OADR development, and given the nascent nature of electronic business, it is premature to determine whether some types of OADR, such as e-mediation or e-arbitration, are better suited for online disputes than others. This can be seen as a short-sighted approach to the issue of encouraging OADR system because imposing one type of OADR will stifle the development of other cheaper and effective options. Besides, it is hard to generalise about the suitability of certain OADR practices to the internet disputes.

Since different types of disputes demand different types of dispute resolution, OADR must not be perceived as one type of dispute resolution process. Instead, it must be perceived as a comprehensive design, with an array of processes, which will ultimately become a comprehensive OADR process in cyberspace. It is necessary to encourage a wide range of flexible solutions in the context of OADR. A "one size fits all" approach will not be appropriate to encourage diverse, innovative, flexible, and effective OADR solutions. Indeed, the internet has experienced enormous growth precisely because few restrictions have been imposed on new initiatives, such as OADR.

However, it must be pointed out that the challenge faced by online arbitration lies more in the realm of law than technology, while the challenge faced by online mediation lies more in the realm of technology than law. This is due to the less stringent legal requirements and the crucial role of the communication process in conducting mediation. As a result, as online arbitration is faced with many legal issues, and, as online mediation requires complex and sophisticated communication
schemes, which are difficult and expensive to set up presently, given time, OADR will be within the ambit of legally and technically possible in the near future.

A number of legal and technical issues need to be addressed if there is to be a swift and successful deployment of OADR mechanisms in a cross-border environment. Legal issues do not constitute insurmountable obstacles to a successful operation of such schemes, but some uncertainties remain due to technological limitations. Indeed the growth of OADR is tied to the development of technology.

The OADR model should be based on a functional and well-defined legal framework which permits the operation of this mechanism in cross-border electronic commerce, and allow for the recognition and enforcement of the settlement, and correspond with the international law relating to out-of-court dispute settlement. However, it must be recognised that the differences in legal systems and the prevailing uncertainties in many of them with regard to OADR might create obstacles to such an implementation.

A coherent legal environment is required for OADR to be effective. Amendments and changes in our current laws regarding arbitration are needed. The provisions of some laws, particularly, the New York Convention 1958, were drafted well before the internet age, and present problems of interpretation in the online context which may interfere with the conduct of electronic arbitration. Consequently, there is a need to make specific provisions for the resolution of disputes by electronic means. This would require modification in two important respects. First, the requirement that the arbitration agreement be made in writing might need to be amended to accommodate cyberspace realities. Second, rules on the place of the arbitration require modification for virtual arbitration that lacks a geographical locus. Until this is accomplished, we must work within an existing rule structure that, for all its functionality and utility, is beset with certain obstacles and unnecessary limitations on the use of electronic arbitration. However, the rules should be interpreted in their true spirit so as not to discriminate against technological advances.

From this perspective, the OADR model must contemplate primarily the value of fair process which OADR solutions are subject to, and the value of efficiency which
OADR solutions are seen to achieve. Clearly, these values must be taken into account in the establishment of any practical ADR program in the electronic format. Without such, the essence of OADR is necessarily largely lost. Equally, the OADR model should be based on a functional and well-defined technical framework because rules for use of the technology are necessary to promote effective communication and prevent miscommunication of the disputants. However, it is difficult to predict the take up of new technologies or to decide whether or not it is actually possible to make reliable long-term predictions about information technology.

Richard Susskind, a leading author on information technology law, said that it is often argued that long-term planning for information technology is futile because no one can fundamentally predict what technological advances might be made many years hence. For instance, in the seventies, some might not even have predicted the personal computer, let alone the internet. Nonetheless, the impact of the entirely foreseeable consequences of today's proven technologies is of itself extremely profound. 560

The internet is a quickly changing medium where new possibilities appear daily. One must remember that the technology that we have today is not the technology we are going to have in six months or a year. Speculating on the direction of technology, especially as it relates to the internet, is a difficult and risky business. Innovation when mixed with lots of money can produce instability. In fact, one should not conclude that the internet has finished changing. On the contrary, it will, indeed it must, continue to change and evolve at the speed of the computer industry if it is to remain relevant. In this regard, Ethan Katsh, a leading author on OADR, said that:

"Cyberspace is in transition, both in terms of how populated it is and in what it is used for." 561

Consequently, the idea of OADR is indeed valid, but it is still ahead of its time. That is to say, although OADR has a future in cyberspace, the capabilities and use of OADR mechanisms will increase rapidly in the coming years. This is reasonable since

the regulation of online economy will shape opportunities for ADR in the future and guide the development of ADR framework in cyberspace.

As internet use increases, and as the use of the internet as a medium to conduct the proceedings of ADR increases, and as the capabilities that are built into such use increases, and as our skills in such use evolve, we may find new ways of using technologies that change how we think about ADR. The increased use and application of new technologies is inevitable, and as technology advances, the accessibility and availability of ADR will advance too.

It is not secret among computer professionals that devices such as interactive digital television and advanced mobile telephony will extend the range of mechanisms for online access, including the access to OADR schemes. This may lead to more powerful dispute resolution tools that could potentially increase the power of ADR.

In this context, web-conferencing can be defined as the holding of a conference among people at remote locations by means of transmitted audio and video signals via the internet. Each participant sits before a computer equipped with a sound equipment and video camera. On their screen appear frames containing the faces of the other participants while receiving the other participants' spoken words. 562

In actual fact, web-conferencing, with full sounds and images, is the most similar medium to actual physical meetings and, therefore, an obvious solution to the lack of face-to-face encounters in OADR. 563

However, although lower quality web-conferencing is becoming more affordable and it may be the next phase in technological development, it must be noted that there are bandwidth issues for broadcast-quality web-conferencing, which require specialised facilities. It must be clear therefore that we are not at a point where we can anticipate

---

how web-conferencing might be employed in OADR and when it will be widely and reliably available.

In order to achieve an overall vision in OADR, the development of an information economy wherein technology is an integral part of all business, and the evolution of a community that has access to the internet, and the establishment of a world-class telecommunications infrastructure to support all aspects of the information society are crucial elements. 564

Indeed, a successful OADR provider must be poised to meet a varied range of types of marketplaces, both those existing today and newly emerging, must be capable of expanding rapidly with the growth of e-commerce, and must be responsive to the needs of online participants. By doing so, the ability for OADR mechanisms to creatively respond to new technology changes should be ensured.

From this perspective, every project that emerges in the context of OADR should, on the one hand, provide a mean for settling disputes, and, on the other hand, determines the likely structure or mechanisms of OADR in the future. It is contemplated that in the very near future, the key to being the world’s preferred electronic marketplace will be an OADR system for the resolution of disputes. Therefore, computer systems and communication facilities must be sufficiently performing in OADR process, and providers must watch their systems’ potential and consider upgrading mechanisms. In actual fact, in the rapidly changing internet-based world, it is not possible to outline all details in advance. Instead, it is vital to be able to be flexible and refine projects as circumstances require. 565

At present, we should not take the extreme view as to reject OADR until technology progresses to the point where replicating face-to-face interaction is universal, accessible, and inexpensive, and, until ADR profession fundamentally reorient itself to take into account the different demands of the online community.

565 Ibid.
Besides, although there are more than five years experience with OADR, one must acknowledge that future technological changes might render any OADR model obsolete. For example, OADR projects that were created as recently as 1999 and 2000 can now appear out of date while the technology of 1998 is obsolete. Indeed, over the three years of this research, new OADR providers came online and existing services terminated or changed significantly. This might explain why there has not been an established model for OADR solutions. In actual fact, no OADR guidelines or standards or specific regulations have emerged as a dominant code of practice within the OADR community.

That said, there is a basic set of conditions and principles that contribute genuinely to the success of OADR. Some of these conditions and principles may vary in intensity and nature depending on the form of the process. However, the conditions and principles which are the common denominators for all OADR systems can be categorised in two main groups, conditions pertaining to the disputants and conditions pertaining to the OADR providers.

As regards the former, disputants should have faith and trust in the process. Disputants should also act in good faith in order to ensure the success of the process for their mutual benefit. Good faith entails cooperation through communicating with each other and with the neutral third party, and avoiding manipulative techniques, and being rational and reasonable. Disputants should also be clear and precise about their claims and their expectations. If the parties are not clear and precise, this could generate series of misunderstandings, lengthen the period of dispute settlement, and amplify the conflict. All of these issues are of particular importance in an online setting such as OADR.

As regards the later, OADR providers should educate the parties to utilise information and communications technology tools that are indispensable to the service they offer. This entails easy access to the service. This entails also organising a simple OADR platform which is easy to comprehend. Besides, given that transparency and information disclosure are key elements in OADR, an OADR provider should provide adequate contact details, policy and disclaimers, services offered, stages of the process, published rules of procedure, a clear outline of costs and fees, term and
period of the process, legal consequences of the electronic settlements or electronic awards, and a clear policy with regard to third party neutrals' independence.

7.2. Note Concerning Further Research

This is not the end of the writer's research on OADR. It is the intention of the writer to set up an OADR scheme upon returning to Jordan. This will be the first OADR scheme in the world that is provided in both Arabic and English. OADR is flourishing in the United States and Europe. As far as the author is aware, the launching of an Arabic OADR web site would be the first attempt of this kind.

OADR and the internet are universal in nature, and, therefore, co-operation and exchange of ideas are needed. International comparisons between different jurisdictions, different cultures, and different internet infrastructures are needed too. Indeed, technological solutions such as OADR, by its very nature, requires co-operation across borders in order to learn how different legal systems are dealing with such solutions.

The writer believes that we should work together, both in the UK and globally, to rapidly deploy OADR systems, which can settle internet disputes swiftly and at low cost. As a result, it is the writer's intention to carry on his research on his return to Jordan. Contacts with relevant experts in OADR in the UK, Europe and the US will continue to be made.

For example, there is a large opportunity at hand to develop and promote OADR in Jordan under the Jordanian Arbitration Act. For instance, Article 10 of the Jordanian Arbitration Act, which is based upon the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, provides that an arbitration agreement is to be considered in writing, and accordingly to constitute a valid arbitration agreement, if it is contained in a document signed by the parties or in an exchange of letters, telegrams, faxes, telexes, or other means of telecommunications which provide a record of the agreement. This implies that an arbitration agreement that is produced in electronic record shall be deemed to constitute a valid agreement.\(^\text{566}\)

\(^{566}\) Article 10 of the Jordanian Arbitration Act (Law No. 31 of 2001).
Similarly, there is a large opportunity at hand to develop and promote OADR in Jordan under the Jordanian Electronic Transactions Act. For instance, Article 7 of the Jordanian Electronic Transactions Act, which is based upon the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce, establishes a legal instrument for courts to recognise all electronic records, messages, and signatures, which under the said Article establish the same legal effects produced by written documents and signature, and, therefore, electronic documents shall not be denied legal effect solely on the grounds that it is in an electronic form.\textsuperscript{567}

Jordan is trying to grasp the opportunities offered by e-commerce in order to be capable to meet the challenges of globalisation. E-commerce is evolving rapidly in Jordan. From this perspective, it seems that the present arbitral institutions in Jordan will do well in providing OADR. This will be a boost for the growth of e-commerce in Jordan.

\textsuperscript{567} Article 7 of the Jordanian Electronic Transactions Act (Law No. 85 of 2001).
Appendix 1: The Assessed OADR Institutions


11. Online Ombuds Office: A US-based non-profit research project created in June of 1996 by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. It was funded by the National Centre for Automated Information Research (NCAIR) and a private foundation (the Hewlett Foundation). The project is no longer in operation. Its web site is http://www.ombuds.org, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

12. The Arbitration and Mediation Centre of the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO): A dispute resolution provider approved since December 1999 by ICANN, and therefore, applying the UDRP rules. It is currently the most active provider of dispute resolution under the UDRP. Its web site is http://arbiter.wipo.int, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

13. National Arbitration Forum: A US-based arbitration institution which provides dispute resolution services under the UDRP. It has been accredited by ICANN on December 1999. It is the second most active institution applying the UDRP, after WIPO. Its web site is http://www.arb-forum.com, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

14. CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution: A US-based private business venture. It applies ICANN's Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy as it is a dispute resolution provider approved since December 1999 by ICANN. The web site is http://www.cpradr.org, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.

15. E-resolution: A Canadian-based private business venture. It has been proposing dispute resolution services under ICANN's UDRP for domain names since fall 1999. The web site of E-resolution is http://www.eresolution.ca, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.


19. ECODIR (European Consumer Dispute Resolution): an online dispute resolution program promoted by the European Commission and the Irish Department of Enterprise, Trade and Deployment. It has been launched at the end of October 2001. The web site of ECODIR is http://www.ecodir.org, last visited on the 1st of October 2003.
Appendix 2: The Statements of the Survey

I- Overall impact of OADR

1. In terms of increasing access to justice, Alternative Dispute Resolution will be facilitated by the use of new technologies such as the internet.

   - Strongly Agree □
   - Agree □
   - Undecided □
   - Disagree □
   - Strongly Disagree □

2. In terms of Alternative Dispute Resolution, the use of new technologies such as the internet will replace successfully traditional forms of Alternative Dispute Resolution.

   - Strongly Agree □
   - Agree □
   - Undecided □
   - Disagree □
   - Strongly Disagree □

3. Online Alternative Dispute Resolution schemes should become mandatory.

   - Strongly Agree □
   - Agree □
   - Undecided □
   - Disagree □
   - Strongly Disagree □

4. The Government’s main role in Online Alternative Dispute Resolution schemes is to determine standards of operation.

   - Strongly Agree □
   - Agree □
   - Undecided □
   - Disagree □
   - Strongly Disagree □

5. The Government’s major role in Online Alternative Dispute Resolution schemes is to monitor standards of operation.

   - Strongly Agree □
   - Agree □
6. The Government’s major role in Online Alternative Dispute Resolution schemes is to maintain standards of operation.

| Strongly Agree | □ |
| Agree | □ |
| Undecided | □ |
| Disagree | □ |
| Strongly Disagree | □ |

II- Fairness of OADR Process

7. The independence of the neutral from both disputants in electronic disputes settlement is a desirable value in the Online Alternative Dispute Resolution service.

| Strongly Agree | □ |
| Agree | □ |
| Undecided | □ |
| Disagree | □ |
| Strongly Disagree | □ |

8. A clear and published set of procedural rules is crucial to the success of the Online Alternative Dispute Resolution process.

| Strongly Agree | □ |
| Agree | □ |
| Undecided | □ |
| Disagree | □ |
| Strongly Disagree | □ |

9. Justice in Online Alternative Dispute Resolution can be achieved through participation in “virtual hearings” which do not require the attendance of the parties.

| Strongly Agree | □ |
| Agree | □ |
| Undecided | □ |
| Disagree | □ |
| Strongly Disagree | □ |
III- Effectiveness of OADR process

10. Online Alternative Dispute Resolution increases cost efficiency of the resolution process.

   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Undecided
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

11. Online Alternative Dispute Resolution increases the speed of the resolution process.

   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Undecided
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

12. It is important that the provider of the Online Alternative Dispute Resolution service has the ability to deal with cross-border transactions.

   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Undecided
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

13. The expertise of the OADR provider is crucial to the success of the resolution process.

   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Undecided
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

14. Appropriate levels of data protection and commercial privacy in Online Alternative Dispute Resolution process are crucial in order to ensure that participants have the confidence to use the process.

   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Undecided
15. It is crucial to the success of Online Alternative Dispute Resolution process that the seller of goods/supplier of services pays all the fees related to the process.

16. Compliance with Online Alternative Dispute Resolution is best achieved by disbarring defaulters from displaying trust-marks of membership of resolution process.

17. Compliance to Online Alternative Dispute Resolution is best achieved by the withdrawal of online services from defaulters.

18. Compliance to Online Alternative Dispute Resolution is best achieved by applying available laws and legal processes to defaulters.
V- Conclusion

19. Have you got any other comments? Please use the space below to record any further views you have with regard to Online Alternative Dispute Resolution.

20. Are there any examples or contact names you could give me which you think might be useful in my research? Please use the space below.
Appendix 3: The Web Page of the Survey

Monday, January 20, 2003

New International ODR Survey

Haitham Haloush is conducting a research project into Online Alternative Dispute Resolution at the Department of Law, University of Leeds/England. He is circulating an international survey to collect data for this project.

Two files are available: a brief statement about the survey and the questionnaire itself.

If you have any questions about the project, please contact Haitham Haloush at lawhhab@leeds.ac.uk.

Sunday, January 19, 2003

UNITED NATIONS ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION FORUM
JUNE 30, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

The Forum on Online Dispute Resolution will be sponsored by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Team of Specialists on Internet Enterprise Development in cooperation with the Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business.

The Forum will be held at the Palais des Nations in Geneva, Switzerland on June 30. For more information, see http://www.unece.org/press/pr2003/odr2003.htm (though the dates on the web site may be incorrect), or contact: Daewon Choi, UNECE Coordinating Unit for Operational Activities, Tel: + 41(0)22 917 2474, Fax: + 41(0)22 917 0178, daewon.choi@unece.org.
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